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Sunday’s Freshet
Disastrous.

Connty.

the paper for Maine
ling people.'1

flooded but no serious
damage was done to
the building.
On Goose River tbe water was
very high,
but no
damage resulted. At Mason’s Mills
the water flowed over the dam to a
depth of
3 feet, and
Monday afternoon it was runniug
2 feet and 8 inches.
The water rarely flows
over this dam.
Monday it was found necesto
build a coffer-dam above the bridge to
sary
prevent flooding Sherman & Co.’s leather
board mill from the
opposite side. The
work at this mill was
delayed Monday
morning by back water in the pond below.
From Mason's Mills t-o the next dam the
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SUFFERS A SEVERE
LOSS.
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The Damage General Throughout the
State.
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The freshet of last Sunday was unusually
disastrous in this vicinity, resulting in the
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washed away.
me bridge on the Robbias road
!
in West
1 Belfast had one abutment broken and one
stringer broken. This is the same bridge
from which the :ir.tle buy was drowned in
the freshet a year ago.

greatest damage was on the Passagas- j
Monday a person on the East Side wishsawaukeag river, where seven of the nine : ing to get t<: the city by team would be
bridges were carried away. At the head of I obliged to go around by Kaler's, then by
the stream the Russ
bridge, so-called, was j Citypoint to the Head of the Tide. Even
washed away, but was secured and replaced ! this could not be dune with
heavy teams, as
t .e next
morning. The Monroe bridge, with the Kaler bridge was unsafe under a load.
two abutments, two stone
piers and a plank The distance by this route is about 6 miles.
covering was carried away except the abut- Monday morning the city authorities put on
ments at the ends. The
planks were secured. two ferry boats at the Lower bridge and
the ferrymen were kept
At Gurney's Mills the mill was

6.

page
h e-1:■■

the harbor,

wrecked and the bridge carried away. The
City Elections.
foundation of the mill for a space of t»0 feet
MTBLlCAN TIDAL WAVE.
at the lower corner was washed
out, allow-.mi
Repu :■!:•. <ins Monday rc- :ng that portion of the building to collapse.
P Baxter f-.-r Mayor for the
This contained a grist mill, band saw,
large
'G->rge E. Bird. Democrat.
ircular saw, saws for small lumber, shingle
> .aw, Prohibition,
by a vote of
d
and Si.-.iw s !•.■*'. Five i machine, and general mill
machinery. Most !
Repaid, can aldermen. The j -f the machinery went into the stream. The
_■ -..ns over last year are _'I4.
water went over the dam to a
k the Re: uV; aLs re-cDcted
depth of 6 feet
mayor by a large ma; rity ami ami ricoded the mid and even the blackitic.
smith shop in the upper end of the building.
W W. M.tchell,
Repubi: an. The water wheel and dam were not
darnagn.:*.yo: by .-44 majority and aii i
eu.
■-• ted
Many of the logs in the mill yard, some
Republican aldermen.
election m Lewiston re- finished lumber, a quantity of meal and !
--Ping v: fry for the Repubii- j corn owned
1
by customers and a large ;
e-r.e<":ng May.-r Frank L.
amount of smao articles, were washed
an-:
rity of
away.
arrying six
wants.
Mr. R. A. Gurney, who owns the mill, is unThe Vote for‘mayor
an.
>1. r-y, Dem .rat.
ab.e to est.mate his loss until the water sub-
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bridge probably

e wes itsafety t the si.art
bell'l in the river iu-t ab.,Ve -t. Wi.il h br-. Kv
tlc force of the current
Tie- Head A the

The Dem-

Granges.

-very reap—

Sixty

cou-

jected

for :he dan
ad. paid for
The arrangements were all
o: and td- r esT of order
pre-

Ket--

the

w

b

come

Six

--t

:n at

range held a levee at their hali
evening. Feb. j»>th. and as it was
•n-iight evening, with good travd was soon filled. At 7,.Vi o’clock
i-tachment went to the dining
’and the tables laden with baked

various

disposed of

holding

After supper
to those
Mrs. J. G. Damon
Mr. I. G. Ricker, the

-!-*•«.
-no

got the
rag

high

-t- ue

current.

site to

rose

water

ear-

mark.

carried away except the abutment
were A3 prizes,
consisting of rag at the east end and
the puling from the bank
is rugs, aprons, towels, sofa
to the water's edge at the west end, it being
t’-ens and many other articles, ]
i nearly low title at the time.
x afforded much
amusement

-»ke
'•

by Albert Wilson
pincushion by Orrin
After the drawing the hall
*nd dancing was continued un-..I L<‘urs «.•? Thursday mornwas won

e
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March.

and dangerous gaies prevailing
es at the close of
February will
i

and 3d.

A

storms that

a

crisis

on

ami

repetition of the
swept many seo-

globe, including the whole of
a.st region, early in
February
-urprise during the early days of
■

c.
*
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t on:

redictions indicate stormy times
middle of March and a general
spreading over most parts of the
m about the 15th to 17th.
Hicks
•-further as follows:
bable that some of the hardest
‘he month may transpire from the
A genuine March blizzard over
1 *rts of the country, with rain,
j.
tornado in central and
Erections—all to wind up with a
-«■ polar wave—n»-ed not surprise
?st six days of March
Eartbmost likely during the periods
aQd nearest to the new and full

of the

augmented by

Upper bridge,

t.’^e

ice

now

when the

and the

swept

mass

of

on

ice,

timbers, etc., reached the Lower bridge
too, gave way b.-fure :t and a large seet:cn feii into the harbor.
The piling at the
easterly end >>f the draw st< <>d, leaving the
draw in j iac»- but badly shattered. From
here eastward a section 10o feet long went
out clean, the
piling being pulled up or
broken < ff low d -wn. When the draw of
the l pper bridge hit the electric light wires
there was a pretty display of fireworks, the
arc light "i the bridge and each individual
wire of the circuit sending out
sparks. For
a few minutes there was a wild rush of the
torrent through the open space and then it
gradually slowed up, and the mass distributed itself over the harbor and went aground
on either side.
The Wescott stream rose 10 feet and did
considerable damage. The “red bridge,” socailed, had a portion of one abutment washed away and the span twisted. The Kaier

; »ogs,
! that,

centre

March, reaching

U:

ruins

noou,

towards the sea, and

the weather prophet of St.
shot «.n the recent
time ago he published the fol-

a

■-

Le

-man. the

Prophecies

reported
ttlegrapLn.

was
n

■

as

-arrieJ away. Ti.-r- ^
mmunicat. n vrc<i
P

land, but the wir^-s m Mam- were
ing order. Tuesday morning rat:,

fa.dng, but ceased about

ii'u

as

work-

m

-till

was

the atu.- sThe morning

n,

gr- -wing much uiuer.
tr,-.:n arrived ab>-ut noon, but
brought no
mail from beyond Burnham. The freight
tram arrived about 2 p. >i and brought a
smaii letter mail from the west,
including
B<_ st'.-n letters of Saturday. The night train
pnere

«

brought Bangor, Augusta, Lewiston and
iterviiie papers of Monday ani Tuesday.
Local.y the telegraph and telephone lines
worked better than was expected. With

W

but a short interruption both lines worked
all right to Bangur, and the telephone was
able to reach Bar Harbor, Camden and the
Kennebec cities most of the time. There
was no telegraph connection over the Western Union with Portland or beyond from
Sunday morning to Tuesday afternoon
about 4 o'clock. Wednesday murning the
telegraph made connections with Purtiand
and Boston.
The mail

stages were delayed to some exThe Liberty stage did net come in
Monday, but came Tuesday by way of North

tent.

Searsmont, by ferrying across one ri\er in
a bridge was carried away.
The North Searsport stage came Monday
but not Tuesday.
The Stockton Springs
stage made one trip each day, ferrying
across the harbor at Belfast.
It brought the
Bangor local letter mail which usually
comes by train.
Camden, Centre Lincoln*
Searsmont where

all

was

1

j

bridge had one side stringer and a
broken, the rail carried away,

REPAIRING DAMAGES.

City Council, through the Mayor,
Highway Committee and Highway Surveyors, have begun to repair damages and
the work will be pushed as fast as possible.
A pile driver has been engaged to come from
Camden, and Capt. Charles Baker went to
Fairfield Monday to try to b iy piling. Tuesday he telegraphed Mayor Hanson that he
was unable to get logs of any description on

the Kennebec, as there has been a great
deal of damage to the lumber there. The
lumber from the wreck which can be saved
whole will be used, and local farmers think
they can supply the deficiency. Work will
begin on the Lower bridge at once. Next
the Citypoint bridge will be rebuilt, and
work on the Gurney bridge will follow as
soon as possible.
The bridges to which
there is the least damage will be made
i passable at once and thorough repairs made
when the ground becomes settled in the
spring. There is some talk of discontinuing
i the Upper bridge, but no action will be
taken on it f<>r some t me. This is a county
highway and can only be altered or discontinued by order of the
County Commissioners, after a hearing of which all interested shall have notice. A delegation from
the Upper bridge sett lement appeared before
the City Council Monday evening in opposition
the discontinuance, but they were assured by the Mayor that no action could be
tik-L without
lving them a fair chance to
be heard.
The city officers estimate the cost to the
«•
ity .d repairing and replacing the various
bridges at from So,000 to 87.000 To replace
the Lower bridge will cost from 81.000 to
81.2vm The Upper bridge will require to
be wholly rebuilt and wili cost about S3,000.
The damage to the others cannot be ascertained until the water goes down, as the
abutments of some are more or less damaged under water, but the officers estimate the
cost of repairs at from 8>00 to $1,200.
NEWS FROM THE

COUNTY.

Our County correspondents have sent the
fallowing reports:
Morrill. The rain storm Saturday and
Sunday did much damage to roads and
! bridges. It was a very heavy rain fall.
tance considerably. D. L. Cook and Frank i
Knox. A correspondent writes: “We have
Larrabee were
employed as ferrymen. had a very severe ram st rm here. B. F.
w’s mill was damaged about $200."
Wednesday morning, on account of the gale, 1 SparrLiberty. The freshet of Sunday did but
a rope was stretched across
between the ! little damage in town, but made sad havoc
landings and the boats hauled across by a around, particularly in South Moutville.
hand.
I nity. Much damage has been done here:
hr dges carried away and cellars flooded!
No maiis were received by the
morning
Sandy Stream, which runs through the vilor evening train
Monday from beyond Burn- lage, was never known to be so
high as at
ham, the first train, however, bringing Sat- the present time.
urday night's mail from east and west.. | Thorndike Considerable damage is reWhen the Penobscot came down river Mon- ported i«j bridges in town. The Farwell
bridge and the Muzzy bridge were entirely
day afternoon George A. Quimby got from swept
away, and a number of other bridges
Purser Hanscom a copy of the Bangor Whig were damaged. Say ward
V.jse lost considerable lumber and wood. Wm. Crosby
and Courier, which u as the nly
morning : lost
feet
uf
5,000
boards, and hundreds of
daiiy received in town. It did nut have a dollars
of damage was done t) property.
very full story, but told of a million dollar !
The mill and one bridge at South Montloss at Westbrook by the washing away of vilX were cairied
away, and the Liberty
the S. D. Warren [taper mi.Is.uf minor dam- stagf was obliged to go around by way of
Searsmont.
At Searsmont village
^"rth
age c>ewhere, and of a big lire in Halifax.
tiie bridge near the new schoolhouse

Citypoint was not injured except by one iog
piercing the covering. A few cords of fire
wood belonging to H. C. Bailey and piled on
Citypoint wharf went out to sea.
From Citypoint the freshet next struck
ville and Freedom stages made their reguthe ice in the harbor, which extended nearly lar
trips on time. John E. Lancaster’s acto the Upper bridge, and when this started
commodation stage from Stockton Springs
it went with a rush carrying the bridge with
came to the lo wer bridge Monday and Tuesit.
This was a pile bridge with a draw, and
day and ferried passengers across, but did

bread, boiled ham, lunch ham,
•'• -rib with
stuffing, pressed beef,
c-n
with stuffing, cold tongue,
■Ains,
salads, pickles, celery, j
n is of pie,
doughnuts, assorted
wn

coffee.

w:*h

about 15 feet above the
It flowed over the
Brown and Whitcomb culverts, which are
usually from 8 to 10 feet above the water,
and left cakes of ice 2 feet thick in the roau.
The water was at least 3 feet deep in the
road on these culverts. Trees on the banks
and island, from small saplings to 2 feet m
diameter, were broken off by the rushing
torrent.
When this jam broke it struck
with full force against the Citypoint
highway bridge, and that structure shared the
fate of most of the others. It was completely wrecked. The railroad bridge at

the

received a vote of thanks. The
well attended and a lively :ninifested.

-.nd

force of the

the full

foundry

usual

new

-.r-

•'-re

one.

Citypoint was a scene of
during the freshet. The ice
jammed near Negro Island, about half way
down the stream and piled up on and about
the island to a height of from 12 to 20 feet.

next meeting,
Boyd presented the officers
f badges at the last meeting,

>*er

to

The water here

prospering.

high

commotion

-etmg.
is

very

The old foundry property ;v-t below this
was damaged but uttle, as the dams
and other obstructions were taken out some
time ago, giving the water free ti- w.
The long comparatively ieve. stretch from

conferred the third and
'■••grees on two candidates last
-ting, ic ample form, with the
Past Master Wm H. Moody
was present as a visitor.
The
•nd uegree will be
onferred at
Trange

a

bridge

range

■

is

abutments and one centre pi-r •. f stone.
This received only a skght damage to .*ne f
the abutments, though the p er was sub-

the

t.

bridge

Tide

ad ies f
Sears:- -rt. was a de-

by

given

r*.:i

may1

-a

Wednesday. The mail stages
all on time Wednesday except Liberty,
which could uot get in. The bay steamers
did not make their trips.
Tuesday afternoon the wind rose to a gale
from the north, and was accompanied by a
fine, gritty hail, which cut the riesh like a
sand-storm. But little damage was reported
up to the time of our going t<> press, though
it is probable that many buildings were
damaged by wind throughout the county.
One of the chimneys at the rums of the
Crosby Inn blew down Tuesday evening,
not

come

were

and

some

wails.

nesday
noon.

slight damage

Schools

were

was done
closed ail day

the
Wed-

to

and the shoe factory shut down at
The gale continues unbared at this

writing,

3 p.

m.

Wednesday.

DRIFT AND SPRAY.

Messrs. C. R. Coombs and S. R. Locke
visited the flooded region Monday with their
cameras and secured some excellent
photo-

graphs.
A visitor to

the sight

was

Gurney's Mills Monday said
really indescribable. He couid

only compare the rush of waters to the
whirlpool below Niagara Palls.
About one hundred feet of the Upper bridge
king post went floating down the bay and was seen by
two
North port men, who went oat in a bua’t
planking

washed up and some stone washed from the
abutments. The water dowed 1 foot deep
ovej the roadway. The planks were replaced and light teams and foot passengers
crossed Monday. The upper dam at Kaler’s
mill had the top timbers washed off, and the
lower dam was carried away. The mill was

and tuwed it into Brown's cove.
All the smelt Ashers' tents were on the ice
below the upper bridge and were swept
away with the flood and destroyed. This is
a aerious loss to the fishermen aside from the

breaking up of the fishery, which
a source

of

was

quite

revenue.

The amount of rainfall daring the storm
w&s very large. Mr. L. H. March s measure-

City Government.

was

under water when the stage came along and
driver ferried across and t-.>k a new
team on the other side.
Later reports say
that this bridge has been carried away, and
tLat live bridges are
g-ue in the town of
Searsmont.
Frankfort.
The ice in Mar>h stream,
w!;
h flows thr ugh the town to the Penobt. lammed at a p« :nt
opposite the town,
-tie! the rising water ami ice earned
away
t:.e
."Wef
and
ridge
damaged the upper
':i;e sthat it was impassabi- on Sunday
f* ght.
The li'.od a.
rJ
’iL'v-ksmith
s:.
■{ Patrick Cuddy, .-.ca.* u near the
stream. across the street, and the dwel.ing
h
f James Sprague was ii -ated from iTs
mt- ‘he middle f the street. At
nndptu-n
r.
"\."ck the jam brvke and the water be-

the

'*’■

gan

*•

>

ed in

The

of last Saturday and
w-.s the heaviest and the water the
-best in the >1- nr.'e stream known here
st
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MARSHAL.

Night watch bills.81,000 00
Sunday police.
p>4 qq
Special
66 00
at
atching goods
24 40
Crosby Inn.
81,194

40

Arrests for drunkenness.36
assault. 4
"
vagrancy. 8
Number cared for in lockup.34
Arrests by officer Knight.45
Black. X
Murch. 4
50

at

HARDEN, SEXTON.
Number of deaths in Belfast..55
Died elsewhere and buried in Belfast.13
L. W. HAMMONS, SEC'V BOARD OF
HEALTH.
In the past year 66 places have been looked after, and some of these as many as 8 or
10 times. All of these places have been put
in shape or abated.
This work I have had
to do alone, except 3 calls with Dr.
Ellingwood. No. of days service 35.

visits.49

ENGINEER.

Whole number of fires 9, 3 of which were
outside the fire limits. They were as follows: On Lewis wharf: at round-house, M.
C. depot; store of H. W. Clark: shed of
Thomas Ellis; at McDonald & Brown's
shipyard; Crosby Idd ; house of James
Bowen; in store of J. C. Thompson ; Samuel
Sleeper’s fish market.
of

1,24b uO

00

part of this overdraw is for bills of last

year.

The Engineer recommends the purchase
a
steam engine, as he
considers that
one is needed when the hydrant pressure is
low. and when fires occur outside the hydrant limits; also a man is needed at the
Lose house all the time with one horse to
move the
hose carriage. He als-; recummends that a pressure gauge be placed in
the Lose house a: d that the Lose house be
connected with the pumping station and
Superintendent's residence by telephone,
and suggests that a committee be appointed
t-ojexamme the water system carefully, together with the contract with the Water
Company, and learn whether or not the ;ty
is furnished water as agreed and paid for.
of
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visit <*f

a

to Gardiner last Friday
few days to his sister, Mrs.

went

a

Joseph Miller of Lowell, Mass., visited
his cousin. I. V Miller, last week. They
had not met before for
y,-ars.
W C. T. Hamilton of
Minneapolis, who
has been visiting friends in Searsport, left
by train f r home last Thursday
J. M. Mossman, agent of the
Sargent &
Greenieaf Time Lock Co., was in Belfast
last week, a guest of Messrs. John H. and
W. H.

Quimby.

suppose it is a high compliment the
Bang -r Commer-.iai pays to one of our Waldo
county teachers. It says he “ranks among
the fore-entertainment in theevenmgt Yigad
Ga most teachers in the State.
We

At the last regular meeting
f the Camden \ oung Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union it was v.»ted to have Miss Charlotte
T. Sibley of Belfast lecture in the Camden
oq
Opera House Monday evening, March
'Over Palestine Hills on Horseback."

J. Craig, a former well kn wn resident
Waldo county, m w of White Sulphur
Springs, Montana, writes under date ...f Feb.
22nd: “We ar^- having an ideal winter in
this section of Montana. N sn-w and .as
Dr.

of

|

April weather in Maine, s* fc
wintering witPuit any luss whatever."
warm as

is

Rev. L. P Parker, wh-- lectured ;.r-re 1 .At
week, had to-drive from Bueksp'-r*
keep
his engagement fie expected
tde
the tr.p d wii ri ver m *-iri-er F
i*
sue was
::
La* Oay fur r- o r**
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Ralph C Smalley, wh-years--Id is note a sah-.-r,

months.
Mr. Smadey s f.:st
fr--m Re- kp-Tt in the --L- -m-r A. I.. Bu*Vr
to P-*rt a
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On his return fr--m Ja- k- -n-.
F. ; i *,
e.
.e lias busine*** .i.r-r-.u
Mr. o' B.
Hazeltme stepped a few -lays u W
mgton, and in onnect:--n with
%*>.t the
Rost of that city tells the Plowing g-- d
where

<

story ;
hN
T am n-• a native ,f
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me in the i't'
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Mrs. A. L. Crockett of Rockland came to
Be.fast last Friday to attend the funeral of
Mrs. J. W. Know Iron.

her

matism and neuralgia, and nita..% resulted
in death from paralysis.
For a !• ng ’•.me
she was entirely blind, but her
esigi.t returned bef :e her death. F r twrLty-..ne
eeks she w is entire 1 j
:r and
tbvugi. sb- rea.izr-d that death w ->
-urTereu .nt-nse b. -1:1/ p »:n.
r- -.1
meomplaining’y, and thankful, y appr-uat-d
f kindness
r au-nt: n -h.
1.
every ... t
her.
Mu. Km w.t- n was a l.-.vg: :-r «>f
1 it
1
_c
B
wile!
was
b rn De-ember 1". 1*4’
'She was marred

Dyer and H. A. Carappeal was denied to the

:•

ag..

.•

D. W.

left

Z. K. Mason

home, No. S> Miller st-eet, Wrdnesdav afternoon, February iV.th, after » .ui.g and
very painful illness, whi* h 5hr- b .rr with
remarkable f -rtitude. Four year**
had .a grippe, which was
>wcd

C. Tutt.e

W.
for

Obituary.
Mrs.

Banks

Weeks.

Adjourned.

right t
and i.usts awarded against their..
In the c :se of Parks i: Wheeler a deoivu
--‘•v.
A number of bridges have been earwas rendered
m
facer of the pet.to ners.
f;-d away. but n a. unt f the h:gh water The fthe 1 mount : la mage
Awing .;*se is n w pending in the
t be is ertained
ai t: .s writing.
A dwrlung h. us- near the
Law Court; Harrison Hayb rb vs Inhabi- in January, 1>-1, tMr.
John Watson
bridge was nearly tio.,.ded, r«je water rising tants of Belfast for balance oi 81.155 '.'7. al- Knuwnton, anu s.xtren xears ate;
ima in -st t*» the
windows. At the w. rk-shop
: Franklin Chase the water was
leged to be due for supporting the paupers with him to Belfast, where they ha- e -:n
up it\>.
with the windows.
resided. Hers was a life > f cLantu":
of the city for 5 years ending May lo. lv".
dr.-,is
THE STORY OF THE
STATE.
and unseIrish .lev.
The cases f City of Belfast vs Mrs. A. D.
n to the want.'
:
Tuesday night's mail :.r- .g: : the Maine Mo Keen ana Da id Lancaster for recovery H-rh une life wa> very near the Mea ndai ies of M -nriay and Tuesday and thev
unkind word »-r act ever marring its serenity,
f s wet assessments v»ili be disposed of at
(
"ere rilled withta.es
I 71
-ds and disasters.
the April term of S. J. Court. The case of j She was an active and influential memb-r
Ou.y a brief record car; r>e made here. From
Ruck land it is reported that the iimerock J. G. Brocks aud D. B. Soutlwyorth, vs. the of the L niversalist parish and was identified
quarries in the outskirts of the city and the i City of Belfast, to* determine the legal sta- i with d 1 its charitable and benev-dent work.
granite- quarries in the surrounding towns
tus of property under the wm of the late 1 As a memn-r of ti e Good Temidctr
rder she
are rilled.
In some f them the Water is re1
herself st-.dfast, attending the lodge
ported as being forty .>r rifty feet deep. Mrs. Mary E. Souihworth is pending. Sev- I proved
and
I Many basements in R kiand were flooded. eral suits have been brought in the name of ; meetings
doing her part toward keepIn Union every bridge and dam in t-wn is
! the Collector during the year, must of which ! ing up the interest when the prospects 1. okwashed out and four or rivesmail mills have
ed dark and others advised giving up the
have been Settled.
In the unsettled cases
| been swept down str-am. The total ioss
there is estimated at 815,oOO
Miles of the | the property has been sold at Sheriffs sale. | work. She was also an honored member
of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. n. o. p. Of
Georges Valley railroad are under water
E. M. POND, LIBRARIAN.
j and Georges river was rifteen f--t above the Additions
her rather s family of nine children, hut twv
usuai high water mark
by
purchase.45:'
and
still
Monday
survive.
A.den M
Brown of Plymouth,
17
by new copies of old books.
rising.
bs gift. 20 Me., and George Brown of Worcester, Mass.
j The damage done by the freshet at Waterby binding periodicals. 21 Her
j Vi He and Fairrield, outside of the bridge
only s n. Dr. Frank A. Kicw r. n, rewhich went out at Fairn -Id, is estimated at
;
sides in Fairrield, and Mr. Knowiton's
517
from
82*).000 to 825,000. N. T.-lmau a; Sons
;
The present number of volumes according ! brother. Edward W. Knowlton of Ma.one,
; at Fairrield lost about 1
feet of logs
their boom. Ed. Ware ;ost about half to the accession list- is
t'
whom she has been as a mother
j afrom
7,100, from which we N. \
miiiion from his pile at the miii, and the
'•
|
since the death of his parents, when he was
must deduct all books worn out or lost in
Hollingsworth & Whitney Co. had t e tops :
! a small child, remain, with the bereaved
taken (.if of eight of their p:-rs
the past 8 years.
Gardiner was one of the heaviest losers Osd books
in Bangor.
92 j husband, to mourn the loss of one who has
repaired
on the Kennebec
by the freshet, owing to the j Periodicals bound in Bangor. 21 ; been to them all that the words “wife" and
water backing from the tremendous ice
jam Books repaired by librarian. 9*3 ‘'mother." m their
near Richmond, causing the
truest sense, imply. The
j
highest water As nearly as can be estimated the presever known, it being four feet over Water j
funeral was held at her late home Frida;,
j street. The
ent number of persons having cards is..1*33
|
middle span of the Gardner | New
registrations during the year. 205 j forenoon, and was attended by a large numand Randolph bridge
was
carried away
cards sold. 36 ber of friends and
about 4 p m. Monday by the breaking of a Temporary
acquaintances, all of
|
large iam of logs. The losses are the largest Received for lines.$49 66 : whom were sincere mourners f r the loss of
cards. -27 2.5
that ever fell on the city by storm or flood.
one whose true worth entitled her to the
new l»ooks sold.
1.86
; Ice and logs cover the railroad tracks three
iiuding lists soid. 145 love and esteem of all who knew her. The
to ten feet.
{i
tiction lists sold.
165
At Augusta the water reached a height
Rebekah lodge attended in a body.
The
new catalogues sold_
5 00
n< t known for
many years, and riooded the
services by
Rev. Charles H. Wells %vere
basements of business houses on Water
!
$,y> *7 touching and impressive. The rloral offer
street.
A great deal
f damage was done
Books were circulated as follows:
winch cannot be replaced for some time
ings were very handsome, and included a
The city was in darkness Monday night and Fiction.14,116
pillow from the Rebekahs, a crescent from
the electric cars discontinued. All the in- Juvenile.
4,529
Mrs. Mary E. Chase, pinks from Mrs C. H
dustries are shut down. Many
f the merHistory. 652
chants whose basements were flooded, are Travel..
Walden, bouquets from Miss Juliette A
789
forced to close and take account of stock.
Periodicals.1.445 Wiggin and the Misses Crawford, rose;
B ograpby. 469
It is estimated that the loss by flood in
Lewiston and Auburn, including the two Science and art. 459 from Mrs. Elmer I. Rankin. Mrs. E.m^r
| bridges, will reach close to $200,000.
Religion and philosophy. 234 A. Sherman, and Mrs. James H. H-.wrs
120
Only cue bridge out of six :u the cities of Sociology.
cailas from Mrs. Beni Kei!e>, and r*>ses
Westbrook and Cumberland Mills remains General literature. 1,238
pinks, smilax and heliotropes from tht
: over ti.e Presumpsc--t.
Aiong the entire
family.
river not more than three bridges are stand2-1.951
Increase over last year.
ing.
1,425
The damage to mill property in Westbrook
Mrs. Caroline Smith died at her heme
r.
The greatest work of the year has been
"id amount to over-81.0XU»>
The new the
of a general catalogue. No the Sea report sh'-re road just bey.mo the
publication
mid
of
the
S.
D.
Warren
Co.
is
paper
books ha.e been carried away from the town line, last Friday. She had t--n .r.
gqne. portions of thr* Westbrook Mfg. Co's,
K. Dana's and other miHs are
damaged. reading room. The Librarian suggests that failing heaiti since trie death of her huj W.The
traffic on the Grand Trunk is sus*
band, who was buried just tw- years pr: :
more time be given the public for use of the
! pended, a bridge having been carried away
I
to her death. Mrs. Sm.th was b..m n the
at West Paris and Several
iarge washouts library and reading room.
same farm >.-n which she .lied, and w here her
reported.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
At Mechanic Falls the Portland and Rumwhole life had been spent.
She
is » c»v;
« >:
F. H. Welcn. C. B. Farrar and W. W.
f Belfast
of the late Simeon Staples
: ford Falls railroad bridge was moved out of
place three feet. In Oxford county bridges Cates, Finance Committee, report settle- her father’s family of ten children but tw
I were taken away at Snow Falls,'Jackson
survive. William Staples of Sto*-kton Springs
ments with the City Treasurer and Collector
and Mrs. A. P. Wentworth --f Searsp.-rt
j Crossing, West Paris. Stonty Brook and
i South Pans.
Her only son, Charles F. Smith, lives m the
All the bridges between of Taxes, and the refunding of the debt
I Waterford and Norway were washed away. They submit the following
place. Deceased was highly respected
figures to show old all
who knew her. and will be mourned
Of 21 bridges in North Berwick, 18 have
by
the net gain to the city on the refunding of
Wen washed away. The North Berwick
a large circle to whom she had endeared
by
j
the
bonds:
herself
by many acts of kindness, charity
j Manufacturing Co* sustains a loss of $5,000.
and sympathy. The funeral was held MonBusiness is paralyzed.
Received premium on the $108,500
bonds delivered Woodbury &
day afternoon.
Wednesday morning’s dailies, received
yesterday noon, contain further details. The
Moulton, and Library Fund 3
I steamboat wharf at Augusta disappeared
Mrs. Addie Ccnant of Searsmont died Feb.
1 69-100.
$1,833.65
25th, after a long and severe illness which
Tuesday night, as well as one or two small Received for accrued interest on
I buildings on the banks.
she
bore with great patience
The water is now
She said a
bonds delivered Woodbury &
short time before her death: “I am willing
rapidly receeding. The Bath Iron Works
Moulton, Librarv Fund after
Sustained a ioss of 81,000 and work is susDec. 1st.
101.52 to die but would like to live l*>ng enough t"
pended there. The damage on the Sheeprepay all those who have Wen so good and
seot river is the greatest for years, but the
1,935.17 kind to me.” She was a very estimable
Wiseasset and Quebec railway suffered very
Less
lady and beloved by all who knew her. The
little. The loss to the business men of Gar- Advertising sale of new bonds and
bereaved family have the sympathy of the
diner by flooding is nearly 875,000; in Halcall of old bonds.
106.60 entire community. The funeral took place
Feb. 27th at the home of her parents, Mr.
lowell, 815,000. Bangor reports the worst Brooks Bank Note Co. for new
bonds.
Wentworth, Rev. M. F.
95.00 and Mrs. Arad
oyer in that vicinity. Telegraphic communication has been restored and the mail serBndgham officiating. Her age was twenty.50
Express on bonds.
vice will no doubt bring up arrears to-day. Telegram.
5.39 four years.
*-

Adoniram H

Chicago, where he expects

watering trough
Washington and Market

teachers and some other bills for the present
term, which ends t-o-morrow, in the March
roll of accounts, which brings 13 months into
the year’s account, and increases the
apparent expenditures of the school
appropriate n
$1,3,6. These bills usually go over to the
April roll, but were paid this year in March,
as the closing of the term came so near the
city meeting. The same state of affairs prevailed in the highway fund, where two
March accounts are paid in one year.

83,360 00
City appropriation. 3,250 CO
A

week.

W
M. Welch, J.
F. Wilson, CLas. L.
Fletcher, Ward 1: F. M. Bailey, Ward 4.
The city has paid the salaries of the school

hydrant rental.82,120.00

Overdrawn.3110

Cordelia Drinkwater of Northport
visited her daughter, Mrs. E. O. Hali, iast

H. F. Mason. Collector of Taxes, reported
follows:
Collected on tax of 1*94.$4»3.**40 90
Collected on tax of 1895. 38,2*2 60
The joint special committee on claim of
Cecil J. Morrii., for care of Jane Bird,
report
that the city should not
voluntarily pay said
claim.
Bill of Conant i: Co. for goods furnished
to E. G. Patten was referred to the
City
Solicitor with instructions to collect the
same of the party liable therefor.
Ballot clerks were appointed as follows :

“calls at office.40
non-resident* treats!. 2
visits to non-residents. 4
Amount of medicine furnished.347.55

Other expenses.

of

Boston a few
for Starrett

in

was

buying goods

Mrs.

as

STEVENS, CITY PHYSICIAN.
Number of patients.20

Expense

corner

Starrett
week

Co.

a:

cepted.

L.

CHIEF

Frank J.

days last

streets, was referred to the next Citv Council.
The Trustees of the Free
Library Funds
were authorized to sell one $500
Belfast < ity
bond of the library funds and transfer the
amount to the other funds of the
Libraiy.
1 he list of names for the
jury l x was a

C.

COTTRELL,

the

Lillian Bailey of Knox spent a few
with Mrs. Geo. W. Frisbee.

Mrs.

days iast week

Petition to allow A. J. Stevens the
legal
for maintaining a

Paid to City Treasurer, fees.8167.22

F. E-

E. J. Morison went to New York last Frion business for the Belfast lee Co.

day

OTHER BUSINESS.
amount

E.

Miss Etta Holmes is visiting her sister,
Linnie Holmes, in Rockland.

Miss

Amount of issue of 1882.
S113,1h’i
The new issue will am- unt to 811o.'«>'.
$lw of the old issuejbeing retired as above.

Total.50

H.

Personal.

Net gain to the city.
1,836 90
The net gain will be even larger than the
above figures, as the $4,500 of bonds have
not been delivered to the bankers and mav
not be for some time.
The longer the bonds
are
outstanding the greater the interest accrues on the new bonds to be
delivered.
Bonds delivered
i:
Woodbury
Moulton and Library Fund... f 108.5*
Bonds outstanding....'.
4s. >«.
Bonds retired..
*i,«,, „,

follows:

KIMBALL,

12.33

219 82
R. F. Dunton, Esq., went to Augusta yesNet gain to the city March 2nd...
1,715 35
Presuming that the $4,500 old bonds now terday on business.
outstanding would have been delivered to
Miss Minnie Hilton went to East Boston
the bankers t-o-day (March 2nd) the account
last Friday for a week's visit.
would stand as foilows:
Balance as above. Si,715 35
Joel E. Dodge arrived in Belfast Saturday
Add premium on S4.5C0 a 1 69-100
76 05 morning from Boston for a visit.
Add interest on S4.500 from Dec.
1st, *95, to March 2nd, '90, §. 4 per
Capt. J. W. Bennett of Brewer was a
cent.
45.50 guest at H. O. Dodge’s last week.

passed.
The principal business of the meeting was
receiving the reports of the city officers,
which were referred to the next City Council. The City Treasurer's report is
publish-

fail.

Monroe.

Interest to People’s Bank.

The final meeting of the City Council of
1895-6 was held Monday evening. Alderman
Hatch and Councilmen Russ and Knowlton
were absent.
Roll of accounts No. 12 was

The

Tuesday
landing steps were built on the bridge near
the broken portion, thus
shortening the dis-

The bridge on the road leading to Poor’s I
Mu Is, a few rods below the mid. was wreck- |
ed. An eye witness says that the ice, logs Nova So- tia.
and debris came down from the mill yard
It continued to rain a. day M< nday an i
and above, and tumbling end over end, piled ;
Monday night, and wh.le the ri.-ods Lad
up ;ust above th.s bridge to a depth of 15
done a.l the damage p ss b e in t: •*» s- et.uii
Get, until a large log or timber ended over ! there were
apprehensi ns of fnrti.er disasa r. ss the bridge and
.-bed it ,r> an egg ters elsewhere in the Suit*-. A
rei—rt Mon-lie;).
Not 'li.y the Wcdell span of the
day evening that the iron railway bridge
riuge, but iP feet of the StoU- ah itment at
th> s; l~ : Burnham had eeii earned away
tue east end was wrecked.
This art of the fortunately pr-veu fa s-. T:.bridge had
abutment was built new a Gw ye *.r- ago.
in v- d aoc-ut a f.
at me ci. 1.
remainAt tile Brier r.rook the water ri wed over ed i. the
ti.at
abutment,and was ocuie'!
t:.e roadway to a dept!; "i *2 fe--t ami Watrie Trains pass uYer it as usual.
Th^fe Was
f'uily 1" feet above it.- natura level. The L-. interruption f the trai:
u the Belfast
sidewaik was washed up ami a p rt n ; ;* br o di, and the
passenger train M nday
carried t-* the '.-pposite Side A : ie r-'a 1.
aft
n>
went thr*. tig.. *■ Watervil.-. T1 ->
The next tw.. bridges
the -tlearn at
iins id tbi
i
...
GLb White's and the high bridge at the at Bang r and P rtland were <aid :
Hr-ad A the Tide -S' aped, and are the v:;.y li
ti.at it Was It;.:
f
oi:-- whi- h remained '.'U the ri v-r. T..- Wh ite
trains, and the rai.ruad
CVrn.-i
ridge

e

by

busy.

badly

?

headway
it did in streams with
longer “quick’’ runs.
The Poor’s Mills bridge was
slightly damaged by a log crowding under a stringer and
lifting one side of the roadway. The st-onewi. rk was not
damaged and the bridge was
easily repaired. The old dam at Johnson’s
mill, near by, was carried away.
The
Hartshorn bridge, on the same stream, was

1.

tlons

a ••sentiment.

|

seven

down, but the casks were secured. The sea
or. ke over Little River
bridge, but did no
damage there.

Belfast
Grange.

:•

>

loss of

across

bridges, including both bridges
one saw and grist mill,
and many minor damages. The ram began
fading Saturday morning and continued
through the day and night. Sunday mornmg the wind was blowing a gaie from the
southeast, but although it continued ail day
and there was an
unusually high tide, ’ittie
carnage was done along the water front.
Many : the wharves were submerged, and a
t’de of casks -a Lewis' wharf was washed

PAGE 1.
Nc-'> of the
Granges.."Weather
M.*r«.:. Light Bridges Swept
ent..i
in
Per? nal..
A Bath F ...: Beaut}.

j

water is slow and the ice did not start: the
distances between the other mills are so
short that but little ice could accumulate
and the water did not get the
that

a IT. S. government rain gauge,
fall of 2 88 inches from Saturday at
midnight to Monday at 7 a. m., and a total
of 3.53 inches to Tuesday at 7 A. m.
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,r.t-n-d the W;i.;am T. Palmer, and w.. -n.n
the
.-•■ai
gage
She > the
arrymg trade.
per
largest f ir-maste
th<
The huh :s of best Virginia white ...is in l
mas’s and spars •■{ hard
Her «■ th.!. ;s
pine.
furnished m ash. sycamore, quartered ik
and cherry, with superior a
-mm .da*, as
for her commander. Capt. Frank E
Dy- : ..f
Waltham. Maas. She spreads 7.r»,'*>- square
yards f invas, is e lipped
i
eat
of steam hoisting and other
gear, and is
classed A1 f• >r lh years. H-r cost, readv f >r
sea, w11; be s,She is owned
--
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by her builder and Capt. Dyer.
The

mainly

Old Town Enterprise baa entered
its ninth volume. Jr is a
promising
youngster.
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Replcat Stale Coneatioa

A

WILL BE HELD IX

HALL, PORTLAND,

CITY

Thursday, April 16, 1896,
At Eleven o’clock A. M.,
f.,t t lit- purpose of se lecting six candidates for
Hiv'i i< .■! President ami Vice President of the
ITited Suites, ami four delegates at large and
1 mal Republican
<■:
t* s to attend the N
toil! .i
:<• lie he'd at St
L-mis. Missouri, on
Co!'.
d 111:0 1 ’•. 1 8‘. M
U 11 ll TfM 11S8 Ctiljg ally Othcf
TllCsi
‘in! may juoperh come before P.
busii
as follows:
Tin ! asm d representa: i-n will 1
Town a t.d Plant a t ion will be entitled to
each <
ni! tor each seventv-fi\c votes cast
te.
one ot
for tb.e bvpu lean candidate for Governor in
is.-i an -dhlirional tit*’eg: -e. and for a fraction
-in
in excess <<| seventy-live votes, an
ot i-'i'.y
add.iti"t a: delegate.
Y a ai n s in the delegation of am City, Town
an oiilv be
fillet! b\ a resident of
or Plaotatioi:
the C' u .tv in whit li the vacancy exists
Tin >• ate committee will be in session in the
recej t i<• ret m of the hail at nine o'clock, on the
morning of the conveiition. for the purpose of
receiiine the cretleni ials of delegates. I'eegates
in order to be eligible to participate in the convention. must be elected subsequent to the date
of tin call for this convention: and delegates,
under this call, should not be elected to the State
convent i->n to he hereafter called for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for (Jovernor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are iu sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the eail of the Republican National Committee 1or the Republican
National Convention, are cordially invited to
unite with the Re] uldieans of the State in electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican State Commitbe.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
P.VIb >N P<iV lb Secretary.
Augusta, Mail e. Jan. 28. 18VH5.
■'

'"

<*

!

Presidential Electors Must all be Chosen in State Convention.
)
vut.u Ain Kits
1: t M f. I I. A N NT A II. t «* M M 1 T'TK 1’
lH'.Mi.
Jan.
I.
Mr..
28,
Ai t,I -t

Hr

R

;hr Republicans of Man.--: Prior to 18*.*2
pric'd, mil U clots at laige. «onvspotiding
w..
Pmtcd Stales Senators, were nomi,j,,
,i,
>i:-'c comention, -ii"! the remaining
,dV(*t.i*s -orresp' iHii’to the lm-mbcrs til the
ol Representatives, were
I
ales ll-.ust
\ tlm several congressional district
ijnat. d
eoiivciit ions.
Hi,- passage •11 the \ustruhan 1 hi dot law enLmler the law.
tjj-.-iv changed the procedure.
ail "iiiixciitioii-arc a port mu <>t out election svscl impure** that candidates
m this ballot
(lJ, •! to, b\ tbc voters throughout, the whole
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Yesterday, the J-Jtid of February, was
It would seem as
memmahle birthday.

il no new illumination could lie thrown
Ik- character and achievement of
upon
(mineral,
Ceorge Washington- Citizen,
The calm, patient, masterful
President.
personality of him whom we reverently
style the ‘‘Father of 11 is Country,” has
stood for so long in such a clear, white
light of history, that every important de- i
tail relating to his heroic tig lire is familiar i
Put if we do not care j
to all the world.
simply to have repeated the proud story j
which every school child in America;
knows so well, yet we do feel that for
Ameiieans of every age the recurrence of
this day should emphasize some national
Can we do more real honor to
lesson.
tin- first master-builder <*f our Kepublie
than to consider whatever will advance
the worth and nobility of our national
■ha racier?
Tin- suggestion for tin* topic is right at
hand
You have probably read of the
movement which is
n foot for the establishment of an Anglo-American Court of
Arbitration.
Already in London a committee I as been formed to consider and
urge permanent arbitration.
Preliminary
to the formation of a similar national
committee here, committees have be.n
organized in several of oui largest citi s.
A call lias just been issued from Chicago,

signed by representative citizens, asking
the American people for a public expression of opinion upon these two questions:
*•])•)
wish the governments of the
Cnitco States and (treat Britain by formal
?<>
establish
arbitration as the
treaty
of concluding all differences
method
which may fail of settlement, by diplotwo powers?" 2nd.
macy between tli»*
“W’liat is our opinion of war as a method of deciding controversies between the
United States and Great Britain?”
In
this appeal it was suggested that Washbe
made
“even
more
ington's birthday
glorious by inaugurating a movement for
cementing all the English-speaking people
of the world in peace and fraternal unity,”
and it was further proposed that the people of every city and town in the Union, in
special meetings celebrating the birth of
Washington or in regular “meetings of
their societies, clubs, churches, social,
religious, or commercial organizations,
nearest in time to Washington’s birthday,
embody their views, each assemblage in
its own way,” upon the questions given
above. This proposition has had the indorsement of our best journals, secular
and religious, such a strong paper as The
Outlook, for example, urging its readers
“to follow the requests of this call with
all the activity and intiuence they can
command.”
Now your pastor is not supposed necessarily to speak for you in t\jis matter, to
represent your views as citizens and patriots, hut at least it is his very proper
function as a public teacher of ethics to
set forth principles that appear wise and
true and good accoiding to the Chiistiau
Hence 1 purpose speaking to you,
ideal.
to day,
not entirely
along the line of
specific answer to the two questions cited,
but. m.»re broadly, upon Ti e Brotherhood
of Nations, with particular reference to
international aflai-s which are of greatest
moment at the present time.
England, Armenia, luikey—in a Uinst.ian relation of our government and people to these three governments and peoples. respectively, is involved, as it seems
to me,an understanding of what the brotherhood of nations ought always to be.
England is the mother-country, one with
Ameiiea by every tie of blood, language,
faith, the representative equally with us
of noblest national ideas and ideals—bow
shall we feel towards our kin across the
sea?
Armenia is of another race and
tongue, but a sister Christian people,
helpless, suffering, stricken to death—
w hat shall we do in the name of humanity
and the Christ for this poor bleeding land?
Turkey is the brutal oppressor, frightfully cruel, lustful and treacherous, absolutely without conscience and such semblance
of honor even as we would wish to ascribe
to a horde of primitive savages—what is
it our right, our duty, to say and act
against the unspeakable Turk? We have
been overwhelmed these few months past
'with newspaper editorials and magazine
articles, more or less accurate in their information, wise in their discussion, sensible and pertinent in their suggestions
and propositions. The pulpit lias dealt
boldly with these issues, and its voice is
still sounding with well nigli uniform emphasis and tone from Maine to Oregon.
It is time, then, on the birthday of the
first great hero in this country’s history,
that the American people had fixed a few
simple, definite principles of the brotherhood of nations, what this brotherhood
1st.

vve

involves for us and what it demands of us.
1 trust we are not of those who were
swept off their feet last December by the
It does not fall withwar scare, so-called.
in our purpose to consider the President’s
message as the immediate occasion of this
You have
excitement and turbulence.
settled to your own satisfaction by this
time, after all your reading and discussion ;
up",i the question, whether or not the exvc act was wise and patriotic, and!
ecu
probably also you have very definite con- \
victions as to the meaning and value of
the Mom..e !) ><*trine, even though our
most learned students of history and international 1 tw lind it still a bone of contention.
But this display of the lighting
temper and this apparent readiness, even !
eagerness, to rush into war with Great
Britain, as evinced by no inconsiderable j
number of newspapers and by many of our j
public men in Congress and elsewhere—
what is our thought of ii in a serious, patriotic, Christian mood? It is to be understood of course, that the war cries of the
press and the war-like utterances of legislators aud others were representative of j
Be
some portion of the American people.
it said to the splendid honor of the pulpit !
in this country that almost without exception its voice was raised in immediate,

j

indignant, righteous protest against a war
spirit, and the commemoration of the ad-

of the Prince of Peace was made the
especially appropriate occasion to give
ringing emphasis to his gospel of good
Whether the inwill among all people.
fluenoe of the clergy or the wiser teachings
of our better public prints or the more
temperate and statesmen-like speeches of
the nobler ones among our public men had
most to do in inducing the change of sentimeet at least it did not take long for the
great majority of the American people to
Yet there
reach a sober second thought.
is the recollection of what so many of us
were on the point of being willing to do
—hence the lesson.
vent

no
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tually becoming hardened in our feeling,
as day after day we read the story that is
ghastly and pitiable almost beyond expression. Certainly as relates to you and
me,it is only when we are touched in some
particular personal way, as recently through
that pathetic letter of appeal from an
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Result of

a

Neglected Cold.

measure

DISEASED LUNGS

the same laws as we do, reads the same
Bible and acknowledges, like us, the rule
of King Shakespeare.” Then an account
Which Doctors Failed to Help,
“At
is given of how America was lost:
one time the United States consisted of
BY
English colonies, but about one hundred
and twenty years ago the government
foolishly tried to interfere with the colonists, and would not allow them to have
1
O Pectoral.
Accordcontrol over their own affairs.
ingly the men of the New England on the
“I contracted a seven1 cold, which settled
other side of the Atlantic determined to
on my lungs, ami 1 did what is often done
set up for themselves, and after a tierce
in such eases, neglected it. thinking it would
struggle became independent. This ungo away as it cane ; but 1 found, after a
little while, that the slightest exertion
happy war fora long time left bitter mempained me. I then
ories, hut now (God be thanked) the English on both sides of the Atlantic have
become friends again.
Though we must
ever deeply
who found, on examining my lungs, that the
regret that the American
upper p u t of tin-loft one was badly affected.
English should have parted from us in
He gave me some medicine whieli I took as
anger, we cannot but feel that their coundirected, but it <ii m*t seem to do any good.
try has become so vast, that it probably
Fortunately. I kaic-oned to lead in Ayer's
Almanac, of the effect that Ayer's Cherry
would have been necessary for them in
Pectoral had on ethers, and 1 determined to
to
a
case
establish
separate governany
give it a trial. Uter taking a few doses my
All then, that we need he sorry for,
ment.
trouble was relieved, and before 1 had finished the bottle I was cured."’ A. Lf.fi.aji,
is that the two halves of the English-speakwatchmaker. Ornnueville. Out.
ing race did not part in kindness and did
not agree that, in some form or other, they
would acknowledge before the whole world
that their people were brethren and not
Highest Awards at World’s Fair.
But though the war of a hunstrangers.
dred years ago made this acknowledgment
Ayer's JPUIs Cure Indigestion.
of ;m essential brotherhood impossible for
many years, there is no reason why in time
to come it should not be accomplished.”
The passage cuds with the statement of
colby
how possible it would be for the people of
SHOPPING AND
the British Empire and the United States
to come into such fraternal relations as
INFORMATION
would be very different from that between
foreign states, and so acknowledge their
common origin.
“Sonic day this will
355 & 357 Boylston Street,
doubtless be accomplished.
Till it is,
evert English speaking man, woman and
BOSTON, MASS.
child should look forward to the event
and do his best to bring it about.
Let us
remember, then, that the United States is
not and never can he in reality a foreign
country, nor an American a foreigner.
As we have had a large number"!' our friends
They and we are one llesh.” Surely we and customers
outside of Boston frequently ask
should be responsive to such an expression us To
buy goods, get samples, advise and' give
of good will.
general ami detailed information, in regard to
Gowns. Coats. Garments. Wrap", and Materials,
Yes, we ought to forget some things where
it has been
for them to come to
and remember some things.
After thirty Boston, and win.reimpossible
the nature of such purchases
years of peace we are fast burying the and enquiries required good taste, knowledge of
bitter prejudice and hatred engendered iu styles, and judgment, and, while offering to pay
us well for such trouble, we could not undertake
our civil war.
No longer a divided coun- the
responsibility without detriment to our estabtry, a warring North and South, but a lished business as Dressmakers, with the faeili
Union “now and forever, one and insepar- ties which we had then Having recently acquired
such additional facilities as to make
able,” we protest with stern indignation practical to undertake such business it’perfectly
in con juncagainst any fanning of the old flame, any tion with our Dressmaking and Tailoring, we are
service to do such shopping as you
appeal to sectional distrust and animosity. now at your
in
Why, then, keep open these other sores, require
however grievous they were at the time,
DRY
which were inflicted more than one hundred years ago between two peoples, by
GARMENTS.
nature as closely bound together as, we
trust, are Northerner and Southerner in
our own land to-day?
If we think with
some passion of that later injury and coldCARPETS AND
ness when we were iu sorest need, still it
is to be borne in mind that it was the
UPHOLSTERY
wealth and aristocracy of England and not
the masses of English people that were
the
Union.
And, any way, Engagainst
land has expressed her deep repentance
for this other mistake as well.
Abraham
BRIC-A-BRAC.
Lincoln was just as truly lighting the batand other trot ha of art.
tle of all liberty loving humanity as was
George Washington ninety years before In fact anything which you cannot get at your
him.
As for detestable English manners, local shops and requires expert judgment.
that is a comparatively small matter. Are
AVe do not charge for getting samples, but
we wholly without fault?
To use an ex- charge five per cent, on all purchases. Remittance must accompany all orders, or goods can be
pression of the street and market, “fresh- sent C. O. D. if desired, except those known to us.
ness” is perhaps as characteristic of AmerTHE COLBY SHOPPING AND
ican manners as insolence is of English
3m3*
INFORMATION BUREAU.
manners.
It is quite significant, too, that
Anglo-mania has for sometime been a fashA. 11. r.» :in.=hy, of Iso.
ionable disease on this continent, as com- j
158 Kerr St,. AU-n pi’.is. Term.,
as
threatens
mmi,

|
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READY-MADE
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England.
Then we have an unpleasant rememj
brance of the attitude of tlie English gov- ;
ernment during our civil war—its sympathy with the attempt of the Confederacy, !
and ill-concealed hostility toward the
North.
The individual Englishman, also, j
has not always been the most agreeable
sort of person to get along with.
From
Charles Dickens to Matthew Arnold many
of our English visitors have adopted a
certain patronizing air, and their supercilious criticisms have been exceedingly
irritating to our sensitive American feel- \
ing. Then the domineering, sometimes
insolent assertiveness, characteristic of
the English aristocrat, is offensive to our
democratic temperament. Besides all this,
no other country ir the world is so intensely our rival as England in all industrial affairs and commercial enterprise.
Call to mind our political campaign discussions—English trade and English wages
aie topics of coustan: mention when the
|
tariff is under debate
But. although this dislike of the mothercountry seems so well rooted, and one can
readily trace the source of its growth and
maintenance, still we cannot approve of
its being fostered and intensified.
It is a
menace to the idea of national brotherit
is
inimical
to
the
hood,
genuine Christian spirit, to sutler it even to continue as
it is.
The first step towards a better feeling
is the clearing away ot misunderstanding.
1 believe that as a great people we ought
to forget some things.
Why still regard
England as a hateful tyrant because the
government of George the Third was despotic and unjust? Why remember Lord
North rather than Edmund Burke? To be
sure, the former carried England with him
in the disastrous, bullying war upon the
colonies, but the other, the greatest statesman of liis age, who pleaded so eloquently for peace, prophet without honor in his
own country as he was for the time, was
nevertheless the truer representative of
the English people. England herself lias
long recognized this. And England admits to-day without hesitation or embarassmeut that Lord North and his fellow' councillors were wrong and Edmund
Burke was right.
You would have the
greatest difficulty to find in the British
Isles an Englishman of any education and
thoughtfulness who would for a moment
defend the policy of King George’s govThis is not
ernment toward America.
perhaps generally understood among us,
the
statement
on
but I make
indisputable
authority. Rev. Dr. Reuen Thomas, a noted
and
a thoroughCongregational preacher,
going student of history, who is himself
by birth and training an Englishman, said
this last week in a notable address delivered in Chicago, which ought to be very

indeed,

Anglo-pbobia

reach our lesson in Christian
It is simply this. Forgiveness of
and
good feeling between nations
injury
is just as imperative for the promotion of
the moral and spiritual interests of this
world, just as necessary for the extension
of God’s kingdom of righteousness, as the
inculcation of kindness and charity and
love between individuals.
If we preach
and practice the latter doctrine, to be consistent we must preach and practice the
former.
As Christians we have not a bit
more right to hate our
neighbor across
the sea than we have to hate our neighbor
next door.
To cry for war with anybody
unless some precious moral principle is at
stake, unless we do battle for truth, justice and God, is immoral and unchristian,
is unalterably opposed botb to the letter
and the spirit of the teachings of our
divine Master.
He came to teach us to
love our neighbor even as ourself, which
means to help our
neighbor and to serve
him, not to light him; he came to teach
us that neighborhood is
as
wide as the
world; that humanity is one great kinship.
And his coming was heralded as that of
the Prince of Peace—how much it means!
But one answer, then, have we to these
two questions of that appeal.
War to decide a controversy between the United
States and Great Britain? Never! The
London Spectator declares that “war between England and the United States is
civil war.”
Consider well the awful
meaning of that phrase “civil war.” Yet
it is not half-expressed—it would be the
most unholy war of all history.
And we
hail arbitration as determined by a permanently established international court,
as the superlative method of
settling all
national differences.
But further, we
a
for
freedom
from
plead
prejudice, a
soberness and candor of judgment, a generosity and charity of spirit, that would
set apart our nation as distinctively and
nobly Chrisliau, lit to lead in Lhe slow
but inevitable progress of this world upward and Godward.
But

to

ethics.

iou

have been led

on in a more

extend-

ed discussion than was first intended, so
what further is said within the hour upon
the brotherhood of nations, as practically
illustrated in the circumstances of suffering, dying Armenia, and murderous Turkey, must be put in compact form. But
this will not be so difficult, for we have
already fixed a fundamental principle
which now needs only a different setting.
Good will and friendship and fraternity
are manifestations in the life of nations of
that other loving spirit which is from God
What application then
through Christ.
to Armenia and Turkey? How may we
love such neighbors—what is there for us
to do?
£ Never did a people’s plight make such
call for deepest heartfelt sympathy as the
unutterable woe of Armenia makes to-day
upon the conscience and heart of the civilized world.
The dismemberment and
extinction of Poland and the persecution
of the Jews, are nothing to it.
But to
shudder at the outrage, to hold up our
hands in holy horror, roundly to denounce the Turk—what does that amount
to? I am not so sure but that we are ac-

writes Unit his vi, ,■ had canhad ■•atei) two
cer winch
large holes in li
reast.and
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Whi. li the beOf the surrounding country
treated, and pronounced iiiH**‘r grandmother
curulde.
and aunt liud died of

SIMr.
«; Dancer

and when told this, the most

eminent specialists of New
York, under whoso treatment she was placed, dedared her case was hopeless.
AH treatment having failed,
die
she was given up to
8. S. S. was recommended,
and astonishing as it may
bottles cured
seem, a few
her sound and welL
Our treatise on this disue sent free to
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Must Use The Knife
Said the Surgeon, but I>r. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy was taken
and the Knife Avoided.

completely prostrated

; in

fact,

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

FAVORITE REMEDY
people, for it saved my life.”
In speaking to Mrs. Adams, she said,

to many
“About
state of

a

year ago

I

was

in

a

very

feeble

health, being completely run down.
I had doctored considerably, but. without
permanent relief. One day one of my neighbors

advised

me

to take

Dr. David Ken-

Remedy, which I did. My
trouble was dyspepsia, and for a long while
I was unable to be about at ail; but after
taking a few doses I was completely cured,
and now ♦mjoy good health.”
nedy’s

Favorite

Hundreds of men and women with that
down” condition, unable to work,
have recovered health and strength through
It purifies the
this remarkable remedy.
blood, stirs the liver and kidneys to a healthy
action. In cases of rheumatism, kidney,
liver and urinary troubles, it is a well-known

“run

specific.

WHAT A

course

LARGEST PIECE OF GOOD TOBACCO

_EVER SOLD FOR THE MONEY

j
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is our

■
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third and

liual les-

natural influence from the
of our second lesson.
“Resist not evil,” the Holy One said. Rut
there is a resistance to wrong doing which
is altogether right, which is commended by
Hod.
To bombard the wicked Turk with
shot and shell, were it necessary to secure
cessation of massacre and peace and order, would be perfectly legitimate from a
Christian point of view.
The distinction
has bet'ii finely put, 1 think, in this way:
The writer is instancing two scenes in the
life of Christ, his cleansing of the Temple
and his holding at bay the temple baud
when they would have seized his sleeping
disciples and tlieugoes onto say: /‘Christ
used force to defend others but never to
defend himself.
The fundamental principle in Christ’s teaching is this: Love
may use combativeness; selfishness may
not.” That makes it clear.
“Love may
tight, sellisliness may not.” Extend the
principle in its application and you have a
justification of war—some war. “Love may
fight, selfishness may not.” Most war is
rooted in an evil self-interest, lust for territory or power its motive, the gratification of ambition its success.
But there is
a holy warfare—the battle is
against the
oppressor. Its victory is the crushing out
of cruelty, the overthrow of injustice, the
deliverance from all lawlessness and violence, the establishment of the sovereign
worth of man as man, the placing of freedom’s perfect crown upon his forehead.
England, Armenia, Turkey—such is
our threefold illustration, which is
also
our threefold lesson, in National Brotherhood.
We have invoked the memory of
that first wise and great and good man in
the history of our country.
May it now
be our prayer that the spirit of that other
man, the sinless one, type and ideal of
humanity, the world’s rightful Lord and
King, may possess this laud and all lands
and people till there be the perfect answer to “thy kingdom come.”
a

specific application

account of how William W. Adams
of 127 South avenue, that city, was saved
from a painful operation by the use I)r.
David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy.
Mr. Adams said: “Three years ago l was
taken with kidney disease very badly; at
was

me oi

view of the fact that the wisest and most
statesmanlike minds in our country have
But surely
been so much perplexed.
there are some things that commend
themselves to our sanctified Christian
common sense, which ought to be the conclusion of the whole American people, of
these we think as principles, not as a program formulated in detail.
Our national C ongress a few weeks ago
expressed its abhorrence of the atrocities
in Armenia in tlie form of resolutions to
be submitted to the powers of Europe
For once at
bound by treaty obligations.
least within recent days the Senate and
the House of Representatives have spoken
You recall the
for all the United States.
The earnest
tenor of these resolutions.
hope was expressed that there might be
such immediate concerted action in Europe as to stay the hand of fanaticism and
lawless violence, and support was tendered the President in the most vigorous
action he might see fit to take for the
protection of American citizens in Turkey
and for the redress of any injuries in
person or property they lmd received. To
this we say the heartiest •'Amen”—it
j saves our missionaries. But, alas! it does
i not save the Armenians.
N' \v, l for one, believe that even tins is
The principles of Christian
not enough.
brotherhood as between nations insists
of a profounder rethe
fulfillment
upon
sponsibility. We are our brother's keeper-that is highest international law: that
is the positive demand of humanity's kinship. What can we do? At least, we can
he so thoroughly in earnest, so eloquently
| insistent in appeal to England or Russia.
that they
| or both, or ail the great powers,
must heai1 us and act with us for Arme1 nia’s sake.
Perhaps we cannot, take the
initiative of action; it may be it would
i not be good governmental policy to intermuch we
j fere independently, however
: might like to send our white squadron
; living across the Atlantic and through the
blue Mediterranean on such noble crusade
as Medheval Europe in its battle for the
Holy Laud never knew. But if we were
righteously bold and brave, if we had
such holy strength and courage as God
can give to nations, as well as to individuals, in great crises in the conflict with
the power of darkness, do you not think
we could make faltering, cowardly, Christian Europe rise to the discharge of its
You know what one
tremendous duty?
zealous, inspired Christian man can do in
a community of hundreds or thousands of
his fellows. What might not one zealous,
inspired Christian nation do in a community of half a dozen nations?
It is
Does this seem mere theorizing?
vain enough utterance, I admit, so far as
any practical good to come from it is concerned, except what is gained of personal
relief in freeing one’s mind and possibly
kindling a few other minds to soberest
thought and earnest prayer. But, as was
remarked, we are not dealing in programs.
However, just imagine this-—if our Chief
| Executive should add a ringing word to
1
what ( ongress has already said, and then
| if a direct proposition should be made to
j the English government,pledgiug the pow; erful support of the United States in immediate, decisive doing, to blast once and
forever this horror of horrors, hacked as
any such action would he by the unanimous heart and conscience of the Christian world, would it be all in vain? I believe
But as it is—there Armenia
not.
;
I lies, one with us in the religion of our
Lord anil Saviour Jesus Christ, bleeding,
agonizing, dying. We cover our eyes, we
mutter a prayer, we turn away!
This is
what all Christendom is doing to-day,
consenting to the death of the martyr.
And He came to teach us how to love one
another 1JHX) years ago!
Need 1 present in other than the simplest summary form our second lesson in
The brotherhood of
Christian ethics?
nations truly realized means forgiveness
of injury and good feeling, but it means
so much more than that. Just as a kindly,
charitable, generous disposition toward
friend or neighbor in the social relations
of the individual does not make the Christian, but rather that spirit which shows
itself in self-denying endeavor for the
good of others—in service of them, in
personal sacrifice for them; so a Christian nation is bound to be the helper, the
minister, the redeemer of other lands and
peoples. And in so far as it is indifferent,
as it fails to respond to the cry of distress,
to avenge the down-trodden and persecuted, to succor the perishing, to that degree its Christianity is only nominal, is
proven false and worthless.

teresting

times I

understand

attempting to lay down au exact program of governmental action. That would
be a piece of conceited assertiveness, in

The Union and Advertiser of Rochester,
N. Y., recently published the following in-

was so bad that the day was set for the
doctors to perform an operation upon me.
But I decided I would not mi bin it. I had
been put in hot water baths, and, in fact,
nearly every means was tried to help me.
Upon the day set for the operation I commenced the use of Dr. David Kennedy’s
Favorite Remedy, and from that moment
began to gain, and it was not long before I
was entirely cured and have had no return
of the trouble since. My weight has increased and I never was so well as I am
now.
I have recommended

win not
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Armenian brother to some of his friends
in this church and congregation, that we
are most deeply stirred and the horror of
So long as
the thing comes to us afresh.
we feel ourselves impotent to do anything,
it is natural that we should be like the
man who stops up his ears to a hideous
out cry and tries for his own comfort and
peace of mind to be forgetful of it. But to
make charitable contributions through the
Missionary Boards and the Red Cross Society and other appointed channels of relief, though the response be quick and
generous, even that is unsatisfactory. I)r.
Newman Smyth has put it tersely: “It is
not enough for the people either of England or this country to be content with
feeding the surviving lambs while the devouring wolf is still ravaging the sheepfold unclubbed.”
The responsibility of
the United States is not met by the exhibition of sympathy and charity merely,
however sincere and bountiful this may
lie.
What can we do, what ought we to
do, as a great Christian nation?

Leflar.

CURED

Now!
Americans art a provincial people.
It. touches our
once.
we resent that at
pride to be called narrow, as lacking in
ripe wisdom and culture. But surely cur
national behavior sometimes justifies the
To strut about like a belligercriticism.
ent s. hoolhoy. with a chip on the shoulder
ami vitli list doubled up, daring Tom,
I>icK and Harry to come on if they want
to get whi) ped, is to show ours*. Ives as
half grown, very far from the full stature
of manhood.
Does the simile seem to
you fair? I believe it is descriptive of the
attitude of not a few American editors
and American politicians, irrespective of;
party lines. Ot course much of Ibis passes 1
for patriftisin, hut it is a hollow patriotism.
li is froth and noise; it is playing1
to the pit; it may "split the ears ot the
groundlings.*’ hut "it makes the judi- I
cions grieve." (Iranting that, we are right
in this Venezuelan com rov. r>y, as im\v
seems, probable, and England wrong, yet
I for one must admit, American though 1
am to* the core, that the general attitude;
and temper of the English people has ap- !
peared ot greater dignity and poise, more
thoroughly commendable from a moral
and Christian standpoint, than that of our
own people in their first ebullition of resent ment. against the mother-country and
quick ilot desire to come to blows under 1
what they would deem sufficient provocalion.
'I'li
war clouds that were conjured up
by excited imaginations have now vanished and left a pacific sky. Our government and England’s will reach an amicable
settlement of their vexed question through
the ordinary course of diplomacy or in
the special way of arbitration.
But still
the relation is far from friendly and kind
between these two foremost nations of
It is quite evident that an
Christendom.
intense anti-English feeling exists among
us.
it appears in our patriotic speeches—
call to mind recent noteworthy addresses
in Congress—it is manifested in the tone
of the average American daily newspaper
in the slurs it casts upon Englishmen and
English doings, in the delight exhibited
over England's
troubles in her various
foreign complications. Indeed, the feeling we entertain towards our cousins
across the sea borders on actual hatred, if
it is not quite that in fact.
To be sure,
very much of this malign spirit is only in
the seeming.
Down deep in the heart of
our nation, if a way could be made
through
the trappings of prejudice, would be found
a
healthier and more righteous feeling.
But we have to reckon with what is on
the surface in such a case.
Now this American dislike of England
is not without cause.
Recent events have
led students of political history and national traits of chai actor to attempt to account foi it.
And the conclusion is easily reached. We haven’t forgotten our
war for Independence.
There is the inheritance of antipathies from our Revolutionary fathers, and the perpetuation of
them in our histories.
Mr. Bryce, so well
known tons as the author of that comand
prehensive
sympathetic study of our
political and social institutions, “The
American Commonwealth,” in a recent
magazine article calls attention to the
mischievous tone of many of our American
school histories in their representations of

read because of its sturdy good
and eloquence of plain truth, that
“Washington successfully fought the battle of liberal Englishmen the world over.”
*
*
*
*
“It was Washington’s success
which changed the whole policy of EngPractiland in relation to her colonies.”
cally, “all educated Englishmen in our
day recognize the fact that Washington
was fighting the battle of the English people the world over.” 1 will take the time
to read you something from an English
school-book which is quoted in an article
from the London Spectator, as reprinted
in the Outlook, touching also upon this
It. is illustrative of how Engvery pi int.
lish youth are taught to feel toward their
It is a discussion of
American cousins.
the duties or the British citizen towards
It begins wiLit the
the United States.
words: “We have dealt with our duties
towards the Empire, we must now say
something about those towards foreign
countries. But before doing so, however,
we must speak of a nation which no rightfeeling Englishman will ever call foreign.
That nation is the United States of
It is peopled by men of our
America.

widely

sense

-mrmmi-

Having just completed taking stock,

we shall during t.
annual HARK DOWN SA1
has been our custom for sever,'1 wars to have this sale
up all of the odd lots and sizes, which accumulate dur
We have about STOOu of these goods which must
year.
during the NEXT TWO WEEKS to make room for out

TWO WEEKS have

our

In order to do this we have got to “get a hustle i
these
push
goods out REGARDLESS OF COST. \\
divided these into lots, as follows :

goods.

LOT

IN' 0.

1.

i.or

ivo.

:s.

300 Pairs of Ladies’ 175 Pairs of Missei
Fine Kid llnltoii & Fine Kid Button (|
Lace

Spring

BoOtS, nude
()pera and Con

both in the

lusts, patent leather

n

Sense Joes. Regular price
of these goods 53.00.
Marked down price,

follows: Cs,
If to 1

$1.48

1-2:

LOT

150 Pairs of Ladies’
Kid Buttton and
Lace Boots, regu'parrice,

IVO.

following sizes

to 4; <’>, 2 1-2
R>,
above lot have heavy

:

out

Button, YLW 68
Sole, Lace, 53
Misses

ton,

to

to 5 1-2.
Many ol the
(i Midyear’ welt soles

therefore made in the nest

possible.

manner

50

Children’s Rubbers,
12
Men's (|™rd“ (Rubber Boots 1 98
Storm King
3
2
Rubber'',
39
As

we

have

one

of these

s.t

offered here

are not “way out
moth eaten stock, but nice tie.

button, fare and
congress,on different last> and styles,medi nil
widths and sizes
These are mostly SAMPLES,
are

But-

year we always get our stock
up before Spring, therefore i-

50 PAIRS OF LAI)1E>’ BOOTS In

and

Heavy Grain
11 to 2,

Misses Rubbers,

the

As, 2 1-2

I.

Rubbers, 29
Common
23
Felt Sole Slippers. 25

150 PAIRS LAMES’ BOOTS on the “Philadelphia,
toe,” only Its small sizes, made of extra tine,
stork, In the

lit

Ladies' Storm

Opera and
“Needle,’ toe lasts, patent leather tips, elegant wearing and tine looking shies In three
widths. < 0 and K : from ‘2 1-2 to 1 only.
on

to

Es,

a number of
which we offer in tf
VERY CHEAP :

This is the “bonanza” lot of the sale.
The shoes in this lot are made on
stylish lasts, nice wearing stock. The
only reason for closing them out so
cheap is on account of the SIZES
NO T BEING REGULAR. The above
lot is in the following styles and sizes.
only

il

We have

98c.

50 FAIRS BUTTON ROOTS

tr

_73c

rso.

Closing

;

regular pi ice of these Y
Our price
Si.50

sizes on tlie above goods
run as follows: on the B’s,m n;
C’s, 2 1-2 to 4: l)’s, 4 to <i.

52.00.

and are sold at such

j

2'vi)

count

a

sacrifk

of the sizes and width

I5ROM:N l l>.

B. C. Dinsmore,
WORMS IN CHILDREN.
k

Hundreds of children have worms, but their
them for nearly everything else.

parents doot*>i

True’s Pin Worm Elixir
%
gSfo
Mjji'k

nas

never

■

Isthebest Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best Ho
edy for all the complaints of children such us Feverishm
Costiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stoma h, etc. It, has hr.

household remedy for 43 vears. Irseftieaev irf such trim
\t
equalled. Purely vegetable ami harmless. Price Boots.
of the Proprietors.
Dr. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, lil:

neon

J3ruggi.sU, or

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
undersigned

House for Sale

hereby gives notice to all
PERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COM CAN V that
Will
be at his office in McClintock Block, at the corner
ol Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday, May 20th, from 10 to 12 a. m.. to receive
The

payment.

bp

JS. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
For Belfast Illuminating Co.

May 13,1896.—23tf

|

serviceable shoes f >r e
The widths and sizes

The

LOT

ii

t

1

A story and a half house, pleasant;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms a I'1
tine cellar, city water in bouse; nice gar
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum. s:
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire ot
M < 1)1 l.W
44:
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

nothing
M

9 You fry fish

ff\R SSB^

A

wj^yK ! Wgj

to^eue

oysters in Cot-

or

tions

Thomas

will not be greasy.
have the skillet or fry
afoiStv ia » ing pan cold when the Cotto¥
is put in. Remember that Cottolene heats to the cookin t sooner than lard and that it must not be allowed to bum.

j !
*—1

¥
,

Nga

jp

they

rightly used,

n

,;

to food any disFor pastry or any

flavor.

or

and steer's

trade-marks- “Cottolene"

•r

Madeira.

in

Making

ondeuee of The

-]
M

Jan.

a niai. a.

its

anion to

and

.Journal.]

10th, 1800.
in-

principal

wine making.
For
no's
the wines of

this

why they

discover.

Kvideutly

acquainted

with them.

o
i'

cup of Magenerations of

dined to smack their
“Old

malmsey,"

when the

ago,

the idea that

<;

the

safely
all

balanced
the

on

bunches

“escalhido,” that is, picked
good and indifferent separated,

clumsy trough,
jump bare-footed, (let us
unwashed,) trousers rolled
trample out the juice. It
wide,

a

into

men

not

and

must

have

l»ible

times,

been done the
else

the stems and

seeds,

gives

way
that their bit-

so

until

houses in
to

malmsey

give it

emptied

■o
gout, and took to drinknsteatl; whereupon all his

goat-skins,

thought

additional flavor, and there
into casks.
The process of feran

mentation
weeks.

which are

usually

none

occupies about live

Very often Nature needs only
help to get over an obstruction.
a boom of
logs is floating down

little
When
a river
all goes well until one
single log strikes
something and sticks. Then there’s a

Anglomanicas

out

followed the fashion

—

sleeplessness, vertigo, heartburn, loss of
appetite—these are some of the svmotoms. Just a little help at the
appear-

of the first one would end
the
trouble. Nature is a hard
worker, but
she needs assistance if too much be
put
1
upon her.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets offer
the
best and simplest method for
furnishing
this
They are prompt and
very effective in their action, but
ance

assistance..

specially popular

■n

the (act that

are

:

dances

held in the open air, and every
hear
the strumming of
you
machetes, the queer little native guitars
that are used to accompany the voice and

importation from
iallen olf fully two-thirds,
nt.

our

worth per ani.lfr times the wine industry
.•elded an annual average of
at sgo.nuu

the year 1
the blight

to

i•

ing.
■

dance.

when,

joyment.

for

The wine having ceased fermenting, is
drawn off the lees and put into sweet
casks, where it is clarified with eggs, or
with ox-blood, or usually with gypsum; a

That state of

pipes.
go

and the

years,

-a

annihilated, causing

on

the island from the

soupcon of brandy, (also made of grape),
being added to each pipe to prevent the

-red

later

Madeira wines

ay
ity,
acting the spread of
w

a

are

Sereial, Malmsey, Bual,

Bergundy- Madeira

and

Tinto, but several
other kinds are made.
.Probably the best
the
prodally resuming
This was by blowing is Sereial. Says one—who ought to know,
Jpiiur-llowers all
a

-.

od.

over

very tedious process,
Mill later came the

.erican vines resist the

A

if experience is the best teacher—“It is
vailed a ‘dry1 wine: and of a verity, if
taken in full glasses, the imbiber will be

the

and

j dry enough

the morning after! It is poBut
tent, and to be treated accordingly.
its bouquet might ‘create a soul beneath

great many of them
Madeira, with the best
a

.simple
things

o-

a

hearted
from

the libs of

natives

sends

America

depended

i"

side

-his

of

the

as

the

to

At-

the most successful grapeon that

"i

mi the little wine made

-ide, the hills descend to the
•nder declivities, and tlieir sunny

densely

re

at

seem

covered

fairly

to

with

reel

and

beneath

•'pie burden. Not only is every
given up to the vines, which
ied on trellises across the high-

by-ways,

but

on

was

rocky ledges

soil earth

no

injury by indifferent treatunequalled, and in
they have always sparkled on the

1894.
1895.
No.
No.
Policies issued..4.147
5,438
Policies terminated
2,98(5
2,situ
Policies in force Dec. 31. 25,237
27,692
1894.
1895
Amount.
Amount.
Pol cies issued.$ 7,963,789.50 $ 8, ,50,( 53.91
Policies terminated....
4,941,514 87
5,081,35)4 21
Policies in force Dec. 31 41,078,171.86
43,923,301.56
Premiums received1,544,624.55
1,639,909.40
Losses and claims paid
696,199.64
917,395.5(5

of

!"

those

whose

|

:

Married

such treatment 50 pipes a year of the better
class of wine is produced, the proprietor’s

cellars contain

brands.

rest

..

fortune is made.
wines in

wine, par excellence, is made

lustead of

keeping

cobwebby cellars,

their

>m a

‘■'s

Some of them contain a
is the Estreito ; cool and sweet.
the way thereto from Fun- thousand pipes of wine, of different vinii>- same which leads to the Grand
tages and denominations, ranging in price

me-growing region
aid

ai-t to San

Vincente;

birds than

M*

one

so

we

with the

may
same

portion of the road cannot be
horses, it is well to make

a

b\

The
"•ruey in the hammock.
ii'-is set off at a
swinging pace
v> a!k and a
trot; and keep it up
^
all day long, whatever your

:m'

they

if
"

11

allowed to stop
four hours for a few min-

r

1,,'i

are

wayside veuda and
!iexpected “pour boire.”
,,:i> 'Inlast straggling suburb
some

II

1

1,1

u"

laded
‘d

from

view

Gama do Lobos

before

comes

in

whole glorious prospect domiby the stupendous vertical cliff

''
<

a

"t

ho

Gerain,

pines

2185 feet

high,

with

a

top, rising straight up
*U:‘ su,d that dashes at its
base, the
on

allest sea-cliff in the world.
Just
>*'f>d this cliff the Estreito district be1,s
\
intage time in Madeira, from the
! " he of
September to the middle of Ocfbe gayest season of the
year.
’,! the
peasants, at work all day among
'ines, are heard singing and improvs],'uZ their doggerel
Like New
1

|

from $2.50 the gallon to the largest sum
that the most extravagant wine bibber
would care to pay.
Though all the commoner

~

nuskings

m

^mrls

go into

poetry.
early days, labor is

are

designated

the

TAR

Haie;s Honey of Horenound and Tar is
medicine that has

long

Drops cure in

two.

These two

were

on

j

color, too,

Dyspepsia c:;ict;.

drunkenness among
rule

producing
gal, Spain
does

seems

countries.
or

the

to hold

France,

natives.

good

in

The

all

wine-

Dyspepsia

causes

Dyspr-ssli can be

nor

on

the

briety

America, with

Rhine,

L. F.” does it.

“L. F.”Medicine.,33c. abcttle.

1

.The True “L. F." Atwood'* Hitters.1
!

“Local

Option”

overcoming

CATARRH

he result of colds and
sudden climatic

monly
once

drunk than water, a person who
gets intoxicated is looked upon as

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

say
but

gestion,

]

_

__ B

|*|l|

Hr

Sweeps Clean”
ADAGE,

IUT HIE

Nil Mi if a Nsi Fin
IS CLEAN FROM THE START.

line of

Stoves, Tin Ware,
and all goods usually carried in a first-class
stove store, ever shown in Belfast. In ad
dition. we deal in

Furnaces,
Steam or
Hot Water

Boilers,
Pumps,
Piping and
Plumbing.
We

can

job
BATH
to

handle any
from a

ROOn
a

SEWER.

We have a corps
of first-class and
competent workmen, who are capable of doing any
kind of a job in
our line.
We cordially ssk you to
visit our store and
examine our stock

K. PIERCE.
JOHN
I A Belfast,
Dec. 19,1895.—3m51

F.

SMALLEY

j

GEOFEAHES, M.D., DM.
The Nose and Throat,
S49

(Near

BOSTON,

j
|

Newbury St.,

Corner

bottle.

SCOTT &

BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

sledding

last winter

was small,
and it looks
though it would be light this year.

Is (he only positive Cure known (o the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhcea. Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
end Kidney Diseases, a positive Cure effected in from 6 to 18
days,

as

Considerable

hay is being and has been
and sent away by cars. The usual
amount is marketed in the local
markets,
drawn in loose, with now and then a car
pressed

of pressed hay
northern point;
to

$14 in

our

from

eastern

some

FOR SALE BY A. A.

HOWES A (0.

or

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

Loose hay is worth $12
villages and in Richmond,

Brunswick and Bath, and is reported
higher in Lewiston, which is farther away.
Good hay on track here is bringing some

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES

twelve dollars.
Potatoes in local markets
40 cents, and there is a large supply. Butter is 20 to 22 cents, sold at stores, and 22

WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

by yearly contract.
Apples, best, one dol-

10 to 18.

Eggs

are

lar.

There was

OF

We
very small crop.
creamery in this county, but
many excellent private daries, aud as
most of the larger dairymen have sales to
have

a

no

prices, there is

Only

one

cheese

at

satisfactory

very

great desire to change.

no

factory

ever

NOVEMBER

1896.

Public interest will steadily increase, and the question how the men whose
vote turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied with the results under the administration they elected, will make the campaign the most
intensely e xciting in tlie history of the country.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

attempted

get in its work, and that perished in the leading Republican
family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
the effort.
It was sold out and sawed in political news of the day, interesting to
every American citizen regardless of party
affiliations.
two, the buyer making a set of buildings
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence
covering the news
by inserting an ell between the severed of the world, an
agricultural department second to none in the country, market rehalves and finishing it up.
ports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
The Rev. Humphrey Small, well known number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
in Waldo county, has a very pleasant held comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman's attire, with at
to

varied and attractive department of household interest.
The “New York Weekly
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation
larger than that of any other
in
the
weekly publication
country issued from the office of a daily. Largo changes
are being made in its
details, tending to give it greater life and variety, and especially
more interest to the women and the
young people of the household.

of labor here in the brick church on Bowdoinham Ridge, a fine locality midway be-

villages

A SPECIAL COMPACT enables

Republican Journal”

The church has been greatly
and several out fields of labor
maintained.
Mrs. .Small proves an eili-

prospered

Hallowell

to

is

(The regular subsciipti.n price

going forward and

Merrymeeting
specked and dotted

and occupied

and

many

line

by thousands of men
horses, cutting and storing a
of

11 to 10 inch ice.

over

their

February.

plentiful

Smelts will be taken for
and

they

'■

7/. e

S

U BSCKIPTION S

MAY

of the

BED

IN

AT

jaj-eis is
ANY

TIME.

Address all orders to

;

The

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

i
i

Write your name and address on a postal card, send it !o Geo. W. Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New Yorl- City, and a sample copy of THE NEW Y( RK WEEKS Y
T Rl UNfc will be mai'ed o you.

The winter fishing along the bay and
river has not been very good.
Tomcods i
and smelts are the principal fish in Be- j
and

and

Business lias !

been dull and the money put out in labor
for the ice fields helps a great many, both
directly and indirectly.

January

splendid journal

C£SH m *DV*MC E.

helper.

the Kennebec river from

Bay

to offer this

ONE "2-EAR FOR CSTL”? $2.00,

sheds built.

now

us

for

some

SAME PRICE AS OTHER TOBACCOS

The
season, i

time yet. i

followed in the spring by
sprinkling of other
kinds of river fish are taken in the nets.
are

striped

bass

are

the

more

valuable.

suckers, pickerel and
others are occasionally seen.
J think your
Brooks correspondent
would be pleased to know of the improvement that has taken place in our high

“A New Broom

No.

a

and lots of business is being done
There is 0 or 8 inches of snow
upon it.
on a level.
The expense of road breaking

The

|f iNa llL.ni/
Mil
Pain and Inflammation, WWLW
Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane from
Colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
The Balm is quickly absorbed aim gives relief at
once.
Price f>0 cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, Sew York.

IS AN OLD

$1

now,

Some

CREAM BALM
Opens and cleanses the
Nasal Passages, Allays

bad taste, coated
sick headache, inetc. Hood’s Pills

tongue,
8omnia,
cure constipation and all its
results, easily and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

50 cts. and

dressed some portion of it and go
from one room to another.
We are having a fine run of

alewives and shad. A

changes.
It can be cured by a
pleasant remedy which
i' applied directly into
the nost ri 1 f.
Being
absorbed
it
quickly
gives relief at once.

Hood’s

the serpent that stingeth like an adder. In
Madeira, where wine is much more com-

confined to

not

tommies are

CATARRH

was over

retains the

am

strictly
winters, and sit up very little this winter,
though there is hardly a day when I am

cember,

the side of the

Constipation

“Maine laws,” and
and Prohibition parties,

I

of the house

rooms

warm

quality

L. F.” will do it.

Years.

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
digested food too long in the bowels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver, indi-

its

and other futile devices for

cured.

L. F.” has clone it.

copy.

millionth part of the inethat disgraces the United States of

and bronchial troubles.
the

lee cutting is

suffering.

Neither in Portu-

one see a

and part of the time able to
ride out some.
General debility
caused malarial troubles and some
lung
or

cient

The Hampshire Gazette of Northhampton,
Mass., recently issued a very handsome illustrated editiou to mark the end of the
fifth year of the Daily Gazette. W« are indebted to Dr. P. P. Nichols, formerly of
Searsport, but now of Northhampton, for a

single intoxicated person in Madeira,
and it is said that there is absolutely no

house,

walk

painting,

—

a

same

one minute.

paper.

from deepest red to
palest amber, and in odor as one flower
differs from another.
1 have not yet seen

the

of Cod-liver Oil with the hypophosphites, has the cod-liver
oil in these fine globules, thus making it an emulsion. Boys
and girls, as well as delicate invalids, can take cod-liver oil
when prepared in this manner. In fact, it is well adapted to
The hypophosphites give strength to
young children.
the nervous system and needed material to growing bone.
Learn from nature : take cod-liver oil only as an emulsion.

cushions and all the interior renovated or
renewed and a servicable lot of horse

Beds during the recent Y. M. C. A membership contest, and they wen? allowed to sit at
the table and eat turkey with the family.
After

anything. Six years come next
have been on the retired list; part
of the time sick in bed, part confined to
we

of Richmond and BowHe is liked very much. Last
year the church was generally repaired,
new steel
ceilings put in, the

the boarders who had
supper
been on the side of the Blues were served
are dry, and some full-bodied, some with ! with crackers and
water, and considerable
fun was made.
The Blues wen? afterwards
a fruity taste; some light, others
heavy; served with turkey.
Alter supper tie- young
some would have just suited our sturdy
j people bad a social time. Mrs Seger is a
member
of
Lincoln
square church and Goldgrandfathers, and others are better adapt- <*n
I
Cross, order of Odd Ladies. | Worcester,
ed to the weaker modern capacity.
They Mass.,
ary in

been tested

Sold by druggists

Incontestable.

Upton Manufacturing Co., West Upton, her
daughter, Miss Charlotte Mabelle, and Miss
Nellie Wiggin of Worcester. All of Mr.
j Seger’s boarders served as waiters except

by

enjoyment
half-holiday. Women something worse than a thief. They
the vineyards with their necessity may compel one to
steal,
and

HOREHOUND

so

Facts

whom is 82 years of age; Mrs. Cora Seger
Flagg, who is assistant bookkeeper of the

the general name of “Madeira/’ there is as much difference between
them as between port and sherry. Some

■

,!llle<* w*th festive
*'"n is made a

wines of the island

abroad

SccrtH &WtlfeiOTU

much of

May

furnish customers

A. K. Pierce & My,

merchant stores his above ground: but
mixture of white and dark grapes,
light claret color it gradually the sun is carefully excluded from his
l" a lid)
topaz tint. The center of ! “bodaga” or warehouse, and it is kept

1

OF

! We take pleasure in announcimr to our friends in
Sedate B. Seger and wife celebrated the Belfast and vicinity that we have formed a copartnership under the firm name of
18th anniversary of their marriage last evening at their home, 18 Belmont street, Worcester. They were married in Freedom, Me.,
and have lived in Worcester 14 years.
Supper was served at (i o’clock. There
were four generations
present, including
Mr. Seger and wife; their son, H. Leroy,
and that a new store at the corner of Church and
and daughter, Miss Addie I ; Mrs. Seger’s
Franklin streets, (Fierce huildintr, opposite the
father and mother, Charles Wiggin and wife Post Office) has been fitted up expressly for our
of Knox, Waldo county, Me., the former of
purpose. We are prepared to show you the best

the Madeira

word from us, if able, would please old
friends and acquaintances there.
We are
not able to write
much, or, in fact, to do
a

tween the

..

Nineteen

It is like a mesnewsy paper very much.
sage from old friends in the old home locality. Recently your Brooks correspondent
kindly mentioned us and intimated that

doinliam.

Com-

tal of the grape-raisers is their vineyards
and stored wines, they devote much time,

HONEY

Pike’sToothache

Is

force.
The following comparative table
shows the business of these companies in
Maine during the years 1894 and 1895:

HALE’S

to

private practice.
generally.

there was an increase of $180,2(54 in the
amount of insurance written, and an inof $95,284 in the premium receipts of
the companies. There was also au increase
of $2,845,129 in the amount of insurance in

ways kept clean, properly irrigated, and
cleared of insects and weeds; and if by

iom

a

crease

has

fhese vines are

Carr, State Insurance

vol»

a

may

in

Maine.

ly bought yp before vintage time for the
royal houses in Europe. Since the capi-

been I labor and expense to the management of
ii"in and vines
planted in it. both. Great care is bestowed upon the
selection of the cuttings, great nicety in
Shears declare that for richness of
The soil is aleliciousness of flavor and im- planting and in pruning.
"•ere

W.

will go where

dangerous.

ness

said to have loved and cherished

are

Insurance in

vou

AND

missioner, lias received returns from all the
life insurance companies transacting business in Maine during 1895, except the Life
Insurance Clearing Company of St. Paul.
The reports received show the year to have
been a successful one for the companies in
this State.
Excluding the industrial busi-

its juice. It brings five dollars a bottle on
the estates where it is made, and is most-

vine-

■

•ml

Hon. S.

and dews injure the fruit and years may
pass without a vintage. The old monks
cultivated this vine with greatest care,

into brandy, which is
the best Madeira wines.
On

ringed
i-

Life

of favors to come.”

Malmsey, too,
is one of the rarest and most
costly wines,
and is produced nowhere but in Madeira,
and now-a-days not much of it here. Fogs
sense

it

The deceased was 2k years of age and w as a
yooug man much liked bv all who knew
him
His parents ami brothers ami sisters
will have the sympathy of all ill their berea\ ement.

death,' if anything could. It
through a room sweeter

han pastils.
A glass of it after soup confirms the grace before,and predisposes the
soul to the fullness of a gratitude—the

per-

island

exposed

too

are

upon

Hampden will be pained to learn of bis
death, wlii hi took pi tee February 22nd
after a lingering illness from consumption.

t

vines; and Madeira vines
:

The friends of Mr. Oscar Carlton Watters

time

that makes

of

odor

an

lead

death of Capt. Charles W. Jordan of
Brewer, wli.rh occurred in Jacksonville,
Fia., Feb. 17 h, will be regretted by bis
many friends. He was ">4 years of age and had
been in failing health for some time, being ;
affected with consumption. Capt. Jordan tol- ;
lowed tin* sea the greater part of his life and !
was considered one of the Iwst mariners ;
For a
sailing from the Penobscot river.
number of years be had been in command of
the schooner -Etna, of winch lie was part
lie leaves one son, Edward Jordan,
o.vner.
w ho w ill have the sympathy of all his friends
in his bereavement.

fermentation.
The grapes that
furnish the very best wines are not those
most agreeable to the taste.
The fiuest

portion of Ma-

a

and

>

next

The

acetous

tin* only wealth-beara wliile the culture

1

dances and

The most perfect food in the world is milk. Nature
has provided that the youngest and most tender child shall
have this food. In milk there is a generous supply of oil, or
fat. This exists in the form of minute globules, or tiny
drops. They are so small that it takes hours for them to
rise to the surface, as cream. We say, “milk is an emulsion,” because the oil is in this finely divided condition.

to 28 sold to consumers

The sad intelligence of the death of C. M.
Jones at Rama 1 ah, near Jerusalem, Palestine, Friday, Feb. 14, was received by cable
February 224. Mr. Jones was a native of
Baileyville, now East Winthrop, and was
sent to Ramalah early last fall by the
Friends in this vicinity, to superintend the
erection of a mission school.
A few weeks
ago lie was stricken with a fever prevalent
in the Eastern countries, and passed away
Feb. 14th. For a number of years Mr. Jones
was in the block cutting business in
Winthrop, furnishing finished blocks for the
large C. M. Bailey oil cloth manufactory.
Several years ago he engaged extensively in
the ice business on the Kennebec.

Everybody
everybody
sings; and if not with perfect grace and
harmony, at least with abandon and en-

came, a
and plant, called Oideum
tlie very next season the
"

are

where

They

they

cause

supplied with what you ask for.

cough

the community in
was a member of
Lawrence Cornet Band, who attended the
funeral in a body, Sunday, Feb. 10th, at the
residence of his mother. Llev. N. G. Lyons
officiated, and the Castiue Male Quartette
furnished music. Mr. Cox was an honest,
upright young man and will be missed.

grand none all through vintage time.
The weather is so delightful that their

nor severe.

it is what

ter have the sympathy of
their bereavement.
He

a

in the

and within the last, quarsince California wines have

>.

strong

no violent wrench of the
system. Thev
go right to the “log” tbit is fast and
loosen it. Nature does the rest.
By and
by, with a little care in dieting, Nature
will do it all. That’s one great advantage of the “Pleasant Pellets” over (he
many strongly cathartic pills—you do
not become a slave to their use^
They
really cure the trouble they are meant
to cure.
Even the worst kind of chronic
constipation disappears with their use.
( ArTIOX.—Some designing dealers do
not
their customers to have Dr. Pierce's Pelpermit
lets because inferior pills afford
greater profits.
Such dealers are short sighted. Thev overlook

After the

to the poorer classes.
Soon as their
work is done the peasants have a

not

are

of the

day’s

Madeira wine

unknown.

,s

tas

the aristocratic com-

••■‘-rage,

a

trouble. It is just so in
the progress of food
through the digestive organs. Evervthing
goes well till
something sticks. 'Then the process of
; digestion stops.
That’s indigestion. Unless the impediment is
removed, poison
ous putrid matter
begins to accumulate.
There’s a “jam”
constipation, and
trouble.
Sick headache, biliousness

juice has been taken
Edward Cox died in Castine, Feb. 14th,
wine-press, water is thrown in after a long sickness, aged 21 years. He and
siately
his
cousin, Lansing Cox, went south in the
the
and
this
the
Madeira.
The best physi- upon
refuse,
undergoes
fall for their health, but found no help.
same process as the juice, making what is
i. have always maintained a
Lansing Cox died in the south, and his recalled agoa-pe—literally “foot-water”—a mains were brought to Castine for burial,
od m. and among these isaccompanied by Edward Cox, who died at
naturally drink most of cheap wine which is retailed at the men- the date above stated. His mother and sisand

home

■

what is milk

To the Editor of The Journal :
Anything in The Journal from Waldo County,
aud especially from Brooks, always interests us, and we prize the bright,
clean,

been spent there. She was uuited to
Capt. Geo. Bailey, and two children were the
result of this marriage. Lewis, the elder,
died in New London, Conn., ami the youuger
sou George survives her.
Capt. Bailey was
lost at sea some years ago, and she has made
her home with her sister, Mrs. Kirk, since
that time.
She had been in her accustomed
health until a few weeks prior to her death,
which was the result of an abscess. Mrs.
Bailey was a devoted mother, a loving sister, and a loyal friend.

remaining portion is put into a
sack, hung up and reduced by lever pressure.
The juice is conveyed to the store-

Prince-

letters,

“No nation is

lias

off, the

lips

A Word from the Lower Kennebec.
AN OLD-TIME AND VALUED CORRESPONDENT, JOHN W. LANG, SENDS A MESSAGE
FROM HIS SICK ROOM.

Mrs. Kate M. Bailey, wife of the late Capt.
George Bailey of the U. S. revenue service,
died in San Francisco Jan. 23, 185)0, aged 40
Mrs. Bailey
years, 2 months ipid 3 days.
was the youngest child of -the late Capt.
Jacob ami Elizabeth Chase Graffam, and
was born in Camden.
At the early age of
teu years with her family she moved to
the
and
California,
greater part of her life

why

terness is not mixed with the pure juice.
After the first expression has been drawn

a

day,

ds

over,

to

hieh thou soldest to him
for

be

in
Then

the feet is said to be that ffesh

say to Fa 1 stall',
rarest the devil and tliee
hist

PORTLAND,‘iWE.

same way in
the passage, “He
has trodden the wine-press alone.”
The
advantage of expressing the juice with

1'uins

w

must

up.

yet it

not

are

heads.

hope

In times
year 14l;.'>.
wuethe favorite beverage

•lie

!

them

bring

their

press,
which

vine from ryprus, unof the royal house ol'

<•

tin.

rcreath—on every

of his

Obituary.

the best reserved for the costliest wine.
Then they are thrown into the wine-

more

since the

famous—ever
ne

cotton-plant

one

Capt. Mark D. Ames, a well-known
master mariner, died Feb. 20th at his home
at South Thomaston, aged 69. He had been
ailing about a year with Bright’s disease.
Capt. Ames was a native of North Haven,
but early removed to Lincolnville. He moved to South Thomaston 15 years ago, retiring from the sea shortly after. During the
war he served with honor in the navy, being
an officer in the ships J. L. Lockwood and
J. M. Martin, and oftentimes assuming command. He had been for a long term of years
selectman and had held numerous other
public offices. He was a prominent Mason
and one of the founders of Knox lodge.
He
had been district deputy grand master of
this district and past high priest of King
Solomon chapter. He also belonged to Edwin Libby post, G. A. R., of Rockland.
Capt. Ames married Nancy Matthews of
Lincolnville, by whom there were three
children, all of whom survive. They are
William L. Ames of Stony Creek, Conn.,
George Ames of North Warren and Mrs. i
Sarah Clark of Seal Harbor.

baskets and carefully gather the grapes,

leave Madeira without

'i

head in

COMPANY. CHICAGO, 224 State Street. BOSTON,

FAIRBANK

inclina-

to drunkenness.

“jam”—and

]>e quantity that was
merly used of lard, is
s
try. if Cottolene
H.

Jeiferson,

in

degraded

sober where the dearness of wine substitutes ardent spirits as the common beverage.” Christ made wine at the wedding,
we are told.
It is the discovery of the
more modern process of distillatiou which
has “filled the world with widows and
orphans.” If distillation were prohibited
by law and the duties abolished on decent
wines, the W. C. T. U. and kindred organizations might shut up shop and retire from business.
Fannie B. Ward.

imparts

never

man

drunken whose wine is cheap; and

COTTOLENE
eeable greasy odor
netting purpose, but

lead a

wrote these wise words:

tH Always

B

his own

save

can

of

Fairfield

St.)

MASS
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only
Oct., 1895.—lyr4**
...

sturgeon,

school since he knew it as teacher twelve
years ago.
Thejgrading of the schools in
town has been accomplished and our
schools in the rural districts reduced in
numbers.
The grading has been carried
forward and improved, a new primary
school building of large size and modern
design has been erected near the grammar and high school building, and more
than half the scholars of the town are
now attending these village schools.
Mr.
R. E. Springer of Belfast, a graduate of
class
is
Bates,
’95,
principal of the high
school, and Miss Webber of Chesterville,
another Bates graduate, is assistant.
Rev. Cliarles E. Springer, known to
many in Waldo County, is the efficient
pastor of the M. E. church hero. Mrs.
Springer is a sister of Hon. P. W. Ayer
of Fretdom.
The grange interest here is in a healthy
and active condition.
There are ten
strong granges in our small county of
eleven towns.
The county grange has
made up its monthly programs for the
year in outline, places of meeting, list of
officers and of its subordinate grange officers, and published it for use of its mem
bers.
Considerable advertising from reliMonarch of all Catarrh Cure Remedies; has taken the
able parties w\as secured, so that this pays
for the printing and binding and leaves a
lead of all others.
surplus of revenue for the grange treas“C C C always cures. C C C never fails.”
ury.
Thousands are convinced that this motto is truth itself.
The G. A. R. has three posts in this
All druggists.
Write for testimonials to the California Catarrh Cure Co.. C
a, M icounty, at Richmond, Bowdoinham and
The two former are small and
Bath.
i weak.
Some of our old soldier citizens
! belong to posts in Lisbon and Brunswick,
j Soon, from the want of members and sup| port, the smaller and weaker posts will
have to cease to exist.
I have watched
I with interest tlie success of the Waldo
County Veterans’ Association, and their
! efforts to erect a headquarters building at
I Unity. I trust they will be successful,
1
Over Thirteen Millions ($13,000,000) Ftre I nsurn ne*' Assets.
and from this effort other benefits will
| grow'.
('-»
Fire
Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insi ham
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
| The Maine Central Railroad will build
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn
j a fine substantial station at Brunswick
this year to take place of the old oue
.DESIRABLE RISKS WHITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.
burned.
One hundred and fifty men are
Travelers Life and Accident Insurance Co.
employed preparing the road bed and
double tracking in the vicinity of FreeTORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR .r> TEARS, at low rates on buildings acceptable.
which
is
the
next
station beyond
port,
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE.CO.
Brunswick.
The double track now exINVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
tends from Freeport to Portland, and we
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
bear it is expected to finish to Brunswick
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
this season.
It is only a question of a
*toOctl contf
^^Correspondence solicited.
short ti■*'e when the Maine line from
Bangor to Portland must have two tracks.
SPK1NGFIKLU
I must not take your time or space, or ■■
a treated without the
|
api■ ■ ■
tax my strength further.
It is tiresome fi I P I I I I
«»e of knife or deA
I III
II tent ion from
for me to write, and no doubt it is the same ■I I
1 111 | III |A ness, also all other
to those who ever attempt to read it.
I IH
I w la • I diseases of Rectum.
I trust prosperity and success will attend
The Journal and its readers, and wish
l^piicies written upon desirable risks in this
old and reliable insurance company at
the same may always attend all.
The
175 Tremont Street, Boston. Consultation
current rates.
flavor
of
the free. SElMD FOR P/>Mlocal
Prompt and equitable adpractical and
|% | |
articles by Old Farmer, your able Prospect PHLET. Office hours, 11 a. |l | I |
justment of hisses.
4 m. to f. m.
and
■§
[Sundays
|
|
correspondent, are one of the features of holidays excepted.]
I III aw
FRED ATWOOD, Agent.
The Journal for me, and like Oliver Twist
I I WmWmU
17teow43
I am always ready for more.
W interport, Dec. 17, 1895.—3m52
J. W. L.

FRED

ATWOOD, Winte^port, Me..
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

i

Fire acd Karin lea. Co.

[K!“ ROBERT M READ.M.D.

Schools of

The

iKcpublican Journal

ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE

BELFAST, THCRSDAY, MARCH 5, 1890.

CHAU1.ES A.

[ BmSS^O

Lord Dunraven has
London, Feb. 2S.
been gazetted Lord Lieutenant of Limerick.
Cork would have been more appropriate,
as

SCHOOL COMMITTEE,

SUPERINTENDENT AND OTHERS.

Journal Pub.Co.

PILSBURV,

The

The annual report of the School Committee, Superintendent and others entrusted
with the management of the city schools,
lias been published in pamphlet form and is
ready for distribution.
C. F. Ginn, chairman of the school committee, reports that they find the schools
running in a very satisfactory manner. He
then reviews the changes that have taken
place in suspending and discontinuing
chools, the re adjustment of teachers’ sal-

PHRl.ISJiEl) EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BV THE

Republican

Belfast.

he needs to be corked.

j

Nye.
We move to make it a quartette by adding, W. <). Fuller, Jr., of Rockland and
George A. Quimby (“Our George”) of

1

j

anone

will

be the

same as

money from the State.
O. C. Evans, Superintendent, reviews the
work of the schools at some length.
He
presents arguments in favor of the modern
methods of teaching which are being adopted
in the schools, and urges the necessity of
better drainage, ventilation and sanitary

This

To vote a
the square
the

schools,he

Hoods cut off mail communication, and
subsequent developments at Washington
and at Madrid will be awaited with

deep

interest.

Sunday's

storm

was

severe

a

blow to

Belfast, and entails responsibilities upon
the new city government which will tax

energies

their

Of

utmost.

delay, and

at

wim

judicious and

bridges

These

woik.

bridges destroyed
the least possible
possible cost con-

the least

with

nt

tin

course

replaced

be

must

sist!

and their abilities to the

whirl) furnish life to

our

business inter-

ests, and without them Belfast would be
li* tii!- condition of a walled city with its
closed to the outer world.

gates

loss of

With

from the railroad tax of

revenue

about -LbGOO. and with our sewerage sys- I
I
tem incomplete, a higher tax rate is unavoidable.
Let it be seen to that it is not I
i; creased, that the few may profit |
j
misf-uuine. It is no time

mduly
by the

common

puisne visionary schemes that must
hugely increase the city's indebtedness
and entail a heavy annual drain upon our
11 soni

c(

The occasion calls for prompt,
business-like efforts to repair !

s.

practical,
the
w

damages wrought by

lr'cb

we

j

have

elements

over

control.

no

The fact, before

stated,

that Maine people hi cased their savings bank deposits
two millions the past year, in connection
with the forthcoming report of the State
commissioner of labor and industrial statistics for 1895, show that Maine has been
comparatively exempt from the distress
of hard

times,

future is most

daily

while the outlook for the

encouraging.

wages of

with

men

The average
families was

81.87, daily expenditure of individual 31
The cost of food was one cent less
per individual than in 1891, and the total
cents.

Mayor,
EDGAR E. HANSON

Couneilmen,
JESSE E. WILSON,
PERCY B. REDMAN.

Transferred to
gent,

saving*. This sustains the general belief
that the slackness in trade in this .State
has been largely due, not so much to hard
as

to

FREE

were

CR.

By paid for books...§57(5 23
balance. 14.72
SCHOOL

<

ONTIXGENT.

Dr.
transferred from general fund.

Mayor’s Annual Supper,

After tlie close of tlie City Government
meeting Monday evening Mayor Hanson invited the members of the City Council and
other city officers to the Revere House,
where a bountiful spread was found to
which all did ample justice. The officials
present besides the members of the two
boards were City Solicitor Wardwell, Assessors Black and Mason,
City Treasurer Pattee, City Clerk Mureh and Clerk of tlie
Council Fernald. The tables were very
prettily spread and the service was prompt

Following

is

the

MENU.

Chicken
Queen Olives

Soup
Celery

Baked, Stuffed Bluefisli. Tartar Sauce
Corned Beef
Le^ of Mutton, Caper Sauce
Ham with Jelly
Tongue
Sirloin of Beef, Dish oravy
Prime Rib of Beef, Brown Sauce
Turkey, ( ranberry Sauce
Lamb, Brown Sauce
Green Duck, Apple Sauce
Cal hage Salad
Escalloped Oysters
Queen Fritters, Foam Sauce
,,

Boiled and Mashed Potatoes
Onions
Shell Beans
Corn
Turnip
Chow ( how
Wore, stersliire Sauce
Tomato Ketchup
Halt..id Sauce Pickled Cucumbers Mixed
Pickles
Prince’s Pudding
< offee
Jelly
Omen Apple Pie
Lemon Pie
Mince Pie
Fruit
Tea
Coifee
Milk
'I he title page bore thefwo Latin mottos:

appropriation.$200.00
To 00

$275.00

Cr.

By bills paid.$274 35

balance."

j

ai5

$275.00
-l.'jc

uuuer

ot

me

appropriation
$o(X) for temporary repairs and insurance
au;uuut

exactly balanced, with no money
maining and nothing overdrawn.

was

The school committee recommends that
the following amounts he appropriated for
the school year of 1896-7:

fu*1.

General repairs and supplies.

Contingent.

Free text books.

500.00

For running expenses.$13,650 (X)
They also recommend, in addition,
appropriation for alterations
in tile Grammar school building,

an

and

for

heating

and

ventilating
the same in accordance with plans
submitted to the city government
in

1893 of.

1,600 00

,,

w

La bores Jucundi,” and “Spectemur
agendo.” Alter the supper the company repaired to tlie office where cigars, music, repartee, etc served to wile away a couple of
hours very pleasantly.
Acti

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Hutchins Bros, are finishing up some
handsome granite monuments at their stone
shed on Front street
Three of tlieir latest
jobs are noticeable. They are of Oak Hill
and Lincolnville granite, and are for the
Palmer and Waterhouse families of Montville, the Foster family of the same town,
and

parties in Orono.

Howard & Son are at work on an
order for 5 gross of Mr. J. W. Jones’ latest
improvement in their screw drivers. This
is, like the others, a reversible driver, with
removable points, but differs from the forF. A.

patents

having the reversing apparatus covered. To change from a
driving to a
drawing motion, or vice versa, a slight turn
is given to the handle, while
holding the
shank firmly in position. Mechanics who
have used it consider it a marked improvement over the other styles for many classes
mer

!

4th, inadequacy of the heating apparatus;!
5th, lack of sanitary drainage.
Of the $50 appropriated by the
city council 1
for necessary articles so that needy children j
might he kept in school, $32 50 were expended for shoes, leaving an unexpended balance
of

$17.50.

The National Tribune is offering a $5 advertisement for an exchange copy of that
paper, the subscription price of which is $1.
In other words it asks The Journal to
give
$7 for $1.

What constitutes the new woman? to be
opened by Sister Downs; 12, remainder of
program to be furnished by Sandy Stream

Grange.

Transfers

in

Nobody

can

afford to

shoes that hurt.

wear

Buy Goodyear

Welt Shoes in which there is

Bklmont. Moderator, Miles Pease; Town
Clerk, O. C. Caininett; Selectmen, Assessors
and Overseers of the. Poor, A. J.
Donnell, J.
K Mears and C. M. Brewster; Treasurer, N.
B. Allenwood; Collector and
Constable, F.
A. Marriner; Auditor, J. N.
Mears; School
Committee, A. J. Donnell and J. G. Jack#

nolhing
man.

to hurt. Ask your shoe

Made for both

ages, in all

sexes,

all

styles.

OOODYEAR SHOE MACH’Y CO., BOSTON.

CITY

le,

Warden,
EDGFAOMB.

NATHANIEL J

Ward

Three.

March 4. 1895.
Balance cash in treasury this date.
Rec. from Howard F. Mason,collector,
tax of 1892.
from same, tax of 1893.
1894.
1895.
on account of non resident taxes
of 1894.
from finance committee, profit on
account of refunding bonds
finance committee, two bonds, one
$100, No. 38, and .$200. No. 8,
and interest.
from town of Stockton Springs on
'account of hill of A. c. Filingwood, attending pauper.
from town of Pittsfield on account
of Dill of Spencer A Wilson, casket and robe for pauper..
from sewer assessments of 1894
1895..
from dividends of B. A M. L. R.
R stock.
from L. H. Murch, City Clerk,
licenses ..*.
from same, dog licenses.
from R. W. Rogers, Judge, on account of fees of Police < ourt...
from Will. A. Kimball, City Marshal, on acct. police tees..
from sale of lots in Grove Cemetery
from sale of lots in South Belfast
44

CITIZENS.
For

Mayor,
EDGAR F. HANSON

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 4, 1896: Wilbert
S. Bartlett, Belmont, Mass., to Clement H.

Reed, Boston; land in Stockton Springs.
Horatio Spicer, Belfast, to Louisa Cunniugham, Swanville; land and buildings in Belfast. Sabrina Tarbell, by adm’x, Liucolnville, to Augusta A. Tarbell; laud in Lin-

Delia W. Milliken et als., Liucoluville, to Joel A. Meservey, Appleton;
land and buildings in Lineolnville.

colnville.

HOOD'S PILLS euro Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A. pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

...

For Alderman,
GUSTAVUS 1. KILGORE.
For

(

ouncilmen,

EDGAR M. ( INMNGHAM,
CATES.

WILLIAM W.

For School

Committee,

••

JOHN F. TILTON.
For

Constable,
LLEWELLYN H. J IPSON.
For
JOHN

Warden,

T. FROST
For Ward

Clerk,

JOHN A. LOGAN.

cemetery.
from mooring vessels at bridge...
from State or Maine, railroad and
telegraph tax, apportioned.
from State of Maine, hank and
mill tax (school money).
from State of Maine, for Free
High Schools, on acct. of 1893

Ward Four.

and 1895.
from State of Maine, State pensions paid.
from State of Maine for soldiers’
burial expenses.
from State of Maine for percentage allowed on State tax
of 1895 from dog tax of 1894.
from Calvin Hervey on Memorial
Bu’ding Association walk—from
county.
from State Constable for empty
beer bottles sold.‘
from < ity Solicitor, on acct. of tax
suits of 1894 taxes, settled, in-

CITIZENS.

EDGAR

For Mayor,
F. HANSON.

For 'Alderman,
ROBERT F. Rl'SS.
For

Councilmen,

RICHARD W. WOODBURY.
GEORGE F. MAYHEW.
For School

Committee,

Income.
From dividends I’. S. A P.
railroad stock.
From interest on Memorial Hall Bonds
From interest dividends
on book No. 0780
From interest dividends
oil book No. 7278.
From interest dividends
on book No. 9232.

cluding costs.
City Solicitor, costs in cases
Dyer and Carter vs. City of Bel-

fast
fromE.S. Shuman, highway surveyor, amt. paid for repairing
drain
from town of Swanville on acct
of Union District.
from town of Searsport on acct.
of Union District.
from o. C. Evans for text books
sold.
from (). < Evans, on aect. tuition
from Good Templars for rent of
ball in High School building_

For Constable,
CHARLES H. THURSTON.
For Warden,
EPHRAIM W. WILEY.
For Ward Clerk.

MOSHER.
44

Ward

Five.

CITIZENS.
For Mayor,
EDGAR K. HANSON.
For Aid rman,

THOMAS L. SHITE.
For
DEXTER T.

Councilmen,
GtPTILL,

FRANK B. STROIT.
For School

Committee,
GEORGE J. GROTTON.
For Constable,
SYRENO P. GILMORE.

ALBERT T.

For Warden,
STEVENS.
For Ward

Clerk,

EDWARD F. ( ARROW.

INVESTORS
Take Great Chances Sometimes, But purchasers of stock in the PETIT MANAN
LAND A- INDUSTRIAL COMPANY. Don’t
take any risk at all. With every share
issued goes a

SECURITY REDEMPTION

Paid coupons on Memorial
Hall Ass’n bonds for rent,
Paid Mayor’s orders on contingent fund.
Paid
Mayor’s orders on
highway fund.
Paid Mayor’s orders on pauper fund
Paid Mayor’s orders on tire
department fund.
Paid Mayor’s orders on free
text books fund.
Paid Mayor’s orders on
school fund.
Paid Mayor’s orders on sewer fund.
To deposited in Peoples National Bank for payment
of balance of coupons
Feb. 15, 1895
To deposited in Peoples National Bank for payment
of coupons due Aug. lo,
1895
To deposited in Peoples National Bank for payment
of coupons due Feb. 15,
1896
To paid State pensions.
To paid State tax for 1895,To paid County tax for 1895
To paid State of Maine,amt.
received for dog licenses..

Certified by a reliable Trustee.
The value of the stock is secured by the
Bond, and the Bond is secured by Real
Estate.
Never heard of such a thing before, did
you? This plan of absolute security originated with our Company.
It’s simply
straight-forward, honest business, and
is characteristic of the management.
Another point, every share of stock is entitled to

*=>er

Over

/O

payable quarterly

in

annum

per cent, dividends.
This is a Maine enterprise and will bear
can
invest
$ 10 or $ 1,000.
investigation. Yon
Then write for parWant to investigate!
ticulars to the
2

Street, Belfast, riaine.
Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

SS Church
Hancock

I have secured on my beach a section of a large
pier or bridge which came in shore during the recent storm.
Anyone owning or claiming it, can
have the same l y pro\ ing property and ]>aying
lwlO
charges. Apply to

CAPT. A. F. ELWf LL,

Saturday Cove, Northport.

7,133 42

Overdrawn....

2,4'»o on
203 50

Paid

2,6o3 50

...

Mayor’s orders.

Overdrawn

....

Mayor’s orders.

at

bridge.

Rec. from sab; of lots in
Grove Cemetery.
Rec. from sale of lots in
South Belfast cemetery..
Rec. from State for pensions paid for 1895
Rec. from State for R. R.
and telegraph tax for 1895
Rec. from State for soldiers’
burial expenses.
Rec. from County of AValdo
on acct. Memorial Building Association walk.
Rec. from State Constable
for empty beer hot ties sold
Rec. from City Solicitor on
acct. tax suits.
Rec. from City Solicitor,
costs in cases Dyer and
Carter vs. City
Rec. from finance committee, profit on acct. refunding bonds.
Re from Stockton Springs
and-Pittsfield on acct. non
resident paupers.
Overdrawn'.
__

Paid

Mayor’s ordersState Pensions.
State of Maine amount
received for dog licen..

coupons on Memorial
Hall Ass’n bonds, for
rent.

on

Paid

1,935 34

8,575

Rec. from State for Free
High School..
Rec. from State, bank and
mill tax.
Rec. from town of Swanville on acct. of Union
District..
Rec. from town of Searsport on acct. of Union
District.
Rec. for rent of hall in High
School building.
Overdrawn..

12 00
26 07

j

40 00

!

on

3,283 97

8,21964

cm

*1

Personal attention to pres.

19,759 70

lions.

58,358 61

POOR & SON

1,734 54
17087

AUCTION I SALE
Horses

1,905 41
6,598 36
317 5*7
803 t*4
500 27

9,800 5*0
337 2S

25

880 39

38,345 99

••

SOUTH WORTH & LANCAS !

567 40

Belfast, Maine.

409 63
1,407 36

WINDSOR HOTEL,!

8,343 48
7,628 23

BELFAST, MAINE,

per cent, bonds due in
1898 .498,700 00
per cent, bonds due in
1925 (option 1905).108,500 00
4 per cent, bonds due in
1922 (option 1892).
4,300 00
4

oo

594 75

3,775 88
620,831 63

Assets.

6,898 20
8,343 48

For

Sale.

Furnished and doing a good busim*
first-class hotel in Belfast. Maine, imdu.l
one acre, more or less, of land adjoining
This property will be sold cheap lorc.i
immediateh. Address.
IDA r\. BRADBlk N
4w9
Hollis Centre "

(*ni’<l

611,500 00
4,961

HEAD Of IOWA HORSE

These horses are acclimated and tin
broken, and will weigh horn 1 .• •«*'
lbs. They win consist of drivers, wi.and some verv nice matched pair-.
I
arrive on or about Man h b. and can lithe stables of the Heli'ast Liven <
Uvv'1
day of auction.

397 65

1

14, 1890.

HARCH

8,219 <54

6

Cash in treasury
Due on acct. of 1894 taxes,
H. F. Mason, collector_

...

Jars

-$M§-

88,243 36

34,411 36

Top

Don’t stay out when yon
money by coming in.

Liabilities.

880 00

ounce, just

Vaseline at 10c.

1,905 41

Assessors.’.
certified by
City Council.\

Amount of coupons due
Feb. 15, 1896, not deposited for.
Outstanding orders
Roll of accounts No. 12 allowed this day.

an

both great sellers.

25,971 71

Bonded Debt.

in Peoples National Bank for payment

At 25c,

Also 4 ox. Screw

88,243 36

185*4 tax.
185*5 tax.

Lasting
Perfume

273 00
252 00
785 5*7

batements as

289 00

I

1,973 00

acct.

726 61

10,383 11

>«>

and

918 00

40,730 38

146 55
224 76

been

Delicate

27 97

Mason, colof 185)2 tax..
Amount allowed by order
of City Coiincil.

on
on

never

2,338 00

Rec. of 11. F

Due
Due

MEDiCIN:!

complete, ami we
physicians that
keep -n up
with all the new preparari-.ns on

3,283 97

Rec. of 11. F. Mason, collector, acct. of 1895 tax..
Belfast Water Co. tax, allowed by vote of City
’.
Council.
Abatements as certified by
Assessors.
Discounts allowed as per
certificate of finance com.

48 12

has

market.

11,416 22

26 07

DRUGS
1

Another I,of of that

Rec. of H. F. Mason, collector, acct of 1894 tax..
Non-resident taxes returned
Abatements as certified by

12 00

our

1,500 00

Amount allowed l»v orders
of City Council..!.

19 13

ffl

Treas;

goods tire mu
lower in price than erer an
as fine in quality.

1,407 36
92 64

Assessors.\
By sale of 35* parcels of real
estate to the city.

70 00

PATTEE,

t“

Rec. of 11. F. Mason, collector, acct. of 185*3 tux..
Abatements as certified by

2,887 04

Brannigan

Our stock of

J ,500 00

Unexpended.

1,290 00

5"
09

!
Ves,

1,500 OO

Discounts allowed as per
certificate of finance committee.

A

..

o-

Taxes.

March 4. 1895.
Taxes of 1892, balance in
hands of H. F. Mason,
collector.
Taxes of 1893, balance in
hands of H. F. Mason,
collector.
Taxes of 185*4. balance in
hands of H. F. Mason,
collector.
Taxes of 185*5, committed
to H. F. Mason.

40 00

*t

JAMES

75 00
568 43

Tax Account.

207 50

190 09

1

13,07407

Collected on assessments of
1894
Collected on assessments of
1895
A batements on assessments
of 1894.
Balance due on assessments

5 00

For care \V. S.
lot

4000

Sewer Assessments.

107 22

Interest dividends.

s]4 is

Appropriation for 1805.

lector,

158 20
1 77
IF.

15 00

Balance due on assessments
I
of 1892
I Balance due on assessments
of 1894.
Amount of assessments of
1895.

289 00

08

349 45

1,936 14

13.717 50
Discount

385

tor care of

for care Durham estate,
lot (principal).
For care K. H. Herritnan

00

j
j

Funds

-t

Cemetery Lots.
in deposit at Belfast Savings Bank, Book No. 9704.

13.717 50

15 00

ru

$§;

-t

31 71

Paid Mayor’s orders.
Transferred to Free Text
Books Fund.
Outstanding orders

15 95
14 60

39,559 30

3,866 61

...

1.296 00

Amt. of principal of li'«rary funds.
Accumulated inconie. oil

375 00

48 12

3 60

<Hi

1,936 14

Appropriation for 1895....

19 13

8.585 r,4
59 30

..

deposit.

80

School Fund.

304 58

7,978 37
5,643 95

!

00

Mayor’s orders
Outstanding orders.

1

*‘ents...„

estate,

1,000
036 14

70 00

2'2’
4

/: ibrjUitf / "-■/.
Invested in Bellast City 4
per cents
On deposit.

<

Appropriation for 1895....
Overdrawn.

1,296 00

Belfast Ciiv

8,645

55o 39
40 56

375 00

Appropriations for 1895... 15,800 00
Rec. from R. R. dividends.. 18,611 36

Deposited

d-

39.914

590 95

3,866 61

10,383 11
Interest

]

Sewer Fund.

2,887 04

10,000 00

7,918 11
1,296 00

98

39.914 3*;

75 00
15 '.'5

Paid Mayor’s orders_,...
Unexpended

40 00
5 00

17,223 00

289 00

!

l

167 22
267 50

31 71

Invested in
i'“'

1

590 95

3,223 00

31 00

385

A-

j 22 Men., .rial Hall Bonds

50000

..

289 41

1,935 34

....'.

255 25

...

3.338 52

...

31 00
289 00

Rec.

ses

198 45

Condition of Funds.
March 2. 1 890.
II >i/
Xu t hit i, F

!

3,338 52

Free Text Books Fund.
Appropriation lor 1895
Transferred
from School
Fund
Re«* for Text books sold..

18,611 36

550 39

Rec. from City Clerk, dog
licenses.
Rec. from mooring vessels

■

3.338 52
Paid

20 50
1,973 00
273 00

13,074 07

289 41

j

3.250 00
88 52

3,338 52

..

income

Accumulated Income Acct.
March 4. 1895.
Amount of fund
Fr> in lend :<• j remium am!
interest on bonds purchased..
From fund t<> balance of
library expenses
Mareh 2. 1 890. balum
of
fund remaining....

|
j

2.603 50

Department Fund.
Appropriation for 1895-

126 05

2,603 50

337 70

From accumulated

7.133 42

Fire

303 51

7,133 42

..

l-'noii /.ihrnriu h.
For tines collected, sales
of catalogues, 1 is; cards,

7.133 42

...

from non resident
of 1894
Rec. from Belfast Police
Court.
Rec. from City Marshal, Police fees
Rec. from City Clerk, licen-

25 9'*
1.074 87

2.603 50

Contingent Fund.
Appropriation for 1895
3,500 00

ses.

FOUND ADRIFT!

Paid Mayor’s orders.
Pauper Fund.
Appropriation for 1895

726 61

89,984 87

taxes

27 G3
201 28

337 70

7,918 11

PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
or

1,734 54
0.598 36
9,800 90
38,345 99

83,086 67
6,898 20

....

—B O N D—

Overdrawn.

3 60
120 82

880 00

Balance in treasury...

880 00

......

7,000 00

..

$1,018 81

$89,984 87

Disbursements.

480 0*»

...

34,411 36

Highway Fund.
Appropriation for 1895Rec. from highway surveyor, amt. paid for repairing drain

from

41

LORETTO HAYFORD.

RALPH H.

44

198 45

..

City of Belfast in account with James Pattee,
City Treasurer.

POTTLE.

914 36

Library Expenses.
Mayor’s orders for
year).

of balance of coupons due
Feb. 15. 1895
3,223 00
Deposited in Peoples National Bank for payment
of coupons due Aug. 15,
1895
17,223 00
Deposited in Peoples National Bank for payment
of coupons due Feb. 15,
1896
10,000 00
3.965 36
Unexpended

proval.

Clerk,

For Ward

BELFAST.

OF

8.585 64

Laid

equal.

O’CONNELL, Proprietor.

Treasurer's Office. March 2, 1896.
To the f it)/ ('oHueit.
Gentlemen: As required by the City charter,
I herewith submit my annual exhibit as City
Treasurer, showing the receipts and payments for
the municipal year ending this day. for administering the City Government, for Schools, Paupers,
Fire Department, Highways, Free Text Books, interest on City debt and for general municipal purposes, also for the payment of State and County
taxes, and the condition of the Trust Funds. All
of which is respectfully submitted for your ap-

For

SYLVAN l'S T

Clements, O.; Bro. Holt, Chaplain; Bro.
Beals, A. S.; Sister Beals, L. A. S.; Sister
L. M. Billings, C.; Sister Barker, P.
The
address of welcome was by Sister L. M. Billings and the response by Grade Bowen. A
class of Iff was instructed in the fifth degree.
Remarks for the good of the order were made
by Bro’s. Learned and Clifford. The Grange

in

of work.

son.

Total appropriations recommended $15,250.00
The rep rt concludes as follows:
In the opinion of this school committee
the city has been criminally negligent in not
providing means for correcting the patent
defects in the Grammar school building,
which are, especially:—1st, lack of accommodations afforded to the second divisions
in each of the two schools kept in this building, 2nd, lack of means of egress in case of
fire or panic; 3rd, serious lack of ventilation
;

have no

They

Alderman,

For Constat

rill; Sandy

450 .10
500 00
200 00

CHAS.

For School Committee,
NORMAN WARDWELL.

of indi-

Stream, Unity; Sebasticook,
Burnham ; Union Harvest, Centre Montville;
Dirigo, Freedom; Ritchie, Waldo; Hillside,
Thorndike; Sunlight, Knox; Georges River,
Liberty and Kennebec county by Bros.
Fowler and Clifford. The question, Resolved, TJjat hay is the most profitable crop
raised upon the farm, was discussed by B.
F. Foster, Crosby Fowler, Daniel Dyer,
Oral Crosby, W. Shorey, F. A. Gray, Vose,
Clifford, Mudgett and Learned. The topic,
That it costs more to keep up the fashions
than the necessaries of life, was discussed
by Sisters Shorey, Bartlett, Downs, Bowen,
Brown, Fowler, Billings and Dr. Mitchell.
Dirigo Grange furnished the following program, with very excellent music throughout
the meetiug by their choir: Rec., Carrie L.
Boulter; song, Martha Tilton; dec., Ralph
Johnson; remarks by Dr. J. W. Mitchell.
The following resolution was passed:
Resolved, That, we, the patrons of Waldo
county Grange, extend our heartfelt sympathy to Sister Abbie Ellis in her severe illness and we hope to hear of her recovery.
The next meeting will be with Sandy Stream
Grange, Unity, Mar. 24th, with the following program: 1, opening exercises; 2, address of welcome by Sister Helen C. Thomas ;
3, response by Sister M. A. Say wood; 4, conferring filth degree; 5, remarks for good of
the order; 6, appointment of committee; 7,
recess: 8, music; 9, report of Grauges; 10,
Topic, Shall we sustain the State store? to
be opened by Bro. N. E. Murry; 11, Topic,

all in.

White Store, 81 Main St.,

For Councilmen,
CHARLES B. FARRAR,
EDWIN A. JONES.

Harvest Moon, Thorndike; Honesty, Mor-

Instruction and transportation_$10,325 00
Superintendent and expenses. 1,200 00
Janitors.
475 00

are

FRANK H. MAYO.

then took its usual noon recess. After recess Bro. Bowen made some remarks about
the Grange life insurance.
The roll of
Granges was then called and the following
responded: Northern Light, Winterport;
Star of Progress, Jackson; Rising Sun, Knox;

re-

Spring Styles

198 45

Paid from P. R. Hazeltine
Fund.
Paid from Nathaniel Wilson Fund.
Paiil from accumulated
income.

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS.

EDGAR F. HANSON.

and invited Past Master D. O. Bowen to
tike the Master’s chair, and the following
Moses
pro tern officers were appointed:

§500,05

order-

Clerk,

9,500 00

....

SUITS,

We are the Agents of the Celebrated

For Max or,

Waldo County Pomona Grange held its
regular meeting Feb. 25th with Dirigo
Grange, Freedom. The weather was very
cold but the sleighing was excellent and the
attendance large.
The Worthy Lecturer,
B
F. Foster, called the meeting to order

§500.05

1

case

....

Accumulated Income
March 4. 1895.
(>n deposit Belfast Savings
Bank, Book No. 9232...
Changes in Investment.

SOLD AT THE VERY LOWEST FIGURES.

CITIZENS.

Meeting of the County Grange.

75 00
15 05

Books sold,.

To

and attentive.

BOOKS.

appropriation,.

children

07

DR.

ed out in 1895.
Tlie

407.05
8 75
30 00

Warden,

The

you

413 05

HEAVY

Ward Two.

For

of

amount

..

of

the worst

1895,
principal

Purchased Belfast City 4
per cent bondsPaid premium and accrued
interest on same.

P. GILES.
For Ward

and health come from the food
eat, after it has been digested and has
gone into the blood.
The best tonic is digested food. The best
aid to digestion. Shaker Digestive Cordial.
When you have acid eructations, nausea,
headache, wind, dizziness, offensive breath,
or any other symptoms of
dyspepsia, Shaker
Digestive Cordial will cure you.
At druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.

870‘.H)

To A ppropriation..*500 00
Transferred from general school

and retrench-

cation of young mill employes. The condition of child labor is on the
improve-

Ninety-three

TEXT

cure

March 4,

OVERCOATS,

AUSTIN W. KEATING.

75.00 gestion.
Strength
75.00

§12,002

reports of hard times

The report of Inspector B. F. Chalk is
included with that of the Labor Commissioner.
Mills are in generally excellentcondition, with efforts taken for tbe edu-

ment.

school contin-

free text books,
Transportation of pupils,.
Fuel,.
Janitoring,.
Sundries.
By Balance..

per cent as compared with 12 per cent, in
1891, w hereas men without families show
no change from that
year in respect to

times here

For
EDWIN

8,645 00

..

mistake by

_

Constable,
CHARLES T. RICHARDS.

in

failed to

a

deposit Belfast Savings
Bank, Book No. 7278

For

the Junior
afternoon,
3.30,
meeting
C. E.; Topic: “What is it to he true to
Jesus?” Luke 10: 25-37. In the evening, at
7 15, the usual prayer and conference meet-

never

On

School Committee,
JAMES H. HOWES.

the absence of electric lights would not permit. the use of the vestry.
Following are
the notices for the week: This, Thursday,

of the Board

30,914 36

| Paul U. Haze!line Fund.

For

of Health, say
I).,
ing. Topic—“Our duty to the public serregard to school matters:
We, the members of the Board of Health vices of the Church,” 1*8.84: Heb. 10; 10-25;
of Belfast, would respectfully urge that in
What are the obligations of Christians to
view of the urgent needs in the line of prop- them?
How can we gain most from them?
er safeguards to health, a sufficient sum of
How make them most interesting to others?
money he voted to ventilate properly, and to
drain satisfactorily, the various school build- Next Sunday morning at 10:45.
Sermon by
ings during the next summer vacation.
the pastor, R> v. George S. Mills. Sunday
Following is an abstract of the Superin- school at 12 m. A Review lesson. New
tendent’s tinaneial report:
Quarterlies will be given out at this session.
INSTRUCTION, FUEL, TRANSPORTATION AND Atop. m. the
bi-monthly business meeting
JAMTORING,
of the C. E. Society with reports of the comDR.
mittees.
At 7 p. m. the pastor will give anTo State two mill tax,.$3,800.00
State aid, Free High School.
250 00 other of his series of talks on Old Testament
High School appropriation,
1,000 00 characters. A cordial welcome is assured
General school appropriation,...
0,875 00 to all who attend these services.
31.71
Swauville, Union district, 1804...
Due from Swauville Union disIf you eat what you like, and digest it, you
1895
00.
40 00 will
trict,
surely be strong and healthy.
Tuition paid City Treasurer,....
14 00
But if you don’t digest it, you
alSears port,..
15,00 most as well not eat, for what good might
can your
food do you if it doesn’t nourish you?
$12,002.97
If you find that you can’t digest it, there
CR.
is a simple help for your stomach.
It is Shaker Digestive Cordial, made by
Instruction
and
By
SuperintendIt has
ence,.§10,147.13 the Shakers of Mount Lebanon.
inons.

M.

our

For

of

the

Trust Funds.
as Credited
March 4. 1895.
Xathaniel Wilson rand.
80 shares P. S. <$c P. K. at
par
8,000 00
22 Memorial Had Bonds
at par. 22,000 00
On deposit Belfast Savings
914 36
Bauk, Book No. 6780...

Library laud

:

j

that beats the world. You will not make
calling on us for VALUES in

Alderman,
FRANCIS H. WELCH.
For

the Lord’s
observed at the North church.

at.

bilities

SUITS

CITIZENS.
For

Christ in the Blakslee series. There was
but one service Sunday evening, a meeting
for prayer and testimony in the church, as

1 wish to thank the teachers for their
faithful work, and you, gentlemen, for your
cordial support, aud for the generous consideration you have given to any requests I
have made in the line of my work.
Robert Waterman, truant officer, reports
87 visits made to families, aud 17 pupils
taken back to school.
A. C. Kilingwood, M. I)., and L. W. Ham-

expense per individual slightly less. Men
with families, who saved at all, saved 15

elsewhere, causing economy
ment among our people.

was

of

one

...

Balance of ascertained lia-

GOOD TiriES ARE RIGHT
ON YOUR HEELS.

Stiike out frum the shoulder with

The pastor preached a sermon appropriate
to the occasion, his theme being, “The Meaning of Growth in Grace.”
Owing to the j
storm no session of the Sunday *
severe
school was held. The superintendent, Mr.
Charles M. Craig, announced that next Sunday the school would take fora lesson the
review of the tirst 3 parts of the Life of

period.

a

Sunday the ordinance

Supper

ticket.
W ard One.

There is to be a public recital given at the
Universalist vestry this, Thursday, evening,
under the auspices of the Kingsbury Social
Aid
Miss Stella Maude Haynes, contralto
soloist, and Miss Myra Alice Carter, reader
and impersonator, both well known here
are the artists who appear.
Admission 25
cents.
Everybody is invited.

Last

duced a new collection, designed especially
for the use of advanced classes. The selections are pleasing, and the pupils enjoy the
practice, after having used the somewhat
dry exercises on interval work for so long a

permanent
the arteries

are

says:

straight ticket, mark a cross [X] in
over the party name at the head of

announced last week.

cluded the pastors of the other churches and
representatives of the Baptist and Congregationalist Christian Endeavor Societies and
Epwortli League. There was a large attendance and aspiritof good fellowship pervaded
the gathering. Remarks were made by all
the representatives and pastors present.

“The resignation of Miss
Maud Feruald was very reluctantly accepted, after several years of faithful service in
the South Primary. She carries with her
the best wishes of all into her new relations.”
The report of Mrs, Emma B. Pitcher, teachnr of music, is brief, and is as follows:
It gives me pleasure to report to you the
results of another year’s work in the department of music in our public schools.
We
arc now practically doing the work as indicated in our course of study, in all the
grades. Good interest has been manifested
hv the pupils throughout the schools, and I
am pleased with the results.
In the High School we have lately intro-

the situation at the time the

was

Wake Up!
Buckle on Your Armor,

Belfast, Harch 9, I896.

Senate,Friday, 114 to 6, adopted the
resolutions according belligerent rights
to the Cubans and looking to the recogniThe
tion of the independence of Cuba.
conditions about the school buildings. He
debate which proceeded this action was a
pays a high and deserved tribute to the puThe Young People’s Christian Union of
hot one, and Spain’s treatment of Cuba
pils for their general good behavior, and nothe Universalist church gave a reception
The adminis- tices with
was forcibly denounced.
the
harmonious
relations
pleasure
tration is said to be opposed to the recog- which exist between the teachers and pupils. last Friday evening to the members of the
nition of Cuban belligerency at this time. Of the changes in the teachers in the •■ity parish and invited guests. The latter inThe

|

List of Candidates to be Voted for In
the Several Wards of the City of

At the Universalist church next Sunday
the following services will be held: Morning worship with sermon at 10:45, subject,
“The Restraining Power of Christianity.”
Sunday School at 12. Young people’s meeting (consecration service) at 6 p. m. No
evening lecture. At the morning service
there will be a free will offering taken towards defraying the expense of insuring the
church property.

more

Bel fast.

The services at the Unitarian church
nounced for last Sunday were postponed
week on account of the storm.

Due on acct. of 1895 taxes,
H. F. Mason,collector
17,628 23
Due on sewer assessments
I
of 1892,1894 ami 1895..
786 97
5,000 shares B. M. L. R. R.
stock, par value.600,000 00

of Belfast.

City

At the Baptist church next Sunday the
morning subject will be “The Obedient
Widow;” 1 Kiugs 17:15,16. Evening subject, “The First Gray Hair;” Hos. 7:9.
(Postponed from last week). The music

aries and the temporary repairs to the school
buildings, and calls attention to the poor
ventilation and unsanitary condition of the
school buildings on the common. By the
canvass of the city last spring 212 more
scholars were registered than had been reported the year before, which gave $515.76

Maine enjoys the distinction of having
given the country two quaint humorists
in the I'oisonsof Artemus Ward and Bill

Churches.

<>1

TIisiuUm

I wish to express my sincere ami
thanks t*> the kind friends and nei
helped so niueh by word and deed to
burden of pain and >u!Yering that h,*
rested on the devoted head of m\
Asenath K Knowlton. Especially woul
the faithlul Sisters of Rehekah who Iko*
through the long vigils of the night, and
ed words of affection and comfort
J. W. KNOW
Belfast, Feb. 27, 189(3.—lwlO*

1

HK NEWS OF BELFAST.

,

new
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Charlotte T. Sibley’s
subject at the Baptist
Friday, evening.

Miss

forget

^

morrow,

■

Tolman H. Fern aid has been appointed
Vice Chancellor for Waldo county for the
Good Templars’ course of study.
The Baptist Choral Association will give
concert at the church next
Wednesday
evening, to consist of selections by the

Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts,
a copy of the docket for the
of S. .J. Court, and the same is
•..ted at the office of Geo. W. Rur-

B^B
w

can

The Journal now has on baud for publication at an early date a sermon by Rev. W.
H. Williams, a genealogy of the Wardwell

collectors meet Wednesday
Sanford Howard’s store oppoHow, to exchange and trade

be made from

Plum

Pudding, Mince
Fruit Cake.
Recipe on

Pie,

merrell-soule co..
Syracuse, N.Y.

claimed in Belfast Post office for the week
,im1 discuss matters pertaining to
ss.
They expect to form a local ending Feb. 29th: Ladies—Sarah Gray.
soon.
[ Gentlemen—Mr. L. K. Clifford, Mr. J. H.
O'Connell has replaced the hat | Dickey, Mr. Allen C. Emery, Mr. Daniel
<

by

store

s

of

one

improved

Ingalls.

con*

-oil.
«
ait
quarter of a million of dolnded m real estate improvements
r<1 within the past ten or twelve
nail steamboat, large enough to
iks and some freight, besides pasbetween that summer resort and
.ght to pay. [Camden Herald.

The Belfast Band Minstrel entertainment
will he given in the Belfast Opera House,

Friday evenings, March 19th
Rehearsals have been taking
place two or three times a week and the
public may rest assured that both in music
aud fun they will get full value for their
Further particulars next week.
money.
Thursday

annual meeting of the Maine Bar
H. n m Bangor last week Herbert M.
Augusta was elected president. F.
v ii. Belfast, is a member of the cornlegal education; Geo. E. Johnson,
is on the committee on membership;

Belfast,
Among

iiuson,

and

the new members
story.
James S. Harriman and Norweil, Belfast, and Ellery Bowden,
ri
The banquet in the evening
were

attended.

v

p.

spondeutof the Union Times claims
p Ii
Liberty does more business to
11'■
inch than any other place in
as size, and says that most
any
job can be. done there. After enumIn local industries, which include
icksmiths, a wagon builder and a
u, the writer concludes as follows:

1

lawyer

there is not
od of one, as the people are law
’i" settled minister, but as salvano

1

don't take

t

•pi.- lo

yet,

as

in

re as

as

as

much to

satisfy

places.”

some

G. White is building an adfeet, to the stable at his st-orebrunt street-Among the furs
1. V. Miller last week was one
silver grey fu\.A handsome

tdvd
o\

.e

0

n

!

V

nted

two

is

It

as

pe

C

Bridgham, Palermo, has

justioe

a

the peace

and

the

general verdict that
Trilby got there with both

Greenlaw

shi|»j.ied to'I. C. Libasi
Saturday, 12

Burnham

it
-eh

Horatio Spicer has
Belmont avenue to Mrs.

'.-ou s.
oil

on;

.lonugham
has

<i

of

of

Swanville.The

received

'*No
:t>

of

the

*27,000 of

new

yeast cakes" was one of
interruption of railroad

jail

first of the week.
k
rs

Seizukks.

made

soon.

Another false alarm called out the lire department Saturday morning. It was caused
as usual l>y the alarm wire crossing an electric light wire; in fact the alarm wire was
twisted about the other several times, and
the dampness probably affected the insulation so as to make a connection. In the afternoon the slack wire was taken up and
tin wire lowered on the poles, thus reducing the chance for further false alarms from

State Constable Joseph
liquor seizures last

two

the Centre House, Unity, he
gallons of whiskey, 12 1-2 gallons of
1-2 gallon of wine, and arrested the

y

Hampden Lodge

<>ities,

of

and it is

At

gratifying

to

us

here to

Walter

Twombly. At Charles
saloon, Burnham, he got 1 bottle
f
Medford
rum
and
whiskey.
1 v was
arraigned in the Police Court

lias made great improvement and can discount its efforts of one year ago, and they
will spare no effort to please their Rockland
patrons.
Town

Elections.

Liberty. At a town meeting held Mar.
the following officers were elected: J. O.
Johnson, Moderator; G. H. Cargill, Clerk ;
Selectmen, L. L. Prescott, J. C. Sherman,
S. T. Young; Treasurer, A. J. Skidmore; S.
ou 4 warrants, as follows:
S. Committee, P. E. Boynton and C. M.
On
Howes; Collector and Constable, A. P. CarI’ d seizure process he
pleaded not the same cause.
gill. Politics were entirely ignored. All
.'aiwd a hearing, was convicted and
A Good Record.
Everybody interested are Republicans except the treasurer and
! to a fine of .*100 and costs, and 00
It was voted to build a Normal
in our Free Library will be glad to know collector.
hool Building at a cost of £10,000 and presiai 1: in default of payment of line to that during February the number of books S'
ent it to the State, provided the State will
dditional in jail. He appealed. (On taken for home use was much larger than establish a Normal School here.
Morrill
Town election Monday, March
for being a common seller, inain- during any previous February. In Febru2d.
.J. R. Mears, Moderator; T. N. Pearson,
ommon nuisance and
keeping a ary 1893 the circulation was only 1,090 vol- Town Clerk; F. M. Adams, William
Blodumes.
This past month included one holip bouse and tippling shop, he waived
gett, John Berry, Selectmen, etc.; Silas
and was bound over to the day, a Saturday, yet the number of books
Storer, Treasurer; T. N. Pearson, 1). O.
Judicial Court. He gave bonds in delivered was 2,424. The new general cata- Bowen, School Committee; J. R. Mears,
Collector; Adoniram Hoffses, Truant officer.
convenience.
It. sells for
■•mb
logue is a

s

2d

«

of

the four

great
only 50 cents, less than

cases.

The

third of its cost.

selectmen reported

a

net balance in fa-

vor of town of £509.12. Money
appropriated :
The winter term of the Castine Normal Schools, what ti e law requires; debts and
•R'lm S. Farriugton, formerly of
charges, £100; text hooks, £25; repairs on
school closed Feb. 20. The average attend- schoolhouses,
£50; support of poor, £50;
N \
is now in Belfast
canvassing ance was about 100 and the number
regis- roads aud bridges, £800.
Biographical Review Publishing Co., tered
Jackson.
to stormy weather and
Owing
The term just passed has been
105.
bad roads the town meeting Monday w’as not
n. who propose, if they receive sufthe most promising one since the organiza- so largely attended as such
meetings usually
•
•mouragement, to publish in a liandtion of the school and the next bids fair to are, yet the usual amount of business was
"liiiiin a Biographical Review of Waltransacted and everything passed off quite
be still better, with a much larger number.
■>. to “be made up of life sketches
harmoniously. All the principal officers of
There are 10 in the advance class, all of last year were re-elected without an
opposa
>f iocal prominence,
representing, so whom intend to
graduate in the spring, be- ing vote. They are as follows: Moderator,
their cooperation can be secured, the
S. Roberts; (Jerk and Treasurer, C. H.
S.
sides seven students from Massachusetts.
Gatchell; Selectmen, etc., J. H. McKinley,
eg citizens in the various branches of
The school has increased 100 per cent, in the F. H.
Brown, N. A. Webb; Collector and
cess and the professions.”
Every effort last six
A. J. Webb; Truant Officers, G.
Constable,
years.
>e
made to secure accuracy, and the
W. Hasty, E. P. Chase; School Committee,
Our inside pages this week will be found
iies will be submitted by mail or otlierE. O. Fogg, E. L. Dodge, E. E. Morton.
unusually interesting, and instructive as Raised for the support of poor, £200; schools,
to the parties interested for correction.
well. On the second page is an able sermon £500; free high school, £50; repair of schoolFarrington is now engaged in collecting
houses, £300; school hooks,
highways
by Rev. Geo. S. Mills of the North church (cash) £1,200; incidentals, £150;
•'* for these sketches and
£300; interest,
taking subscrip"
.i
for the work. The Biographical Re- on “The Brotherhood of Nations.” It is £50; guideboards, £50; town fair, £50; total,
£2,800. The Selectmen’s report of last year
w
Publishing Co. have published many published in response to general request. Mr. shows the excess of assets above liabilities
h«se volumes in other States, and as the Willis E. Hamilton concludes his Biblical to be £1,072 82, making a decrease in liabili'timonials show they have been highly study of “The Eastern Question, or how ties within the past year of £170.78.
Knox. The annual town meeting was
will the Turkish Empire be disposed of?’,
cessful in pleasing their patrons.
held Monday, March 2nd, and the following
Mr. E. C. Dow of Monroe contributes No. 3
town officers were elected:
Moderator, Jos.
shipping Items. We are obliged to omit
of his letters on “Catching Birds with
Browrn; Clerk, W. P. Kenney; Selectmen,
a
register of deep water vessels this week Chaff.” John W.
E J. Vose, W. P. Richardson, S. G. Tilton;
known
Lang, personally
ing to an unusual pressure upon our to
Treasurer, H. W. Wescott; Collector and
many of our readers and to many more
Constable, H. W. Wescott; School Commitreading and advertising columns. It will
his writings for The Journal and tee, Herbert Woods, W. P. Kenney.
through
pear next week corrected up to date and
Monroe
At the town meeting held Mar.
other Maine papers, sends us “A Word from
2d at the Town Hall the
regular shipping list this week records the Low-er
officers
Kennebec;” and Mrs. Ward tells were elected for the ensuingfollowing
year: H. R. Dawnumber of local vessels_Sch. Flora
us of “Wine-making in Madeira.”
F.
L. Palmer, Clerk; A. H.
son, Moderator;
: gers arrived at Camden Feb.
26th from
Acknowledgments.
We have received Mayo,Charles Pierce, Edwin Jenkins, Selectmen and Overseers of the Poor; Treasurer,
mswick, Ga., with hard pine for H. M. from
Gov. Cleaves the Register of the Execu: tn-A New York
A.H.Mayo; Auditor, Albert Durham; School
despatch of Feb. 26tli tive
Department of the State of Maine. This Committee, H. R. Dawson, E. C. Dow, Jerry
•s that the sch.
Mary F. Corson, 263 tons book contains the rules for the
Constable and Collector of Taxes,
government Bowen;
■•gister, has been bought in that city by of
Bowen.
About £7,000 were raised to
that department and also the names of Jerry
meet
current
William McLean and others.
expenses of the year.
The the
State and county officers, and trustees
sun was built at Milford, Del., in
1872, and officers of the various State
institutions
u ni', al

Review

of

Waldo Coun-

a

NUTRIOLA

The various towns are now holding their
annual meetings, and from the reports of the
town officers that have thus far come to
hand we make the following abstracts:

as

been engaged in the Jacksonville
(’apt. Robinson of Castine commandher-The New England Shipbuilding

189fi, and is very valuable for reference.
-The February issue of the Kent’s Hill

for

No Contest—but

a

“Sentiment.”

“There was some talk of making the
Breeze, Trafton L. Hatch, ’97, editor, has bridge
Bath has closed contracts with a New
question an issue to oust Hanson, if
come to hand, finely printed and full of inbut the plan did not materialize,”
k firm to build two coal
barges and terest to the pupils and friends of this excel- possible,
"k will begin at once_Cobb, Wight &
says a Belfast special to the Bangor Daily
lent school.... A new comer is The PhillipNews. This will be news here. Elsewhere
J Rockland aud the heirs of the late
ian, Vol. 1, No. 1, from the press of “Range- in the same
paper we read:
Seth Arey, who died some months
ley Lakes,” Rangeley, Me. It is to be pubThere is a possibility of a municipal conwhile on a vogage to the coast of Afrilished each term at the Phillips High School test with other than Citizens candidates in
tve sold all their interests in sch. Jose
by the middle class, and the first issue is the held relating to Ward officers. There is
a feeling that way and the fact of certain
rri to Capt. E. W. Arey of Vinalhaven, creditable alike to the editors and the
publishers. The design on the outside cover is
leading politicians having been seen in close
is now in Washington, her last
port of
conversation increases the possibilities.
It
by Miss Daisy Dill.
v, to take command of her.
The Jose
may not mature, but certainly there is a
New Advertisements. F. H. Francis & sentiment.
verri wa^ built at the Cobb-Butler yard
Co. advertise this week a strictly cash sale
This is really very funny, especially to
Ruekland in 1885, is of 628 65 net tons, of foot wear for
men, women and children,
i is first class in every particular_The
including fine shoes that cost from $2 50 to those who know of the hustling around
$5 for Si, ice creepers, lambs wool soles, etc. town the day of the caucus by interested
suip bhenandoah, uapt. J. t Murphy, Read the
prices quoted and call and examine
cling from Bath, arrived at New' York, the goods-The John M. Ames Co., Stock- parties who feared their plans might be upI
ton
advertise overshoes and felts set. There will be no contest, but the Daily
from
San
the
havSprings,
hursday,
Francisco,
trip
at cost, wood and coal, Read and Bradley’s
News correspondent is no doubt correct in
m been made in the remarkably quick time
phosphates, corn, meal, shorts and oats. saying there is a “sentiment.”
'.Hi days.
It is said that the record is 85 Will
buy first quality yellow eye or pea
'lays, made by the three-masted Bath tiy> r, beans in trade or cash_Parker & Burrows
Deafness Cannot be Cured
have a lot of 30 Canada horses at the
Henry B. Hyde. The Shenandoah reached will
Phoenix House stable, Belfast, March 10, for by local applications, as they cannot reach the dis
* ilpe Horn in 44 1-2
Emma
S.
days-Sch.
inspection, trial and private sale. Those not eased portion of the ear. There is only one way to
Briggg, Capt. Geo. T. Osborn, arrived last disposed of in this way will be sold at auc- cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remeweek from Boston to goon the marine rail- tion at 10 A. m. Friday, March 13.
If a bad dies. Deafness is caused
by an inflamed condition
storm
on that day the sale will be
Wa.v for repairs and reclassification. She held prevails
of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
.A
tenement
on
Saturday..
High
street,
made the run down in 24 hours-Sch. with stable
connected, city water, etc, is for When ,this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
•James Holmes arrived Feb. 28th from Bos- rent by C. W. Frederick. See advt... .There sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entireis
always something new at H. J. Locke’s, ly closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the inn with
general cargo, making the run in National
Bank building. Now it is the latest flammation can be
taken out and this tube restor’* hours-Sch. Maria Webster has loaded
rage of Paris and New York— gold and silver
ed to its normal condition, hearing will be deniie casks for Rockland from J. C.
belts.
Call
and see them-See notice of
Vickery
nine
cases out of ten are caused
'vindsor Hotel,
for sale. Address stroyed forever;
’1 Morrill-L. T. Shales is
loading sch. Ida M. Bradbury,Belfast,
Hollis Centre, Me_A. by catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed con^ ‘ruh
L. Davis with hay for Boston-Sch. Clement has new and beautiful
dition of mucous surfaces.
designs in
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
1‘ «nnie and Edith is
loading hay at F. G. wall paper at the very lowest prices; also a of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
line
of
curtains
in
all colors. Picture cured by Hairs Catarrh Cure. Send for
White’s for Boston-Sch. Volant arrived large
circulars;
frames to order in plain or fancy mouldings. free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O.
luesday and is loading casks for Rockland. | -See advt. “Found Adrift.”
sola uy Druggists, <5c.
4wl0
1
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agencies.

Family Medicine of the Age.

ATUTRIOLA,

Taken Internally, It Cures
Diarrhoea, Cramp, and Pain in the
Stomach, Sore Throat, Sudden Col ls.
Coughs, &c., &c.
Used Externally, It Cures
Cuts, Bruises, Bums, Scalds, Sprains
Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Frosted Feet.

every

Fain-Killer. We have eeen its magic effects in
Soothing the severeat pain, and kutv it to he a
pood article.—f. uirnma Dispatch.
A speedy cure for pain—no
family should b#
Without it.—Mnn'-rril
Trannrrip-.
Nothinp has yet surpassed tho Pain-Killer
*e
va^ua^le family mediciue uo*r
In use
It has r-al m r:t; usa means of
removing pain.
82™erl‘,|n-Pi
a,'^li,r,ed 11 reputation equal to
Davis 'i,s
Pam-Kiiler.—Nouport (Ky.) Daily
It is reallv a valuable medicine—it is used b»
9
ni:'*iy Physe-ians.— B»sn,n Traveler.
11-tvare f imitations, bur only’the ponuine
made by’
hut■
Sold « v,:rv.v i, re,
largre bottles, :fc» und hoe

the

chemical blood and nerve food, restores to health in apparently hopeless cases. It fills every artery and vein with licit blood. Regenerates
nerve
new

muscle and fiber in the whole
body. It is a blood maker. A tissue former.
Contains the very essence of life.
Life for body, brain and nerves.
Try it. Price at our agencies reduced to $1.00, or $1.10 by mail.
LAXATIVE GRANULES are the
laxative made that re^UTRIOLA
stores a naturally healthy condition to the only
whole intestinal canal. Tiny
granules—little box-price 25 cents.

nerve builder
Lion t be a bigot.

A

ATUTRIOLA

C. P.

SOAP—sweet, elegant, mild and pure. Compressed cakes.
ounces—not three ounces, like other
Will
soaps.
cakes of some toilet soaps.
Economical—“just a touch is sufficient.
1 lie only soap made pure
enough to eat. Use it for the toilet, for the baby, for
cleaning your teeth, for bathing. If you want a soft, white
velvety skin, free from
spot oi pimple, use Nutriola Soap.
Price 25 cents; 5 cakes for 05 cents.
“aidl cake

last

N° artide ever attained to ooco
unbounded
popularity.—Salem Obserrer.
An article of great merit »nd virtue..'inn.
Nonpareil.

Total amount of orders drawn-$6,129.35
The school account is as follows:
Amt. due the general school fund,
Feb 23, ’95. $677.94
863 20
raised by town Mar. 4, ’95
School fund and mill tax of ’95 713 18
Received from tutition.
45 00

long

as

as

weighs full four

two

REMEHBER all

our preparations are sold bv the
leading dealer in medicine
in each town in Waldo
County, and hv R. H'. Moody, Belfast. 74 page hook
free for the asking. NUTRIOLA COMPANY, Belfast, Maine

>

I87-

Total.$2,299 32

’94 bills.
308 60
“’95
1,627 31

on

Going

^

91

due general school fund. 263 41
Total resources of the town.$4,087 43
liabilities
3,894 79

«

p.\viB.,r

Balance in favor of the towm.$ 192 64

Becanse

LIBERTY.
as

’Vi
for all abnormal condi
ghas '*yIt if a specific
falling of the hair, drill Humors,
as, .AI<’llecia,or
8cah,es
“f hell. Psoriasis, Drv Tetter. Sycosis, etc. For
the r
lt'u,m’
noe<I“al' It removes Pimples, Freckles, Flesh worms,
OhS ."n ,aS8P''ts,
Suntorn, Roughness, etc It heals Cuts ami
Wounds with
rVer rfor Scalds, Bums. Ulcers. Cancers
i ,! for
i chaiing,
,a,SCn
A8,?. dreasi,1R
etc., it is unexcelled.
Galling,
rice 50 cents per
box
box, 1,3
by mail, or 40 cents at our

ikmh

2

THE GREAT

Highway 1894 hills. 1,044 64
377.81
Highway 1895 bijls.

The expenses of the year have been
low's :

n>aJ’l* applied to all parts of tile snr'ace of tile
'tnR{!nnO.,'!,KIN’ °rRo,OD hand11 ls soothing in its action, ami allavs all

bo(lv
irritation
d uo
Gonsof the
Keren
so,* R
P,

PAINKILLER

14 25
Sheep destroyed by dogs.
194 64
Support of poor on the farmSupport of poor off the farm_ 1,040 84

$1,935

a

sciences

Total amount assessed.$6,384 57
The selectmen have drawn orders as follows :
For schools.$1,935.91
96.09
School books.
171 75
Roads and bridges.
695 39
Repairing school house, No. 1..

orders drawn

this

Paper

Spring?

CARLE & JOINTES

It’s the Best.

Have the
No

MORE
BARRELS

officers’ bills. $222 90
714 68
Pauper bills.
Miscellaneous bills.
412 18
Abatements.
134.19
Road bills.
441.37
Interest on debt.
160 00

to

\f

fol-

Town

Papers,

the

concern in

priced

workmen,

Belfast

work.

See

and know how to do it.

well equipped for all kinds of

as

tains

(50 patterns)

PAPERS,

$2,085.32

in five minutes.

5c.

See our

CURTAINS,

CARLE tfc

$3,470 43
Bal. of school acct. from 1894.$ 20 17
Raised by the town. 668.00
Rec’d. from the State. 643 60

on

school acct.

21 Main

mzm
BEST

$1,331

77
53314

$1,385 11
Resources.$2,913 53
Liabilities. 2,666.07

L. A

OF THIS BRAND
any other flour.

Chapman Co., Portland,

Norton

Agents

more

than liabilities .82,315 04
town, except

by

schools..83,090

for

Maine.

on

Spring Fixtures, 17c.

Paid for town charges.8
contingent expenses.
commissions.
support of poor.

bridges.

school books.
school house, repairs, etc.
Drawn from general fund.8

297.90
281 87
274 79

727 80

388 54

82907 05

tt

Unexpended.£

The school account is

as

Don’t fail to write to I
us for sample suits.
Just drop us a postal
stating what you
want, we will ship
them by first express
C. O. D. with privilege of examination.

ARE

201 11

08.07
720 91

122.50

School fund and mill tax.

YOU

00ING

Undrawn.8

340

17

Reefers

Balance in favor of the town. 8509 12
Net gain for the year.
878.97
Assessments for 1895 were as follows:
For poor.8
50.00
Debts and charges.
200.00
Roads and bridges.
800 00
School house repairs.
50.00
Text books.
20 00
Cemetery fence.
40.(X)
Schools.
308 (X)

Overlayings.

State and county tax.

002.79

82,214

Suits,

A

Valuation of real estate, resident..8100,734 00
Valuation of personal estate, resi-

deut..

Valuation of real estate, uon-resi-

41,639

SUIT

FOR

$3.oo,

YOUR

of the

This Bank being the latest established Bank in Wal lo County,
in Fire ami Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering arbiter
bank in, this county.

For Boys' Clotbes

THIS

SPRING?

(the good kind) write

We still have a few $3.00 8\PK DKPOSIT BOTRS.
\I1 our boxes
so they may he taken to and from the Bank if desired.

ROCKLAND, He.

,,-ith extra

are

]

\

Merrill’;

Dongola Button Boots

Ladies’ French Kid Button
sale,

For this

$2.00

Ladies’

Dongola Button,

$4 00 Shoe.

For this

STAFF. OF MAINE.
Scmtkmr. Jrt>:< ial Cot nr, |
Wai.koss:
lanuary Term. 1H‘.K>.
i
rpon the foregoing petition it is entered that
notice of the pendency thereof lie given to the
respondents whose residence is known bv serving
each of them with an attested eopv of tie* petit m n
with this order thereon thirty da vs at least (adore
the term of this court next tobeliolden at Belfast,
within and for the county of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of April, A. !>.. IS'.m;
The service aforesaid may be made bv auv officer authorized to serve like process hi the S ate
where they may he found residing, hi*, return
hereon robe verified before a Maine Commissioner, t lerk of a Court of Rertord, Noturv public or
Justice of the.Peace.
And it is further ordered that notice he given to
tin- respondent whose residence is unknown
by
publishing ail attested copy ..f said petition ami
ordet thereon three weeks smxessivelv in the ReJournal, a newspaper printed .at Belfast,
publican
in the county of Waldo, tlu* la.-t publication to be
thirty days at least before the sitting of the
urt
as aforesaid, that they ma\ then and there
appear
in said court and answer thereto il they see tit.
3w 1.0
Attest: TIEESTDN WADI.IN Clerk
A true copy. Attest: TlI.EsTt »N WADI.! N. clerk.

C. S. Toe,
sale,

$1.50

For this sale.

$1.25 Oxford.

58c.

you wear a email boot now in
the time for you to buy a pair of

Fine

Shoes

c.

costing from 2 50 to $5, for $1.00
who wears a^2 1*2, 2, 3 1-2, 4,
width boot, wre can tit. Remember the price is. .$.1,00

Any

one

narrow

24

>

Social Season.

ment room was festooned with ropes of ev< rgreen and the mantel banked with ferns.
Plants, ferns, palms, etc., were tastefully
arranged about the room, and a large centrepiece of roses graced the table. Ices and
cake were served here, and on each plate
was laid a beautiful pink.
At the end of the
hallway adjoining, fruit punch was served
from an arbor of evergreen. The room opposite the reception room was decorated like
the others, with the addition of a screen of
evergreen behind which was Sanborn’s Orchestra, which furnished delightful music
throughout the evening. A noticeable featof the decoration v%^as the delicate
ure
wreaths and festoonsof laurel, tastefully and
skillfully arranged where most effective. Mrs.
Randall was gowned in a black satin skirt,
ami pale yellow fancy silk waist, with roses.
She was assisted by Mrs. Walden, Mrs.
Rigby, Misses Mc.Lellan, Thornbs, Littlefield, Dunton and Barker, all in full evening
dress.

1

Misses French Kid and

Belfast.

Dongola Button,
SI.50 to S3.00 Shoes.

For

this sale,

My Mamma gives me
RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
Prepared by

NOE .»AYMSIMOINE

Si

.25

Shoes.

For

this sale.

NEW

AND

Forsyths

CO.,Norway, Me.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

BEAUTIFUL

Corn Cure,

Also

a

very

City
!

I
Ice

Creepers,
pair,

2

large line of the lowest priced

pairs,

CURTAINS ''colors.

pair.
pairs,

2

a

0

»

*

A. CLEMENT.
Belfast,

Opposite

National Bank.

write

at once

WHITING
457 Blue Hill Ave.,

for full inform ition.

NURSERY CO..
BOSTON. MASS

Tenement for Rent.
The ground tenement in the brick house adjoining the homestead of Mrs Fmily l’cire on High
street, is offe ed for rent about 'iareh noth Finely located in best part of city ; has stable connected; citv water, etc. Applv to
W FHKDKRIC’K, Attorney.
Belfast, March 4, 1896.—4wi0*

+uf

of Belfast.

Notice is hereby uiv mi tbit th le^al voters ot
the city t Belfast have been war;
*iv warrants
in their
duly posted, to meet at the ward
respeelixe wards, on Monday, larch
1S90, at
9 o'clock in the forenoon, t• c;ive in tbeit votes for
a Mayor of said city, an Alderman, two C.nn non
Cotmeilmen, a member of the Sehool Committee,

E. II.

15c.
3

pairs,

DURGIN, M. I).

20c.

Fitting

Plain and Fancy
0

soucri'Ki).

Constable, a Warden aim a Ward Clerk toi •*a,,li
ward.
The polls will close at four o'clock in the afternoon.
L. II Ml'Ui H, City Clerk.
Belfast, March 2,1«96.—lwio

PICTURE FRAHES made to order
at short notice.
Mouldings.
*

From

M.

a

25c.

Lambs Wool Soles,
8c. per

4 P

>

--

prices, ft ft ft-

to

DKi'osirs

15c.

lot*, per

DESIGNS!ft '.'.vat the very lowest

from 9 to 12 A. M,
1

pAPERS

♦♦♦♦♦♦ ■

Open

62c.

which is the only safe and reliable
cure in the market and never sold
less than 25c. For this sale,

ALL

SURPLUS, $33,000

Child’s Kid Heel Button,

BROWN’S INSTANT

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,000

75c., $1.00, $1.25

Men’s Rubber Boots,

ihe

First quality, perfect goods, for

$2.15

Eye

aid Ear

a

Specialty.
MAINE

I3tf

Don’t buy a cheap boot, it is
money thrown away.

~

H. H. LAMSON,

Head thin advt. carefully,
and then come in and nee if )
we. can furnish the yooil.n.

F.H.Francis&Co.

of Glasses and Diseases of

SEARSPORT,

I
WANTED—To take orders on the road during
the coming spring and summer.
Unequalled
chance for beginners and experienced men. We
want your help and are willing to pay liber2m2
ally for it.
to

Comptroller

l'l'U.I.Y
represents BFV 5 \MIN it.
I SA RD ENT of Searsport. in sai Couutv. that
he is seized in fee dmpi. anda* ten in: in amotion
of and in certain real estate situaw in
Searsport,
in said County, to wir a parcel of land bounded
on
the south by Penobscot bay and the Samuel
Matthews place, so-called; on the west by road
leading to the steamboat wharf and Holm-s lor
on the north by Holmes lot and land of
ami on the east by line running bv the lauds ..f
Sullivan. Dunbar. HritTin, Pu’ nan:’and others, to
said bay; containing about five acres; that vour
petitioner is the owner of one undivided Irdf part
thereof with Henry Matthews of Boston m the
commonwealth of Massachusetts who owns one
undivided fourth part and Maria J. Field of
*■ tankini luik, Massaclutsetts. Marv J.
ii.unman
whose residence is unknown t<» vour
petitioner
andCliesley Matthew- of '■hu *sp. >rt. a f..r
i,i caefi
of who owns one undivided
we If th pi-r thereof.
Said premises being known as the Porter and
Matthew- Mill hr. ami that your petdioner desires 11> hold his said iutere-t :ii -e\er.ilt\ Wherefore lit prays that notice to all person- ngo-sted
may be ordered, commissioners appointed, and
bis said interest set out to him to be lied hv him
in fee and in severe It \.
BENJAMIN (). SARDEN F.
Dated Jennary 2<*. 1

To be sold at ONE-HALF original cost.

If

bright ribbons, palms, evergreens and roses
produced a beautiful effect. The refresh-

fail

$160, $3$. 17

to the

I>ES1’E<

670 24

The reception given last Thursdav evening by Mr. and Mrs. William M. Randall at
their home on Church street was one of the
most delightful social events of the season.
The weather was favorable, and from 8 to 10
the house was thronged with those who called to pay their respects to this popular young
couple. The house was brilliantly lighted
and tastefully decorated for the occasion.
In the reception room the combination of

not

l^O-*

To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court, begun and holden at Belfast, in and lor
the County of Waldo, on the first
Tuesday of
January, A. D. I <soo

J.r

The letter carrier's ball was postponed to
this evening on account of the storm of
yesterday. The admission to the concert
will be 35 cents; to the dance 50 cents.

Do

10.

$70.4S0.51
Dec. I3,l$05

______

I r OREGORY
Ladies’ Dongola Oxfords,
& SON,
U
C. S. Toe,

21

Occ.

vault has all the latest improve
to depositors than anyot ie»r-

our

locks,

and $6.00.

BOY

2, 1 $01.
$71.532 52
Sept, 2$, I $05
$140,117.4$
Oct

merits

$5.00 Shoe.

Pay of town officers.' 510 00
Abatements.
55.89
Support of poor.
815*83
Common schools. 1,553.53
High school.
328.75
83,950

July 24. I$01.
$50,ISO.20
July II, 1 Mil.
$123,0$5.5$

Opera Toe,

$5.oo

Total valuation.
8205,992 71
Number of polls, 217, assessed at 82; rate
of taxation, .016.
Tiie expenditures for the year were as follows :

_

May I, 1904.
$41,089.54
May 7, 1895.
$110,325.50

figures are taken from our sworn statements
Curre.net/, Washington, on the above dates.

$3.50,
$4.oo,

de,lt. 121,391 00
aluatioc of personal estate, nonresident.
2 228 50

Miscellaneous.8

1891.

830,353.00
March 5, 1895.
$83,978.53

..AND..

Sizes 4 to S, with
wide sailor collar,
trimmed
with fine
to
Mohair braid
match goods.

51

ISLESBORO.

The

Feb. 28

DEPOSITS:

Ladies’ Fine French Kid

53.72

...

F8ANK 8. WIGGIN, Cashier.

OVER 200 PAIRS OF

BUY

MORRILL.

Total resources of the town_81,324.53
liabilities of the town.
755.41

President.

*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ft

TO

757.92

82,077 79
Expended. 1,73102

v

INDIVIDUAL

follows:

Unexpended from 1894 .8 170.87
Raised by vote of town. 1,143.00

JOIVES,
Belfast, Maine.

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw inr.'r-'st
payable January Lst and July Lst
Deposits during the tir>t three flays of en-nj m-draw interest
an tlie rirst
of that month. This department offers nim-h >ir“atrr serarihj n> depositors 5 lia u Sa\ mil If.u.ks. masmuch as every deposit is a loan to the bank, and all deposits in our Rack are nam ran ,/ i,\ twice the
amount of our Capital Stock.

IF YOU ARE

15

low

device for showing curtains.

These

Resources available (more or less). .84,894 05
Liabilities. 2,079 01
raised

Street,

KNOWLTON,

Made and Sold every year than

SEARSMONT.

or

new

Deposits Solicited

loss of.8 84 01
The interest-bearing debt lias been reduced 8208.02 and had it not been for tue Turner
road case the town would have made a gain,
notwithstanding the road bills were larger
than for several years past.
A net

Resources

medium

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

Resources over liabilities.$247.46
Last year it was. 331.47

Money

lirst-class,

line, (20,000 Rolls) get our prices and figure it up for yourself.
We also have the largest line of CURTAINS to he found in the
county. Please call and examine our stock. We can show our entire line of Curour

Paid for schools. 1,385 11

Overdrawn

to

u

to

known
o

ra. ira

every

“SS

or

Total valuation.$253,089 00
Number of polls, 272; percentage of cash
tax, including highway tax, .022; poll tax,
$3.
Money raised by vote of town.$4,613 20
893 36
State tax, 1895.
630 73
County tax, 1895
247 28
Overlays and fractious.

Incidental expenses.

FOOD

eczema

o

1

I lias

SKIN

di8ease’ however obstinate, when used
directtd>TheSki"
of
skill, all skin
cures«re»ses <llireklythat have defied all medical
form
magical powers. For
^Skin Trnnh Vro?V h,el*l
torturinS Ezceina.aml fro Pimples
Ulcers under ali oondiHo^ 'f
the momlint ,lf hirtfi
the
hour
of
death,
there is rothini
fri>',"
that wlM Bive such immediate relief
work
M'h
nokj
tile little cherub in the
AnBel of Mercy
cradle
n'
TB a'“,
There is world of relief in every box. It is
the crowning £23 *f»»d
;irc.
°f tl,e
advanced
of Physiology and Chemistry a^the present day

MONROE.

Regi-

ments, Battalions and Divisions of the Brigade, hold schools of instruction for officers,
etc.
The jurisdiction includes
Maine, with
15 Divisions, New
Hampshire with 12, and
Vermont with 7. Capt. Welch thinks he
will not accept, as he cannot
spare the time
to devote to the duties of this
office.

day,

Miss Laura H.
n

Capt. Francis H. Welch has been tendered the position of Assistant
Inspector General with rank < f Colonel, on the staff of
Brigadier General Wesley G. Smith of the
Uniformed Rank, Knights of Pythias. The
duties of the office are to inspect the

past, 23.10°; highest temperature, the 24th know that the
Belfast Band will furnish
44 ; lowest, the 17th day, l(r below
the music. The present arrangement is for
zero.
Snow fell on 11 days to a depth of 17 i the
band to go to Rockland on the afternoon
inches; rain fell on 4 days, the total precipi- boat dune 3d and
give a concert and play at
tation being 5.01 inches.
a banquet that
evening. On the 4th they
The Telephone. Mr. Sullivan of Bangor, will
play for the parade, give another conlineman of the New England Telegraph and cert and furnish music for the hall
in the
Telephone Co., was in town Tuesday with a evening, the latter duty devolving upon
crew
to repair damages
caused by the Sanborn’s
Orchestra, which is composed of
storm. Aside from the broken wires at the members of the baud under
the able leaderbridge he found little trouble. Long dis- ship of P. A. Sanborn. The band has played
tance instruments are to he put iu at Sears- on several occasions in
Rockland, the last
t and Stockton Springs, which will make
p
time for Canton Lafayette on April 20,
1895,
a great improvement in the working of the
and always with much acceptance. We can
line. An instrument isxt-obe put into the assure our Rockland friends that the band

dish of

a

pansies,
Jones of Brooksexhibition in Carle & Jones’
presenting

and

20th.

!

Odd Feilows, No. 138
was organized in Masonic
Temple, HampThe Debating Club will have a mock den, Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 26th, and in
the evening the new officers of the
breach of promise trial at Odd Fellows’ Hall
lodge
were installed.
At 2.30 o’clock Past Grand
W. P.
Thursday evening, March 12th.
Master C. A. Watson of Biddeford, who was
Thompson will he Judge; L. W. Hammons, master of ceremonies, began the work of inClerk ; E. S. Pitcher, Sheriff; Wardwell & j stituting the lodge, assisted by Grand Warden A. L Pike and Grand Marshal fra H.
McLellan, attorneys for plaintiff ; Blanchard 1 Hayes. The work was done under
the aus& White for defendant.
Walter Clifford pices of representatives of Penobscot and
will act as plaintiff and E. P. Frost defend- Oriental lodges of Bangor; Monroe of Monroe: Eureka of
Orrington : Triumph of Herant.
Admission adults, 15 cts.; children 10
mou; and Garfield of Winterport.
The folcents.
lowing officers were appointed and assumed
the duties of their stations: N.
W. W.
G.,
Yachts and Boats.
Walter Arey has
Emerson; V. G., I>. J. Crogan; Sec., M K
his yacht Idle wild at Richards’ blacksmith
Potnroy; Pres., ,7. C. Rollins: I. G., Geo.
shop where he is making a number of notice- Emery; O. G., Fremont Emery : R. S. N. G.,
Edgar Crosby ; S. S. N. G ,' Lewis Whitable improvements iu her finish.
He has
more; Con., C. F. Cowan; R. S. V. G., John
in
of
various
in
colored
woods
F. Homstead ; L. S. 1
put
gratings
G., Frank Varney;
the standing room, and made other inboard R. S. S., Ebeu Goodale; S. S. S., Wm.
R. G., W. H. Nason;
Deane;
Chap., Beni
changes... .Halifax, Nova Scotia, is to have Keuniston.
an aquatic carnival next summer,and AmeriCanton Lafayette, I. O. O. F., is
can yachts of 30 feet water line will he inmaking
great preparations for annual field day to be
vited to compete.
held in Rockland June 4th, and we all know
February Weather. The weather record
that the people of the Lime Rock City never
of Mr. L. II. March for the month of Februdo things by halves. Belfast will no doubt
ary is as follows: Mean temperature for
be largely represented on this occasion, as
meau
for
February, 1890,21.503;
temperature
the most friendly feeling exists between the
February, 1895,20.19°; average for 37 years

the committee

on

Secret Societies.

The city needs 50 piles for the lower
bridge, for which cash will be paid. They
should he from 35 to 50 feet long and from 0
to 10 inches iu diameter at the top.
Persons
having such to sell should apply at once to
O. G. White, chairman of the committee on
Highways and Bridges.

shows the hats to the best
md at the same time protects
It was made by Herbert
dust.

which

1

Reports.

Real estate valuation. ..$197,183 00
Personal estate valuation.
55,906 00

Meat.^^^k

Mince

fatnilys and other contributions of interest.
Following is a list of letters remaining un-

W

NONE
SUCH

chorus, duetts, quartettes, etc.

iinp

m

DESSERTS

■

a

red

it

Town Officers*

Licensed Auctioneer.
I'.

I

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

tf7

MAINE.

ASPARAGUS.
TEE MO&T FOHJ1AB OE ALL VEGETABLES IN ITS SEASON.
Fcod and as a Mtdiciie.
Its Sovereign Medical Virtues.

UsefuTloth

as a

in ten but what is fond of
Asparagus. Though relished as a lood, but few
know
that
persons
they are really taking a medicine.
French scientists first discovered tiiat the whole
plant, but more particularly the root and the ber
ries, contained a white crystalline substance
known as “Asparagin.”
Experiments on both human beings and animals
>roved conclusively that the action of Asparagin
vas directly on the kidneys themselves, and that
t possessed marvelous j.oweis of healing and
lengthening these organs, and in assisting them
n doing their most important work of
filtering
the poisons ami impurities out of the blood and
casting them out with the in ine.
You youisell, must have noticed the increased
flow of urine and the peculiar odor it has, after
you have eaten Asparagus
Ihit. <>] course, there i> very little of tlie medical virtue^ "i Asparagus in’tlie lew shoots, or
tops, eaten at a meal.
It is ft und principally in the roots, the dried
tops, and the beities.
it is from these that the now. celebrated I»r.
Hoi'li'.' Asparagus Kidney Pills are made, and in
them will lie b und the medical piinciple of the
Asparagus in its purest amt must active form
I lic-t- little pills agree with the most delicate
stomach, and make strong and healthy kidneys,
clean and pure blood, and bright, elfcar, active
mind an absolute cet lamty.
l-i sexual weaknes- in men and sterility in

Scarcely

one

perst

n

Christ’s kingdom is established after Christ begin to clear away the sin and
the resurrection. This is the teaching of lilth of all kind from the earth preparathe whole Bible.
In our study of the tory to the establishment of his own eterprophecy of the Bible, as relating to the nal kingdom. The Bible gives the order
settlement of the Eastern question, we of the woik thus: 1st, the resurrection of
have very briefly examined only four lines the dead; 2d, the judgment of the world;
of prophecy; but we fiud they all agree 3d, the rewaid ot God’s people, that is
that the next great move will be the com- giving them immortality; 4th, destruction
ing of Christ and the establishing of His of the wicked.
Header, please take your Bible now and
kingdom, and if we should examine every
line of prophecy as touching this subject look at it through and through and you
! can't and one passage that promises the
they would all come out the same.
We find prophecy relating to Christ’s wicked a future life in any form.
No, it
kingdom scattered all through the Old don’t even hint at such a thing, but the
and New Testaments, and they all agree language is positive and definite, that all
who reject Christ in this life will at the
as to location. We see in Luke 1:32-33 that
the angel said to Mary before Jesus was judgment be put out of existence, and
1
No eternal torment, no fuborn: “He shall be great, and shall be that forever.
called the Son of the Highest: and the ture probation—for the scriptures say
Lord God shall give unto Him the throne “they will be as though they had not
And He shall been;” 5th, to restore all things; 6th, to
of His father David.
reign over the house of Jacob forever; reign as king.
Then will the Lord’s given prayer,
and of His kingdom there shall be no
which so many repeat and so few underend.”
will
Here is a pledge that Christ
occupy stand, have come to pass, “Thy kingdom
David’s throne; and again in Psalms 132: 11 ; come, thy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven.”
Dear reader, consider these
tie read: “The Lord hath sworn in truth
unto David, He will not turn from it; of Bible truths candidly. Although they may
not be popular, it does not affect the truths
the fruit of thy body will 1 set upon thy
of the Bible as set forth in these articles.
throne.”
Willis E. IIamii.ion.
We know that David’s throne was on

this globe of ours, and although David’s
rule extended over Canaan, Christ’s doKEVVS OF THE WEEK.
minion will extend “from sea to sea and
from the river unto the ends of the earth.”
Maine
Mattehs.
Vice
president
We learn from the Bible that Christ was
of the PoitlaLd Society of
Thompson
given for the veiy purpose to become the
Natuial History has ltceived In m Menitt
women they are an unfailing specific.
king of God's people. When Pilate asked
In. it.-ld. > >, a rag us Kidney Fills are endorsed Jesus if lie was a king. Christ’s answer
L. Feinald of Harvaid, pro sick nt of the
by the best phy sieiaiis and sold by druggists at •’>" was: “To this end was 1 horn.”
in Acts John Jossehn Botanical society of Maine,
cents.
2:30 we read that God had told David that w as
A valuable book mailed free.
Adcress Holm's
organized in Portland last sumMedicinct ■>.. < bicagooi s.ii: Francisco.
that lit* would raise up Christ to sit on
Ilis throne.
In Ezek. 21:27, in speaking mer, a list of 43 varietit s of plants that
of David’s throne it says: “1 will over- have been discovered in Maine since that
he
i-.asie n
(Question,
turn, overturn, overturn it, and it shall society was loimed and which have not
be no more, until He come w hose right it
OH HOW WII.I. TIJK TtHKIMJ lmpikk hl
hitherto been published in any list of
DISIM.SKI) OF.
is; and 1 will give it Him.” By this we
Maine plants. Mr. Feinald is the comsee the throne of David has been vacant for
A oxt
l»::d.]
piler of the Portland catalogue of Maine
over 2400 years, and will remain so until
In closing my last article I referred to
plants. Collectois all over the State send
Christ re-establishes it again.
the Mli of Daniel when 1 should have said
This
That very country is now occupied by the results of their labor to him.
the Tth, which we will hi icily consider,
tlie Turk, and the 2d Psalm, 9th verse, I discovery of 43 new plants in so short a
in this chapter we find the same four
will have to be applied to them before | time is lather a rtmaikable recoid and is
unhersul governinents symbolized by
Christ can set up His throne. It leads: ! the result of the renewed activity among
lour beasts that were symbolized in the
“Thou (Christ) slialt break them with a : Maine botanists, due to the formation of
second chapter by the image, and we
rod of iron; anil slialt dash them in pieces the above society.The cut of logs on
find by comparing the explanation that
like a potter’s vessel.”
In Micah 4:8 we the east branch of the Penobscot this
Daniel received of this fourth beast with
learn that Christ is to have the first do- winter will probably amount to about
that
it
the
Roman,
history
symbolized
minion, and this first dominion was the 12,000,000 feet. The cut in northern and
government, and the ten horns upon the one that
God gave Adam, and that cover- eastern Maine, exclusive of Aroostook’s
beast’s head represented the ten barbarian
output, is estimated to be 100,000,000feet.
ed the whole earth; Gen. 1: 26.
that
invaded
and
established
the
kings
Adam and Eve lost their beautiful in- _The Washington county commissioners
ten separate governments on the Roman
heritance and went down in death. Christ, have opened the bids for the first instalterritory. The Saxon was the first one the second
Adam, came to redeem that ment of £25,000 of the county railroad
established in about the year 440; the last
that which is lost by the first Adam, viz., bonds, in aid of the construction of the
one, or the tenth, was the Frank kingdom; from
Shore Line railroad, for w hich the county
tae power of death and lost inheriw hich was established in 507.
The little
Swan & Barrett of Porttance or this globe of ours.
We read in voted £500,000.
horn that came up that had eyes and
Isa. 45:18 that God did not create the land were the highest bidders, and were
mouth and made war on God’s people,
earth in vain, he formed it to be inhabit- awarded the bonds at £102.37. The bonds
Ac., refers to the Pope at the head of the
hear 4 per cent, interest, payable semied.
church and State.
We read in Acts3:20 “that heaven must annually, and run for 20 years.The
As a whole we see what the fourth
receive Christ until the time of restora- voters of South Portland decided Feb.
represented. Now we will see if there tion of all
things which God hath spoken 20th, 51 to 157, against the acceptance of
is another universal government to follow
by the mouth of all his prophets since the the charter incorporating the town as a
this Roman as the Roman did the one beworld began.”
That must include even city.It is said that A. H. Towle, who
fore it. By following Daniel's description
disappeared from Bangor, Feb. 12, is a
the first dominion.
of the fourth beast as found in Lite 7th
forger to the amount of over £4,000. He
In
idea
Matt.
25:34
we
have
the
same
and 8th verses we notice he was very
was a member of n Yeazie church and of
in the chapter before this
much interested in the ten horns, and brought out.
the Bangor Y. M. C. A.
The worthless
Christ was speaking about the papal perw hile he was looking at these ten horns
paper ranged in amounts from £50 to
the small peculiar horn with eyes and secution, and the events that follow, as
£1,500... At a meeting of the trustees of the
mouth came up among the ten and did the heaven of heavens being shaken and Maine State
College Feb. 21st the resignathe tiibes of the earth mourning, or this
many things that attracted Daniel’s attention of Prof. W. H. Jordan, who goes to
trouble of the nations which they are pretion.
Geneva, N\ Y., to take charge of an
The bth verse tells us how long these paring for. The next thing, says Christ, we
experimental station, was accepted. Col.
horns (Rome in its divided state) were in will see him coming in the clouds of hea- Isaiah K. Stetson of
Bangor was elected
sight or existed, or perhaps Daniel referred ven with power and great glory. The treasurer of the college, vice Prof. G. II.
31st
verse
continues:
“And
wlu-n
the
Son
here more particularly to the small horn
Eastern Maine
»>f Man shall come in his glory then shall Hamlin, resigned.The
or Papal power, lor he says *4 beheld (or
commission have advertised for
he ."it upon the throne of 1 is glory.” Hospital
saw it) until the thrones were cast down
the construction of the buildings,and plans
This is very plain that Christ’s throne is
ami the Ancient of Days did sit,” Ac.
and specifications may he seen at the
The Pith verse continues the description to be on this planet on which we live. cilice id John Calvin
Stevens, architect
Then Christ continues on with the judgol the scene that iollows when these
1S5 Middle street, Portland, and at the
ment scene, and in the 34th verse lie
tin*
are e.ist oown a* are rcpicsented
cilice of the commissioners in the McGuire
by the i'ii l oms (oi Rome in its divided says, “then shall the King (Christ) say building, Bangor. Bids will be received
state.; Daniel saw some one who looked unto tin m on his right hard, come ye until 12
o'clock, Monday noon, March 25.
liki- t ;.«■ son f il n (Christ) coming in the blessed <-l my Father inherit, the kingdom
.At the meeting of the Maine Central
for
limn
the
foundation
of
clouds ot
,iv» n ami '.here was
you
given him prepared
at Portland Feb. 21st, a divthe world."
You see we are carried dilectors,held
don.mum and ghuy and a kingdom that
idend of out dollar and lifty cents per
hack again to the first dominion,
light
all pe<'ph
n iiioi.s and
should
languages
slum- was declared, payable April 1 to
the same that was lost by Adam.
sor.
him ms dominion is an everlasting
stockholders of record March 30.News
If we should turn to the 2d of ReveladnL'iinioii v- hit h shall not pass away ami
from Philadelphia reports the death in
his kingi'e m that whit h shall not be des- tion we wmiid find a message which
that city of Abion Dwight Gray, connectChrist gave to the seven churches of
ti
y ed.
ed with a college preparatory school
We can mail island by this that when i A>ia and they are symbolical of the seven
there.
He was 37 years old and a native
« liuieh
those
a n:-in
an* overthrown
pn hubs of the gospel ilispinsation. <>i
that
roxcrun, manic, aim a graduate oi
W* have ample proof that we have been
u I ii -• m tin* ! ay im lit.i i»f tho old Roman
Bates College.
He leaves a widow.
cinpiie. to^ethei with the little hum p >w j living in the last period (the Laodicean) The annual
of the Harvard club
banquet
!
for
over
the
and
next
i. (the papa \
then the judgment day
lil'ty years,
veiy
of Maine w as held in Portland Feburary
"ill take plat a and < hiist will istahlisji ! thing John saw was the judgment scene
22d, when the following ifiiceis were
as found in the fourth and fifth
his kingdom.
chapters. elected:
Hon. Get*. Walker, Pres.; Rev. 1
In the Uth verse, in speaking of Christ,
Whole is the kingdom to be? Daniel
Dr. Asa Dalton and Hon. George E. Bird, |
John says, “and they sung a new song
saw it located where the thrones were cast,
Vice Pres.; Wi liam M. Bradbury, Sec.; !
down, and he saw Christ coming in the I saying, thou art worthy to take the book L. L. flight, Treas.Another
meeting j
domis and come to the Ancient of Days and to open the seals thereof, for thou
of the striking weavers of the York mills
j
and receive the kingdom that he was to w ast slain and hast redeemed us to God
was
held in Saco
21st.
An
rule w itliout end.
by tliy blood out of every kindred and address was deliveredFebruary
Thomas P. Caby
and
and
and
hast
But the explanatii n that Daniel receiv- tongue
people
nation,
hill of Lawrence, representing the Na- j
ed oil this point is very definite, as found made us unto our God, kings and priests
tional Textile Workers Union.
He critiin the 27th verse, which reads, ‘And the and we shall reign on tlie earth.”
Every cised their action and urged them to reline
of
that
touches
on diis subanil
and
the
thought
dominion,
kingdom
greatness
turn to work as soon as the company will
of the kingdom under the whole heaven,
ject takes us right back to this globe
receive them.
Repairs are now in proshall he given to the people of .he saints of ours before Adam fell from his first
gress in the mills and there is no certainof the Most High, whose kingdom is an estate.
ty about the resumption of operations.
everlasting kingdom, and all dominions I We know that Christ plainly taught The strikers voted to ask the agent to fix
shall serve and obey him.”
In the 18tli that he was born to be King and that is the standard
length of the cuts of cloth.
verse Daniel was told that God’s
people the teaching of the whole Bible. He also _Two beautiful windows made by Tifwould take the kingdom and possess it said that his kingdom was not of this
fany New York, for the Augusta Conforever, even forever and ever. What king- ! world and this agrees with all Bible
church were received
last
dom are they (God’s people) going to writers that he will be king and rule over gregation
week.
One is in memory of the late James
take? The one that is to be established the world to come, which is this earth
G.
the
other
in
of
the
late j
Blaine;
memory
by Christ after the thrones are east down. made new, freed from the curse of sin and Mrs. James W. Bradbury.The
Sons
death. There is no point brought out
Verse b.
and Daughters of Maine living in Natick,
Daniel was further instructed in the any plainer in the Bible than the one
and vicinity held their annual re21st and 22ud verses that this little that Christ is to become the coming king Mass.,
union and banquet in Grand Army hali
horn power (the papacy) was to exist un- and rule in person over God’s re-estabIt was the largest gathering j
Feb. 19th.
til the saints possessed the kingdom; lished, restored and everlasting kingdom,
ever held by the organization.
The hall
which, of course, is the same one just re- the same as given to Adam, seized by
was crowded and the tables in the ban- 1
ferred to.
Satan, promised to Abraham, bought
hall
were spread twice....The BiddeIt is the lost Eden restored. quet
We will further notice that Daniel was by Christ.
iord Republicans have nominated Mayor
told that this little horn power would .Just think for a moment in whose hands
Charles S. Hamilton for a third term.
wear out the people of God
(which refers Palestine, God’s Holy Land, is to-day. Hon. 1. C. Libby with a party of gentleIn the hands of the false prophet.
It
to the great papal persecution); he is also
men from Bangor and Boston has been
told how long this persecution will last, was sold under sin, and speaking of the
iu Winthrop looking over the condensed
which is expressed by the words “time Holy Land now occupied by the Turks
milk factory plant.
and times and the dividing of time.” An- God says, “the land shall not be sold
ciently the word time meant one year and forever, for the land is mine.”
In Brief.
The London Chronicle says
If we turn to Revelation 0: 10, 11 we
times denoted two years; a dividing of time
would mean one half time or one half find that John heard the cry of the mas- Great Britain is resolved to arbitrate the
ters, asking how long before the Lord Venezuelan boundary dispute directly
year; then the time we have in this phrase,
The method to
And the answer with the United States.
which represents the period of papal per- would judge the world.
be adopted and the details of settlement
secution, was three and one half years. they received was that they should rest
are
alone
under
cousideiation.
The gova little season until their fellow servants
Now there arc two things we know, first,
that the papal persecution lasted more and brethren that should be killed as ernment is being urged by persons of influence
to
include
a
settlement
as
speedily
Without
than three and one half years, and second- they were, should be fulfilled.
as possible.The local board of United
ly, that Daniel was not misinformed in re- doubt we are having this fulfilled in States
of
steam
vessels
has
Armenia
the
inspectors
to-day, by
very people who
gard to it.
finished a report upon the stranding of the
rule over God’s Holy Land (Palestine.)
oo we come to tlie conclusion that this
The report
When we stop to consider the thousands American liner St. Paul.
time is symbolical ami if so by using the
exonerates Capt. Jamison from all blame.
key that God has given us to interpret of Christians that have bet n killed within
such numbers by (that is one day to equal the past year by the Turks, we can then .Mrs. Amelie Rives Clianler and Prince
Pierre
were married
Feb.
one year) then we will have
1,2(50 years, see the fulfillment of this 11th verse, and 18th at Troubetzoky
“Castle Hill,” the home of Col.
w hich measures and terminates the
Pope’s then the next thing we may look for is Fred
lather
of
the
well
known
the
Rives,
driving the Turks out of*Europe, the
This
power t" persecute God’s people.
who last year was divorced
persecution ended in the last part of the last great war of the nations, t hi n the judg- authoress,
from
John Armstrong Clianler.
Rev.
ment.
What
a
future
God
has
last century and therefore the 1,2(50 years
glorious
terminated with it.
The 2(»th verse says prepared for those who love and obey him. Paul N. Menztl, 1). 1)., of Richmond,
How clearly all the promises chime to- performed the ceremony, which was witthat the next thing that will happen to
this little horn power is that judgment gether. Not a promise in the whole Bible nessed only by the members of the family,
shall sit and they shall take away his of peoples emigrating from earth and and Miss Julia Magiuder, authoress, and
Allen Potts of Richmond.
The couple
(the Pope's) dominion to consume and to living in heaven. Reader, please look fclat the home of Prince
destroy it unto the end. The judgment one—just one such promise in the Bible. will live in Londoncable
despatch received
spoken of in this veise refers to the sen- Don’t look in your hymn book, but the Troubetzoky_A
Bible, and I can safely say after you have at the State department from Alexander
timent of the people against the' papacy
on account of its evil work.
This public starched it through you will not find one W. Terrell, United States minister to
Yet Turkey, dated at Para, European quarter
sentiment was what stopped the papal per- such statement in the whole Bible.
of Constantinople, contained intelligence
secution, and it also took away the Pope’s it is almost the world wide belief and it
dominion. The last vestage of the Pope’s demonstrates the blinding power of Satan. ; that the efforts of Miss Clara Barton,
riease bear m mind we Have examined
president of the American National Red
dominion was taken away on Nov. 1870.
The history of the Roman government only a few of tlie many lines of evidences Cross Society, to obtain the permission of
that is symbolized by the fourth beast as touching the prediction of the settle- the Turkish government to distribute reshows us that it has been divided—that ment of the Eastern Question which are | lief to suffering Armenians had been sucMiss Barton was presented by
the little horn (or the papacy) has arisen found in the Bible; hut enough has been cessful.
and done its peiscenting work that it examined to show us that the next great j the minister to the Porte and received reevent will be the winding up of this pres- I newed assurances of full protection and
ran its allotted time (1,2(50, years) the persecution! s ended and the Pope’s dominion ent age by the coming of C’hiist, when the aid for her agents in dispensing chaiity.
angrv nations will be startled with the Her assistants will go at once to the
taken away.
interior. Miss Barton’s headquarters will
Now, what is the next thing we may sounding of the seventh trumpet and be at Para.Further
details as to
look for? We will let the prophet answer hearing the great voices in heavt n saying
The .kingdoms of this world are become Nansen’s discovery of the North Pole
in verse 27: “The kingdom and dominion is
seem to be as elusive as the Pole was.
to be given to God’s people.”
I wish to the kingdom of our Lord and is Christ. j
Then will the anger of the nations be | Perhaps another expendition will be needcall the reader’s attention to this one fact,
ed to secure them.The loss of 131 men
viz., that Christ’s kingdom will not be turned to fear and they will cry for the j in a
single year shows what the fishing
established until all earthly kingdoms rock and mountains to fall and hide them
from the wrath of the Lamb.
Then will industry means to Gloucester in peril and
have been destroyed.
tragedy.The bond syndicate found
very rich pickings from the bones of the
for
“popular loan” just the same.After a
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Pitcher’s Castoria.

WHAT HEADACHE IS.

delay of

more than a week due to the
equipment and construction
little
behind time, the A in men
being
Katahdin which has been at the
ram
Brooklyn navy yard since the trial trip
last fall, wpnt into commission Feb. 20th.
The crew of the Ram numbers about 50.
Her commander is Captain Leary.It
took Robert Fitzsimmons 95 seconds February 21st to defeat Peter Maher and
I become the heavy weight champion of the
world.
The tight took place in the bottoms of the Rio Grande river on the
Mexican side a mile and a half from
Langtry depot. Even to his friends it was
evident that the Irish lad was not in it
from the start.Ex-Gov. Robinson of
Massachusetts died in Springfield, Mass.,
Feb. 22, after a short illness.
He was
born in Lexington, Mass., Jan. 20, 1834.
He was a Harvard graduate and was admitted to the bar in 1800.
He served
three terms in Congress and three as
Governor of the State.
Notable events
in his career was his winning tight against
F.
Butler
in
Benjamin
1883, and his masterful conducting of the Borden murder
case, at which Miss’Borden was acquitted
tor the murder of her father.
He had an
extensive law practice* his office being in
Boston.Richard Oluey was boomed as
a Presidential candidate at a Democratic
dinner in Boston February 22nd.Dr.
Godfrey Hunter, Republican nominee for
the United States Senate, has withdrawn
from the contest
Brief cable despatches referring to the Senate discussion
a
bitter
produced
feeling among the
Spanish in Cuba against the United States.
The Americans there hope a warship will
be near on account of tlie moral effect
by the time action is taken on the belligeiency question.Henry <’. Bowen,
editor and proprietor iff’ the New York
Independent, died Feb. 24tli at his home
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. Bowen was 82
He had been
yeais old last September.
in poor health for a long time and during
the last three weeks his condition grew
steadily worse until the end came.The
report of the board of managers of the
National Home for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers shows that 24 States have Soldiers’ homes, an average attendance at
which last year was 7,100.
The government contributed 8710,090 to the support
of these homes, and 821,890 was deducted from the pensions of inmates toward
their support.
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of
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The Danger Signal that Nature
Gives to Women.
It

Signifies

Tliat Serious Female Trouble

Imminent.

Is

Most female diseases manifest their
presence by a headache.
When a dull heavy ache in the head
Is accompanied by disordered stomach,
bad taste in the
mouth, dull
eyes,
pains /—in back and
1
groins, lassi
tude, nervousness, despon
dency and ir_

j

\

regularity,

it is time

K|

to locate the n
trouble anil H
remote
it. n
We will tell

right

you

that the

now

symptoms

|f
0

I
Si

J

indicate posia
tivelv
that U
serious
womb
trouble is imminent.
Don’t let this fearful disease get
you in its power. If you are uncertain,
write to Mrs. Piukham, at Lynn, Mass.,
giving full syrnp torus. Your letter will
be read, acted upon and answered by
one
of your own sex, and without

charge.
Note Mrs. Snyder’s letter to Mrs.
Pinkham.
Before taking your remedies, day
after day I would read the testimonials
of women who had been cured by the
use of your
Vegetable Compound.
At last I decided to write and tell

you my condition.
“I had been examined by physicians
who told me that my womb was
very large and prolapsed, and also
said there was a growth on
the
inside of the womb that must be cut
out; menstruations were so painful
that I suffered for three days of every
it was impossible
month, and
to get any
r or
rest.
two
months I
used
Lydia
E. l ink
ham’s Vegetable
Compound,
N

Blood Purifier and
Sanative
Wash, and
now I am

entirely
I had
cured.
suffered nine
years, thinking
no
there
was
sure forme, and it onlj
bottles ot your remedies to
me.”—Mbs. L. Snydek, Trenton
Junction, N. J,

took

nve

cure
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Do You Know

|W|OTHERS,

B

B

w

Bateman’s

that Paregoric,
Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and

most remedies for children

composed

are

Bo You Know that opium and morphine
Bo Vow Know that in most countries
without

of

opium

Bo A

Know that you should not

on
or

your

physician know

druggists are

not

permitted to sell narcotics

permit any medicine to he given your child

of what it is

Bo Voti Know that Castoria is the

of all other

use

for

nearly thirty

prescription oft he famous

years,

and that

Department f
am!
countries, have issued exclusive right to l>r. l*iu
Castoria” and its formula, ,rnl that to imitate them iBo Von Know

list of

Samuel Pitcher.
now

sold than

t:iat

>{

-n.

because Castoria had been j.

tht
n

no

tv

Vnitcd States, and «■('

t!

or one

cent

a

—ign.-

a

to

the woal

use

;.:i-oti otTense?

'-ns for granting
this government protection
af>solutely Harmless?

I>o Von Know that 33 average doses of Castoria

be

a

remedies for children combined?

Bo Von Know that the Patent Office

cents,

I)r

Ca-toria i-

more

other

was

m

composed ?

Bo T on Know that Castoria is a purely vegetable
preparation, and that
ingredients is published with every bottle ?

That it has been in

44

morphine?

or

stupefying narcotic poisons?

labeling them poisons ?

unless you

its

are

are

furnished f.r 35

dose ?

I*o V«>u Know that when possessed of this perfect preparation, your children
may
kept well, and that you may have unbroken r<-1

Well, tHese tilings

are

worth

Tile facsimile

The;,

are

facts.
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//f-f—
/CS* 6<l/'

signaturt- of

Children

knowing.

is

on

every

wrapper.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Washington Wiiispkuings.

Of the
for which the new issue of
#100,000,000 four per cent, bonds was made
the treasury has received directly and indirectly nearly two thirds of the
amount.
So far #50,000,000 of gold has
beeu taken up in the treasurer’s cash and
#10,000,OtKl is on deposit in sub-treasuries
and national bank depositories...Sec. Carlisle made the announcement Feb. 10th:
“Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co. associates,
under their bid for #100,000,000 U. S. 4
per cent, bonds of 1925, made in accordance with the recent circulars of the secretary of the treasury, are entitled to receive bonds of the face value of about #4,500,000 in addition to those of which they
"
have already been notified. Exact figures
makes 1/
cannot be stated until returns from varithe nerves )
ous
sub-treasuries are fully verified.”
strong-, and j
This w ill give Mr. Morgan about #3S,000,brings b a <■ k \
000 of the bond issue_Pom Kwan Soil,
the feelings of (
the new minister from Corea to the
youth to the preUnited States, was formally presented to
maturely old man. j
It restores lost vigor.
President Cleveland by Secretary Oluey
You
Feb. 10th. It was the first occasion of state
gain
ten
may
at which Corea’s diplomatic representapounds in ten days
tives have appeared in European dress and
without the queue, under the decree of
Jan. 1,last... The senate committee on post
oflices has reported favorably a bill deGo buy and try a box
fining fourth-class mail matter as that not
to-day. I»
embraced in the first, second and third
costs only 81.
Your own urm/Li'h'i j‘i
/
will guarantee a cure or
classes, which is not. liable to destroy, den
money ;
funded. Booklet, wri
face or otherwise damage the contents of :
a mail
and sample free. Address nearest office
bag or harm the persons handling *
it, and not over four pounds in weight exthe sterling remedy co...
CHICACO.
cept single books.in the house Feb.
MONTREAL. CAN.
NEW > OR,'..
19lh a bill granting a pension of #200 a
^
month to the widow of the late secretary
'•
of stiltcandy rutin rib* ruro ron-lhnb
W. tv>. Gresham, as brigadier i
All A 3$ Si B & i*a<:\ .--old 1 y
gi-;> -n
general (with an amendment making it
•Slot*) went over without action, as Mr.
Yoorhees, who originally introduced the
bill, but who was absent, desired to op- I
A hill was passed
pose the amendment.
for the payment of a year’s salary to the I
TIM li-TAULE.
the widow of the late Isaac 11. Bassett.
On and after Nov. 1. I Nif5,tiaim»mi
nn;
J. Jutlson Barclay, U. S. Consul General i
Burnham ami Waterville wi,h ihro:i.;n •i.iin> •.,,
at Tangier, Morocco, reports to the State ami from Bangor, \\ atervillc. los t l. ml and BoDepartment that a permanent American ton will run as follows
mission station lias been established after !
FROM BELFAST.
several difficulties at Mequinez, in the
A M
PM
p M !
; 27
J7
southern part of that country,by l!ev. Mr. Belfast, depart. 7 2"
1 20
:;2
City point. 17 27
the
head
of
the
Morocco
Nathan,
pioneer
Waldo.
8';
l-t"
77 !
mission.Mrs. Amelia Waite, widow of Brooks
7 4•
171
» ;
7 11 >
8 08
2 02
the late Chief Justice Waite, died Feb. Knox.
Thorndike..
8 12
7 ::2
2
12
21st.
She passed away without being *
7 7t >
8 22
2 22
Unity.
made aware of the death of her son, Burnham, arrive. 8 47
c. 17
2*42
4 7"
Christopher ('. Waite, at Columbus, O., Bangor. 1 A1 77
M
Steamers leave Belfast, we-atlu-r ami i>e ]><-1m>t
that morning.
Mrs. Waite had been an Waterville
9 it;
3 13
7 1.
tinjr. as t. iiowinvalid for the past six months and her
p M
am j
For Camden, Rockland and Bo ton, M-mdnv7 87
1 4"
death was not, unexpected.The daugh- Portland. 12 27
aud Thursday s at (.»l*out J.,tO
m
:
4 15
1 E n.
For Searsport., Bueksport and Winter]".rt. Wedters of the American Revolution, Society Boston
Boston,
jw D. 4 2i)
nesdays ami Saturdays. at laboiit '<.> a. m <■;
of the Oldest Inhabitants and others celeupon arrival >t .steamer from Boston.
TO BELFAST.
brated Washington’s birthday.
KB IT l:\ i\«;
Public
P M
A M I
74r>
‘•,0°
were
closed
From Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.no v m.
and
there
was
a
buildings
Boston
Boston, !E,D.
.8
2"
From Roeklamt. totn-hiu£ at. Camden. Wednes| \V_ |).
parade of the district troops.
P M
m
days amt Saturdays at about ,.u
Portland.
1100
12"
From Bueksport, Mondays and Thursday a; 11
Fish and Game.
Claims have been
A M
A M
a. m.
4 80
presented the State treasurer by the va- Waterville. (> lu
Belfast
1 40 FKKI) W. POTE, V^ent
7 17
rious cities, towns and plantations of the Bangor
CALVIN ACS l'!N, (in
Slint.
Boston
A M
P M
A M
Boston
State for bounties on animals and seals Burnham, depart..
WILLIAM
II.
Len'l
HILL,
Manager
oo
o
7 07
7 lo
7 27
0 20
7 7"
killed in 1895.
The law provides that for Unity.
7 22
9 2"
each bear and wolf killed, a bounty of Thorndike. 8 12
i'J 27
Knox. 18 27
17 28
$5 be paid, and for each seal $1.
The Brooks
0 78
7 7"
8 7"
0.02
t‘.» "2 11 o iio
returns show that there have been in all Waldo
MI 17
10 17
UOlO
Citvpoint..
paid out by the local treasurers for the Belfast, arrive. 0 27 lo 27 0 20 Winter
Arrangement- In Effect October
year, $1,530 for “animals” and $1,002 for
tFlag station.
seals, making a total of $3,192. Of the
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$7.0O
1, 18S5.
animals, one was a wolf, killed at Ando- from Belfast and all stations on Branch. North- i
tickets
to all points West and
Through
the
first
one
ver,
reported for many years. w»st via all routes, for sale l»y F. E. ( rowi.fii
NTKAMKK I'AHTIXK, weather perThe remaining 305 animals were bears, with
miitisijr, will rim every week day
l’AVSON Tt'CKElL
Agent, Belfast.
in coiiikh'!ion with I. \ li s.
as follows
Vice Pies, am (lend Manager.
1,002 seals. For 1894, there was paid out
"West
Leave
Brooksville at 7.20
m.; Castine,
for bears $2,750 (for 550 animals), and F. E. Booth by, (lend Pass, and Ticket Agent.
7 47), Hughes Point, 8 BO; Ryder's Cove, 0.00;
Oct. 27, 1897.
Portland,
Lime Kiln,‘.*.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
$192.50 for seals (representing 385, as at
that time the law gave but50 cents a seal).
•Brooksville. Mondays, Wednesdays and SaturThese figures show a large increase in
days.
the number of seals, as previous to the
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 r m for the
above named landings.
last legislature the bounties on them were
Passengers going Last take steamer Castine
confined to the Penobscot river and bay,
from Belfast at 2 oo e. m eiery Monday Wedand a less price paid per head at that.
nesday and Friday. Take steamer next nay 1.
all la dings from Castine t«. Bai Harbor.
Hancock county received $357 in bounties
Passengers gating to Millbridge, Jones|.ort ana
on seals
1895.
The town of Deer

#111,000,000

Spit and Smoke

Your Life

■

GUARANTEED
TOBACCO HABIT C*M.!
!’.(
1

1

'AFTERv\

BEFORE

D3 E. C. '.TEST'S NESTS AND BRAIN TEEATMENT
is sold under positive written
guarantee, b»
ftiith.u ized agents only, to cure Weak
Memory ;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Povvt r: Lost Manhood;
Quickness; Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude; all
Drains;
Do- of Power of the (renorat i ve Organs in either
pex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful
or
Errors,
Lxcessire Cse of Tobacco. Opium or
Liquor,
w.iu'b leads to Misery, Consumption,
Insanity
.‘ind L< .’It. By mail, 61 a box: six for
$5; with
wrdie,, guarantee to cure
refund money,
bn.upie package, containi g live days’ treatment
willi full instructions. -5 cents
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
R. II.

MOODY, BELFAST.

Become

ail

^

Maine Centra! R. R.
<

....

Agent

and make money.
Exclusive rights atnl
all sales in your territory credited to you.
These

are

the discounts

on our

$100

“Phoenix”

1

>

Bicycle

—

better wheel has

no

ever

been made.

2
5
lO
15
20
25

to 5 wheels,
15
per cent.
to lO
17*4
to 15
20
to 20
22*4
to 25
25
27
up
You will furthermore receive (in cash} the discount
on the entire number of wheels
you take and pay for
up t'> August 30th, no matter how few ordered at
the beginning.

Catalogues free for the asking.
Correspond with us at once or your territory may
by a neighbor.

be taken

STOVER BICYCLE MNFG. CO.,
575-577 Madison Ave., New York.

for either srx.
remedy being in: jected directly to the

ILw
C RQIIil’C
O
■

Thin

seat of those diseases
of the Genito-Urinary

Organs, requires no
change of diet. Eure
guaranteed »n 1 to 3
: days. Small plain packITT TTII Tl aire. by mail, $1.00.
VP U JXXJIjSold only by
R. H.

MOODY. BELFAST.

29

A fluids uroiwHieierg.
B
C

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Antenna. Antidote for Alcoholic
ami other excesses. Price, 1U. 25 and 5U cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.

.Mold by all dealers.

1

LADIES DO YOU KNOB
OR. FELIX LE BRUN S

'Steel! Pennyroyal Pills
are

the original and only

..

..._

Belfast, and Castine Route.

An Insurance Company
FOR FARMERS.

during

isle leads, receiving $139.
Swan’s Island
received $125; Brooklin, $92 and Bucksport $1. As the bounty on seals is $1 a
head, this represents 357 seals killed during the year, but as many of the seals are
lost by sinking after being killed, the
actual number killed during the year is
probably far in excess of that indicated
by the figures. And still it is said the
seals are increasing in number.
The Ideal

by

safe and reliable cure
t ie market. Price, $1.00; sent
mail. Genuine sold only by

R. H. MOODY, BELFAST.
jti

Retisterefl Jersey Bell.
The BULL EXILE OF BELFAST, No. 41,400,
American Jersey Cattle Club Register, is at my
stable in South Belfast for service. Terms $1.00,
He is by Corona’s
to be paid at time of service.
Exile; he by Maine’s Exile, 20,926, out of Pine
Tree Corona', 54,603; Maine’s Exile is by Exile of
St. Lambert, out of Exile’s Success. Pine Tree
Corona is by Buffer’s Son, 21.161, out of Pine Tree
Mary, 16,321. Farmers wishing to improve their
3m4
stock should give him a call.

ELIJAH PHILLIPS, South Belfast.

Maine Mutual Fire insurance Co.,
OF

or

passenger, “that there is One who sees and
hears all we do, who can solve our inmost
thoughts, and before whom we are but
crushed and bruised worms?”
“Give us your hand, stranger,” replied the
other. “I know just how you feel. I’m
married rnjself.

pation
bock
go

by

pills for consti-

10* and 25*.

at your

Get the

druggist’s

Capt.

more

I

and

than 6,000,000 boxes.

W. SMALLIDGE, Manager

C.

ncorpoi'a

C. E. NASH, Vice President.

E. S- TURNER.

I ire Insurance Compan>

Mal l'll H\

11*1.

mini,

I 'M
red r.u-M;.

Secretary,

Capital Paid up

in

Cash.

ASSKTS |• !•;« KMHKl:

BOARD
HENRY

G.

ALGERNON
JAMES E.

OF

DIRECTORS

STAPLES,

CHARLES E.

BANGS,

KKl.NK L

FILLER,

CHARLES II.

CHARLES W.

NASH,

HEBHER,
RLAISDELL,

JONES.

This compai y is popular because it is meritoriami has had a marvelous growth. It is the
only Maine company doing business on the dividend plan. It is conducted upon the lines of two

.March

--

1**0.

L \ MAN I A* KM V N. President
( IIAltLi s 1,. tl.M KMAN, SecretilTV

0, W. JONES, Treasurer.

$200,000.00.
51.

1*95.

Ileal estate owned by t lie company, mi
incumbered.
$ 100,5*7 03
Loans on bond and mortgage first
liei.s
57.955 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the i'ont17<».*<*•« 00
pany, market value.
Loans secured b\ collaterals..
Nuiii1,
Cash in the company’s principal olhee
and in hank.
38.740 41
Interest ami rents due ami accrued....
2.2o7 (to
Premiums in due course of collection,
51,217 35
Due front other companies
1.980 29
>

..

....

ous

of the oldest and most successful insurance coni
panies In the United States, viz: the Holyoke and
the Quincy of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 1843 ja ml 1851 respectively,
and have never failed to pay a dividend. All
buildings insured in this company must be surveyed by an agent of the eampany, and a plan
made. This is done at the company's expense
Every person insured is a member of the company during the life of his policy, and is entitled
to its benefits. Dilapidated,unoccupied or neglected buildings, and those in bad repair, will not be
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protection.
Those wishing to insure
for revenue only w-ill have to seek it elsewhere.

J. O. JOHNSON, Liberty,

it.

Annual sales

•r"'i

The Capital

other prepara-

realize, sir,” said the long-haired

Beecham’s

Maeliias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
i\ .M., .stop over at Castine. take steamer
Frank Jones next morning for all landings from
Castine to Maeliias.
A* L NTS II
A
R. Ryder,
Creer, Belfast..I
Ryder’s Co\e; \\m. Pemlleoni. Hughes Point;.I.
M. Vogel I, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville

2.00

<

tions.”
Rev. John Burgles, Keokuk, Iowa, writes:
“1 have been a Minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church for 50 years or more, and
have never found anything so beneficial, or
that gave me such speedy relief as I)r. King's
New Discovery.” Try this Ideal Cough
Remedy now. Trial Bottle Free at A. A.
Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.
“Do you

j

OF CONCORD, N. H.

Janies L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago,
says: “I regard I>r. King’s New Discovery
as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and
Fung Complaints, having used it. in my family for the last five years, to the exclusion of

physician’s prescriptions

AITC1U&TA.

Ool. HENRY Or. STAPLES, President.

Panacea.

FRENCH,
ron

The farmers of Maine whose property is unincumbered by mortgage are giving encouragement
to a Maine enterprise by insuring in the

Agent

for

Waldo County and Vicniity

Aggregate of all the admitted
the company

at

of
their actual value...

LtABlLlTIKS DKl'KMBKK

assets

Total

of
stock and

$422,882 08

31, 1*95.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.

liabilities, except
net surplus
capital
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus beyond capital

28,421 27
135,913 23
42,155 19

amount

206,489 69
200,too 00
16,392 39

$422,882 08
Surplus for protection of policyholders..*. $216,392 39
Policies w ritten on desirable risks at equitable
rates by
9
FRED ATWOOD, Agent, Winterport, Me.

One Grevious Sin.

,

Colds
Coughs
Catarrh

Chaps

Colic

Chafing

Croup
Cramps

Chilblains

desh is heir.

! His plea was very
earnest, but St. Peter
shook his head.
J “There is no room around here for a man
like you,” he said,
j “No doubt you have some virtues, but your
record isn’t clear,
And much as I regret it, sir, we cannot
keep
you here.”

You can relieve and speedily cure all of these by the free
Anodyne. Generation after generation 'have used it with entire satisthe knowledge of its worth to their children as a valuable inlserimcov have existed for eighty years except th*at it
possesses great merit for
originated to cure all ailments attended with inflammation; such as
.te-. burns, bruises, bronchitis, all forms of sore throat, earache, headback. mumps, mu-cular soreness, neuralgia, scalds, stings, sprains,
lousilitis ami whooping cough. The great vital and muscle nervine.
y

“I’ve tried to prove my honesty,” the ap-

;-.w;i

...

plicant began ;

“There’s

my

>hn son’s Anodyne Liniment
lit

j

bruts'--, every cramp, every irritation, every lameness, every
for 1MKKXAI, as much as l-'.XTMKNAL use. It was originated
o’-’-! Fa nr h
Mother should have it in the house.

verv

I1

’>

P*arsons’

Pills

p.tints.

•>

I

linate

»•

Uirds

i:ing

Sold

everywhere.

Chat!.

with

and for the purpose of

HANKS.

giving

as

lot in charity,” the applicant de-

on

promises

my

was ever

ought

no

thoughtful,

mortal

as

I

badlv

think you

to know.”

“Then why should you refuse me, sir?” the

applicant inquired.

I’ve been fair and truthful, too, pray
why should I be tired?”
St. Peter slowly answered, seemiug disinclined to talk:
“I noticed in the winter time you never
cleaned youc walk.”
[Chicago Post.
“If

sufficient to meet the expenses of the service.
For the convenience of the people,

No. 3.
A YIN OS

A I.

a

St. Peter bowed approvingly and answered:
“That is so.”

Our Book “Treatment for Diseases” Mailed Free.
Doctor's Sisrnuture ai d Directions on every bottle.
All Druggists.
1. S. Johnson A: Co., Boston, Mass.

find relict' from

women

25c; five SI.

<

I swindled or‘did up’

clared ;

“Fori

I use Johnson's Liniment for catarrh. Thad
i' d almost everythitisr recommended for
catarrh, but find Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
far superior to any. 1 use it as you direct.
J. E. WHiiM’i.r.. South Windham. Vt.

ittt(1 sick Headache,liver
Tin y t-xpel all impurities

say

fellow-man;

fared,

tt

in•• t"s

“I gave

“Relying

Physician._Kvery

±jcst Jjiver Jt'in Macte.”

none can

“I always gave fair value, and I paid my
clerks well, too.”
St. Peter bowed approvingly and answered;
I
That is true.”

nearly

as

possible equal rights to all in postal serSome Statistics About Horses.
vice. the government annually incurs a
i:f > in sitcli a manner as to
There are six cities and three towns in the
future want.
The man of heavy expense in sustaining the mail
States where the number of horses owned
needs to practice economy in facilities of the country.
exceeds 1,000. Bangor has 1,881, the largest
To make all, or part, of the post offices number, valued at $131,215; the average price
s
well if he sc manages as to
being $08.
Portland has 1,728, valued at
of this country institutions of banking,
’ng laid up for the rainy day
$107,030: average price $00. Fort Fairfield
would be to add largely to the expenses lias 1,854, valued at $73,520; average price,
i in come, sooner or later, in
$54
Auburn has 1,387, valued at $20,255;
While this is true of the of those offices.
This, in and of itself, average price, $15. Lewiston has 1,208,
valM ould be sufficient to deter the
is no less true of the rich,
government ued at $05,005; average price, $73. Augusta
has 1.284, valued at $08,000; average price,
from making the experiment.
But when
jn- power and means to live
$80. Presque Isle has 1,212, valued at $08,do much, but with an in- we add to the cost the greater fact, that 208; average price, $50. Caribou lias 1,105,
valued at $52,875; average price, $45. Biddedth comes an increase of re- the ability to make those offices a success tord lias
1,027, valued at $114,205; average
is not available, the demand becomes imWliile the poor man may be
price, including carriages, $111.
advisable for

to his

.under

one

the

is.

1

1e

be

Extravagance

all times.

ai

to

has

man

mind that what is

u

‘ther.

within the bounds of

he

It would be

spend

u. to

be bad

with

s

w-ial

«-i

or

of

her purposes i>

Volk’s

four hundred,

a

and is,

tin-

the citizens may gain.
That this applies
the demand for postal banks, I most

prove fruitful.

could be made self-sustaining.
flic averpostmaster is not the kind of a man

that Mould make

we

right for govc:

a

good banker.

mnent

to

mit- it

gen-

either

would not

men

to

run

be
them

a

working

their

moment

possible
or

so

vestments tor

Were it

establish these

banks —which 1 do not for

much, an incapital of the

by

always

age

upon it as a waste of
whatever is paid out. be it
tium

Yet, the good of the people may make it
necessary for the govern incut to lose that

may he, ami is claimed, that such
hanks need not be expensive, that they

ook

ilii'isiuids, goo into the

season

It

serial event

great

sunn

Messrs. Denslow, Ward & Co., bankers of
.“*0 Broadway, have completed their
expedition for the newly discovered gold iield of
Alaska, embracing fully twenty miles
square. The discoverer has departed amply
equipped to take engineers, surveyors, forty

proven
management for the individual would also
prove bad for the general government.

emphatically deny.

tillage to the working people
t lie things i. (juiri-di.
So.
id

Alaska Gold Fields.

to the projectors and the syndicate.
[Daily Financial News, N. V., Feb. 10.

Eustis Lake Region, of Eustis, Florida,
an excellent newspaper, has taken a
t re h start and proposes to boom its loo lit-y.
May its intelligent and enterprising efforts
Th«'

to

I

lever

s.

advan-

an

mddentally, let me
is
invested by the

world.
da

tor

could

man

id it. and it would 1m-

"

for

which to decorate

event; the i»«h

d

ecou-

folly

thousand dollars

a

folly

holding. This would
policy on the part of individuals,
and if done largely Mould end in bank- men ami
machinery for thoroughly exploitAs a general truth, i‘ may safely ing the enterprise, it is expected the unruptcy.
prodigality
dertaking will net millions of dollars this
be said that what is
to be bail

a

11

It would be

increase from such

of much suf-

cause

moral right
m:d cf his possessions, it must
no

of fulfillment.

for any man to ask the government to
take his earnings and pay him interest on
the same,and the government itself get no

lose his

or

spirit, of frugality is

\

possible

advantage,

own

be

must

nan

lius-

to

a man

deposits.

to

adliud

prolitable inWhile pri-

and corporate hanks may let money
private property and, in ease of fail-

vate
on

rela-1

Use It in Time.

Catarrh starts in the n isa! passages, affecting ey« s, ears and throat, and is in fact, the
great enemy of the mucous
membrane.
Neglected colds in the head almost- invariably precede eat and), causing an excessive
flow of mucous, and if the mucous discharge
becomes interrupted the disagreeable results
of catarrh will follow, such as bad breath,
severe pun across forehead and about the
eyes, a roaring and buzzing sound in the
ears
and oftentimes a very offensive discharge. Ely’s Cream Bairn is the acknowledged cure tor these troubles.
“What is the amount <.f the poll-tax,
John?” asked Mrs. Cawker.
“O <e dollar.” replied Mr. Cawker.
“When we women get the ballot we shall
mark it down to ninety-nine cents.”
[Har-

and extra Yaga nee are
ure to pay on the part
of the borrower,
and not absolute.
As a gen- !
per’s Bazar.
take sueli property tor thedebt, govit may be safely said that the ! may
Higher temperature, followed by cold
ernment could not do so.
1 doubt if the wave.
The cold wave catches you with
s living within Ids income, and
constitutional right to do this exists.
If
light clothing on, and you catch something
.lime making provision for fil—a
bad cold—but it is not so serious an
it would he constitutional, it would not
ls an economical person.
As
affair if you have Adamson’s Cough Balsam
be used by the government in such man- in the house.
\\
have not learned how to save
mer as to get its first cost back again.
Parkhurst. lias at present three curiosities:
advantage. This statement needs
In all seriousness, i also.) raise the ques-, A white owl, a three legged fox and an
proof than the present financial
■auburn-haired dude. A man and boy followt-ion as regards the country's right to make ed the owl two
n of the country.
As a people,
days, two men and a dog
from the labor of its citizens.
It is followed the fox a week, and half a dozen
profit
We have not learnv'ravagant.
are
after
the
dude. They are all at
girls
n»> part of a
country’s duties to care for large.
so use our incomes as to
get the
its people's earnings within its own do'sible from them.
Had the peoDandruff forms when the glands of the
mains, except to protect them from dis- skin art; weakened, and if neglected, baldI is country known how to save,
ness is sure to follow.
Hall’s Hair Kenewer
honest men.
Even this must be done by
1:e suffering among the working
is the best preventive.
the power of country’s common law.
"iild have been averted,
“Say, Bill, what is the Monroe docterin*
In conclusion. 1 wish to call the reader’s
w
how to save is only one side of
j they're talkin' so much about?”
attention
to the inconsistency of the Pop- I
“I dun’no, Sile, ami I don't care. Gimme
(>f frugality; it is of equal imcaster-ile and
and mustid plaster’s,
They call an’ I kin git squills
know how to invest what is ulists in making this demand.
along ’thont botherin’ with
lli'- opportunities for investing for the abolishment of national banks, them new-fangled docterin’ notions!” [Harwhich are a good means of facilitating ex- per’s Bazar.
are not numerous.
Jt is selchange, and demand that the country
-mall
can be
y

■

■

profitably
larger amounts

savings

'.in bidder, while

jda

y

‘ild.

v

it is,

digs

should exist by which
the working people may be
placed. This need was felt for
of

'ime. but it
banks

was

met

national banks in much of their

un-

into existence.
into being as

came

hanks lirst

fully

not

came

working

system. Government would issue money
and put it into circulation through the

Whitneyville man and his wife, each [
about 250 pounds, were riding tochannel of its banks.
Government now weighing
gether ami overtaking a neighbor the husdelegates to the national banks the issue band sat is liis wife’s lap to give the neighbor a seat.
After the neighbor got out the
notes, which are secured and therefore as husband
forgot all about resuming their
safe as the government itself, and thus original positions and not until
they passed

a

enterprise. Far seeing aud pliiljdc men, who realized the imporinculcating habits of thrift among
u-er people, received the
savings of

A

a school house and the urchins all shouted
keeps the financial affairs of the people in after
them did it dawn upon the good couple
order.
The
napractical
working
that
banks,
they were sitting too deep on one end
gs, aud paid for its use a small anof the seat and that side of the wagon body
tional
and
are
now
savings,
doing every- was
As this arrangement was
nterest.
bumping against the running gear.
that could be done by postal banks
! profitable to all
parties, the busi- thing
You make no mistake when you buy Daland
it
in
a better manner, for
doing
they ton’s SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and
rapidly grew until it became necesfor governments to pass suitable have the experience and ability needed for DALTON’S FAMILY pills. Everybody says so,
and ‘‘what everybody says must be true.”
for the safety and protection of their carrying on such work.
Dobson: “What made you give up that
and
in
its
true
Analyzed
presented
light
it-.
Unscrupulous persons have alplay you were going to have in your Amabeen ready to oppress the people for there is nothing in the call for postal teur Dramatic Company ? Did the actors all
-"iial gain, and it is necessary to pre- banks that can possibly be a benefit to the back out?”
Fogg: “No; that wasn’t the trouble; but
of this country.
It is chaff that
this, as far forth as possible, by people
our leading lady insisted on wearing a dress
will catch but few birds.
conwith a train three yards long, and the stage
Telegraph
tment of suitable laws.
Organized trol
is only eight feet by six, so we decided to
comes next.
E. C. Dow.
ngs banks have existed in this country
have a monologue.” [Harper’s.
t lie
past eighty years. And it will be If You Have a Sick Chile) This is SureTo the Sufferers of Rheumatism.
itted by all that they have been, and
ly a Message of Hope.
After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
a good thing for the
people and the This is the best of news for parents of weak- some time in my practice 1 take great pleas-

who cared to

invest

their small

>

•

saying that it is a
remedy for Rheumatism;
<
nly one I have found for
ure

Goverment requires them to be
y.
safe basis.
Their books and methods

in

ly or sickly children. It is a lata that our people have heretofore not had the same opportunity for having their children who suffer disease in ail its
-ing business must be opened to the from chronic or lingering complaints treated
6in41
s
examiner whenever he may be. and eyred by eminent specialists in children’s diseases as do the residents of the
A cold water
itx

■

d to call for them.

This is for the

great cities where such skilled physicians
reside.
In other words our people have
been debarred from seeking a cure for their
children by the great physicians, owing to
the cost of travel to the large cities and the
high fees charged by such physicians.

■tion of the

people. In seeking for
safety is more important

’merits,

high

rate

of interest.

The first

lit, then, in connection with a bank
The next is, what rate
ns, is it safe?
'Merest can it pay? Safety and a high
of
:.

a

high

panied by great risk.

So

far,

of

our

s.
a

There can

utility
he

good banking

ac-

jI

we

are

i

no

man

be

must

a

1 financier.
To discriminate between
1 and bad investments, to know what

safe,

to

know when to

buy

and when to

s,'b. in short, to know how to take adintage of the money market, is the dis:
tguishing trait of a good financier.
1

inancial ability may be acquired to some
extent, but good money investors, like
’od poets,

born, not made.

are

I’opulists

demand that

savings banks,

onnection with the postal service, be
"'tablished and maintained by governt[1

>

Had the

ment.

men

who

originated

this

demand realized fully what it meant they
VV(">ld

never

have made it.

It is

a

well

known fact, that the postal service of this
mntry is not self-sustaining. The inmie

i

rate

savings
question but

derived from the mail service is

not

chance for the

cure

of

not

low rate are ;

a

•greed as to the
1 o

1

and

is

children of our community which should
lie lost. Dr. Greene, of .’4 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., who is beyond doubt the
most successful specialist in curing diseases
of children, offers to give free consultation
by mail in all cases of children’s complaints.
Parents have the privilege of consulting Dr.
Greene by letter, describing their children’s
diseases and he will, after carefully considering the symptoms, write a letter fully exthe

desirable to the iu-

are

safety

be chosen than

to

fi

>

interest
but

Ile^e, therefore,

a

plaining

the

trouble, telling everythin

g

about their complaint so plainly that you
will understand exactly what ails your children.
He will also give his advice, founded
upon his vast experience and wonderful success in treating such cases, as to
just what
to do to effect a cure.
All this will cost you
nothing and you can thus have consultation
with the best-known physician and acknowledged most successful specialist in the
world without leaving home and at no exThe doctor is the discoverpense whatever.
er of that greatest of medicines, Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood ami nerve remedy, and has
discovered many other most valuable remedies. Write to him now about your child,
for this is a chance of cure which you may
never have again.
An accurate idea of those variable sections
of country embraced by the United States,
Canada and Mexico, detailing the agricultural and mineral resources, commercial
and manufacturing interests of cities and
towns, health and pleasure resorts, features
of public interest, etc., etc., is set forth by
the Rand-McNally Railway Guide. Apply
to newsdealer or address 160 Adams Street,

Chicago.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

other ailments when they
have taken hold of the system,
never gets better of its own
accord, but
Constantly grows worse, There are
thousands who know they have a defective
heart, but will not admit the fact. They
don't want their friends to
worry, and
Don't knoir what to take for it, as
they have been told time and airain that
heart disease was incurable. Such was the
case of Mr. Silas Farley of
Dycsville, Ohio
who writes June 19,1894, as follows:
iiI had. heart disease for S3 years,
my heart hurting me almost contiauaily.
The first 15 years I doctored all the
time,
trying several physicians and remedies,
until my last doctor told me it Was nn v n
question of time as
I could not be cured.
many

I

gradually

Diptheria

is

Paragraphs.

reported

We understand that

Mr.

in our village.
B. F. Mathews,

A Model

a
highly respected citizen, is sick with
that dread disease; also the little daugh.
ter of F. W. Hovey, Esq.A beautiful baby boy, infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren L. Parks, died Feb. 16th of membraneous croup, aged !> months and 16 days.
-Dr. E. A. Porter of Liberty has located
in Pittsfield, ami his rooms for the
present

Housekeeper

writes:

at the Lancey House.
For a fe v weeks
Dr. Porter will be out of town a day or two
each week....Mr. Robert Dobson lias gene
to Hot Springs, Ark., and is
stopping at the
W aukeslia House.
If the Springs should
prove beneficial to bis health be will remain
there until warm weather. A. H. E. Bromilow, a skilled Bostou nurse, is with him.
Gordon Dobson accompanied his father on
his journey to Hot Springs and visited
Washington, New York and Boston on his
return.Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, State
President of the W. C. T. U., delivered a
lecture in the Methodist church Tuesday
evening, Feb. 11th, upon temperance and
other topics. Wednesday lnoruiug she addressed the students of the M. C. I.
for an hour on
Parliamentary usages_
Mrs. F. M. Chandler of St. Albans, the well
known temperance worker, was in town reare

grew

worse,

very weak,
and completely discouraged, until I
lived, propped half
up in bed, because I
couldn't lie dotcn
nor sit up.
Thinking my time had
come I told my family what L wanted
done when I was
gone, uut on tne nrst day of March on
the recommendation of Mrs. Fannie Jones,
of Anderson, Ind., I commenced
taking
Hr. Miles* New Cure for the Heart
and wonderful to tell, in ten
days I was
working at light work and on March 19 commenced framing a barn, which is heavy
work, and I hav’nt lost a day since. I am 56
years old, 6 ft. 44 inches and weigh 2501bs.
F believe I am fully
eured, and
1 am now only anxious that everyone shall
know of your wonderful remedies."

only for Monday’s v. h,
but for washing dishes of r,d
h;;i b.
In fact, we find i:

not

is

most wonderful
in fact.it is the
the cure of this

various forms.
Dr. E. E. Tull,

Chicago.

woman, who made tea for
her lmshand out of birdseed instead of flaxas
the
doctor
seed,
said, is now hunting for
an antidote to stop his singing.
An Old and Well-Tkied Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for

over

Dr. Miles’ Heart Core

Arnica

Halve.

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
refunded.

Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.

money

“How do you pronounce the last syllable of that word “butterine’ ?” asked the
customer.
“The last

syllable

the grocer’s clerk.

silent,” stithy replied
[Chicago Tribute.

is

Cascarcts-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
Constipation,sold by Kiigore& Wilson.

Cure

“Freddie, why did you drop the baby on
the floor?”
Well, I heard everybody say it is a bouncing baby; aud I wanted to see it bounce.”
[Truth.
No-To-Bac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.

the

1
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Famous Shasmg Soaps
hoice Premiums sen* Free

M

b-JP

raiNTIMfU.

FOR SALE BY R. H.

DANA, brother of JOSEPH H.

administration of the estate of said deceased be
granted to him.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and lor said county, on the
second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jerk’ii I). Parker, Register.

and allowed.

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Jere’ii D. Parker. Register.

hereby gives public
been duly
THE
concerned, that he
and taken
the trust
subscriber

notice

has

to

all

appointed

of Administraupon himself
of the estate of
LOIS HANSON, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs
he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibi rhe same for
settlement to him.
JOSEPH A. HANKS.
tor

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Ex*cuter
of the last wil and testament and odicil thereto
of

THE

FRANCES M. BANKS, late of

Belfast,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore request all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have

any demands thereon to exhibit the same for setlement to him.
ADONIUAM H. BANKS.

i

The

only safe,

euro

ana

sLld§ ir^Lz^zt

MOODY, BELFAST, MAINE.

Our Furniture is

WALDO SS.-In Court of Probate, held at BelVV
fast, <ui the second Tuesday of February,
1896. J. 11. MEAKS, Executor on the estate of
IGNATIUS CUSHMAN, late of Monid, in said
County, deceased, having presented liis final account of administration of said estate, together
with bis private account, for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, it any they have, win the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
ITT A LDO SS.— In Court of Probate, held at BelV?
fast, on the second Tuesday of February,
1896. SYLVAN US DAVIS, Executor on the estate of WILLIAM DAVIS, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
in Belfast,* in said county, that all persons
printed
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of March,
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h I). Parker, Register.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

THE

NOAH

LIXSCOTT, late of Troy,
in the County of W.-ldo, deceased,by giv ing bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all per-

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
nuke immediate payment, anti those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
JOHX W. LIXSCOTT.
son*

_

Fancy Chairs

at almost your own price
Extra Soft Top M31iress©s from SI 50 upwards.
ffa:r Top and Wool lower than ever before
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than
any time
Since we have been in business.

MR. WlltiuIS

first-class workman, is connected with
Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a
thorough manner and

a

this establishment.

with

J. C.

despatch.

& Son.

Thompson

Notice off Foreclosure.

.TII*J.

Whereas EDWARD H. CASSnf Bangor, Maine,
hv his mortgage deed, dated the loth dav ««t
September, A. 1). 1ST'.', and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Rook 18C. Page 450, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parc»* ..f
real estate situate in Northport, in the County ol
Waldo, and hounded as follows: One undivided
half ot two certain parcels ol land, situate in
Northport. Waldo < untv. Maine, which were conveyed to said Edward H. C ss by .Jonathan El well
ol said Northport, by deed of warantee, dated
September 15, 187:», and recorded m Volume P.tn.
Page :M1, W ahlo Registry ol I >eeds, and described
s follows, to wit. two certain parcels ol laud,
situate in said Northport. eonn'icnoing at the
southeast corner of land of Howard Murphy and
on the westerly line ol a eonteinpla id >treet;
thence southerly by said westerly tin.- of said
ds and live foe;, to land formerly
street four
owned by Allen 1) French t hem-cat rig!1! ang
westerly by said French land about nine rods and
six feet, to a stake and stones; thence northerly,
parallel with said street, four rods and live feet to
land of said Murphy; thence easterly by said
Murphy's land, to the place of beginning, containing one-fourth acre.
Also one other parcel of land, situate in said
Northport. ain't bounded as follows, to wit lieginning at tin- southeasterly corner of land of one
Woodman; thence southerly. hy the westerly line
of said contemplated street fourteen rods; thence
westerly, at right angles eight rods; thence northerly at right angles, and parallel with the -aid
westerly lire of said street fourteen rods t,• the
southwesterly corner of said Woodman's land;
thence easterly by the southerly line of s;ij,i
Woodman's land to the place of beginning. c< utaining one hundred and twelve square rods.
The interest hereby conveyed is the second undivided half of said parcels*, -the litst undivided
half having been this < ay conveyed hy said ('ass
to said l’erneal (,». Drew, by deed of warrantee.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now the « fore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereol, l claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
PERNEAL *1- DREW
:>w8
By her Attorney, F. d. MARTIN.
Dated at Bangor, Me., February Id. A. D. 18%

WALDO

U7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
VV
fast, on the second Tuesday of February,
WILLI AM I). PENNELL. Executor on the
estate ot FRANK W. PATTERSON, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented
his first account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account, should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Jhkk'h D. Parker, Register.

buyers.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from S3 50
upwards.
Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of February,
1896. ROBERT D. McCOBB. Administrator with
the will annexed on the estate of ANDREW McCOBB, late of Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, having presented his first account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
we- ks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast,'in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.

1896.

JVEoving

Because it is offered at prices that
tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

FR!'D

Frankfort, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having pres* nted a petition that

---

-—f&z&mmBBsvmma-.

February,"A.

DDELPHINUS
DANA, late of

,-s

THESE ACE MOVING TIMES.

>

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February, A. D. 1896.

der.

\
Request.

upon

Ask for SB. MOTT’S FENWYBOYAL FILLS and take no other.
ITC Send for circular.
T-riee $1.00 per box. O boxes lor $5.00.
UR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO..
Cleveland. Oldn.

EVELINA

Parker, Register.

1V0«INL'/

of

age

V Washing Pow-/

■»girss>r^a

1

Attest:
Jere’h D

v

DCN!UVDnYHI 039 1 Q

At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
ant lias been in town. ^.. .I)r. Charles
February, A. 1). 1890.
Bryant of Augusta has been the guest of liis
4 certain instrument,
purporting to be the last
iTL will and testament of RICHARD K. PATbrother, Dr. E. C. Bryant_The KinderTERSON. late of Searsport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented lor pro- garten gave an entertainment at Union Hall
bate.
Feb. 21st—The Minstrels—which was very
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inenjoyable.... The stockholders of the Wavterested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Repub- erly Woolen Co. held their annual meetlican Journal, printed at Belfast! that the\ mav
ing Feb. 11th, and re-elected the old board
ap| ear at a Probate Court, to be in id at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesof
officers.
The directors held their
day of. March next, at ten of the (dock before
meeting immediately after. They were
noon, and show cause, if any the\ ha\e. win the
same should not be proved, approx d and allowed.
much pleased with the favorable
showing
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
i f«»r the year in view of the
depression in
A true copy. Attest:
business. It was voted by the directors that
Jere’h I). Parker. Register.
Messrs. Robert, William and Gordon I) »hson
shall, it they see tit, ineiva.se the machinery
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w itbin and for
to tin full capacity of the mill.
the County of Waldo, on the s.■. mid Tuesday of
February, A. D. 1890.
It May Do as Much for You.
/CERTAIN papers, purporting to be. autlienticat- j
yJ ed copies of the last will and testament, and
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving, 111., writes
the probate tlnreof. of FUAM IS BFTTRICK.
that lie had a Severe Kidney trouble for
late ot Waltham, m the County of Middlesex ami
many years, with severe pains in his back
Commonwealth of Massachnset s. deceased, Innand also that his bladder was affected,
lie
ing been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given i<> all persons tried many so called Kidney cures hut with1
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
out any good result.
About a year ago he
published three weeks sueeessivelv in the Re- i began the use of Electric Bitters andfound republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they ! lief at once. Electric Bitters is
especially
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- !
to cure of all Kidney and Liver
fast, within and for said county, on the second adapted
Tuesday of March next, at ten' of the clock be- ! troubles and often gives almost instant relief. One trial will prove our statement.
lore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why |
the same should not be proved, approved and alPrice only 50c. for large bottle. At A. A.
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker. Register.
T7ALDO SS.
In Court of Probate,held at Belfast
n
on the second Tuesday of February, 1 SIM*.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
1 > A Y11 > BBACK KTT and C. S. BRACK KTT. Execthe Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
utors on the estate of CYNTHIA ELUNOWOOI),
February A. I). 189(5.
late of Winterport, in said County, deceased. Inn
M. DAVIS, Guardian of CHARLES
ing presented their first and final* account, of adH. DAVIS and SAMUEL T. DAVIS, minor
ministration of said estatt for allowance.
heirs of JOHN' A. DAVIS, late ot Jackson, in said
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a weeks
successively, in the Republican Journal,
petition for license to sell, at public or private
in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
piinted
sale, certain real estate of said minors, situate in
interested may attend at a Probate Court, t
be
said Jackson.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
That
the
said petitioner give notice to
Ordered,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
next,
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
sa'id account should not he allowed.
order to be published three weeks successively in
OEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
A true copy. Attest:
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
D. Parker, Register.
Jerk'h
Belfast, within and for said County, on tlie second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock beIn
of Probate, lieid at Bel,
SS.Court
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
1T7AFIX)
YY
fast, on the second Tuesday of February
the praver of said petitioner should not be grant1S5MJ.
D1
LEA
M<
T
Executrix on the esVOOART,
ed.
E.
GEO.
JOHNSON, Judge.
tate of HERBERT \V
.JONES, late of Belfast, in
A true copy. Attest
said County, deceased, having presented her first
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.
and final account of administration of said estate
for allowano
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
Ordered. That notice thereof lie given, three
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
I). 189(5.
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
M. WORK, widow of ('ALVIN WORK,
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
late of Jackson, in said County of Waldo, deheld at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
ceased, having presented a petition that admini-- next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
tration of the estate of said deceased be granted
said account should not be allowed.
to her.
OEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
A true copy. Attest :
all persons interested by causing a cop\ of this orJerk'h D. Parker, Register.
der to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at WALDO SS.—hi Court of Probate, held at BelVt
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
fast, on the second Tuesday of February,
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock be- 1896. DANA B. SOUTH WORTH'and JOHN O.
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
BROOKS, Executors ot the last will and testawhy the prayer of said petitioner should not be ment of MARY E. SOI THWORTH, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented
granted.
their first account of administration of said esGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
tate, together with the private account of John.CL
Jere’h I). Parker, Register.
Brooks, Executor, for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
Febi uary,‘A. D. 189<*>.
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March
ATWOOD, Executor of the last will and
and show cause, if any they have, why the
next,
testament of JEREMIAH COLSON, late of
the said account should not be allowed.
Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
having presented a petition for the appointment
A true copy.
Attest:
of Ralph H. Cole of said Winterport as trustee
Jere’h 1). Parker, Register.
under said
the trustee named in said will

A true copy.

Ot toilet soap

lh‘

is all that can be desire I.”
Mrs. M. E. Barney, Rutland, \ t.

package

XXXX^XXXX^fyrfYYYvvY

Hamlin, M. D., of Brooklyn, N. Y has been
visiting his brother, Edwin Hamlin, at the
Lancy House....F. R. Spaulding carried 20
passengers to East Newport Feb. 22d
in bis large covered barge to attend a Good
Templar entertainment-Prof. H. H. Bry-

Restores Health

A

The Best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

each

and

guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell it at $1. 6 bottles for £5 or
it will be sent, prepaid on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, IncL

their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and Ar a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasFebruary, A. 1). 1890.
ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botwill and testament of SOPHIA It. CALI)
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and WELL, late ol Belfast, in saiu
County of Waldo,
J
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,'and
deceased, having been presented for probate.
take no other kind.
be
That
notice
to all persons
Ordered,
Iyr4<>
given
I
! interested by causing a copy of this order to
Fond mother—“Yes, sir; I have a little be published three weeks successively in the
fellow who is only 10 and yet he writes Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
beautiful poetry.”
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Old editor—“ Well, there’s some hope for Belfast, within and for said County, on the secthem when you catch ’em young; you can ond Tuesday of March next, at ten* of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
whip it out of ’em easier then.”
whv the same should not be proved, approved
Bucklen’s

in

i.ist ot <

W. Varney, H. Powers, John Weymouth
others attended the G. A. R. encampment
at
Bangor. Several ladies,
including Mrs. U. A. Sylvester, Mrs. G. W.
Varney and Mrs. G. S. Gould, attended the
Relief Corps meetings_Dr. E. L. Stevens
of Belfast was in town
recently_Cyrus

Silas Farley.
Dr. Miles Heart Cure is sold on a positive

enclosed

choice n.
cake of Olive \
Oil .Soap ^ci!l be \
found in each pack-

/A

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.,
Glastonbury, Conn.
Makers of W.lKams'

cently and gave an illustrated lecture before the L. T. L, Society.... J. F. Connor has
returned from a month’s trip south_Mr.
and Mrs. E. Mellenof Brockton, Mass., have
been visiting Mrs. Mellen’s sister, Mrs. F.
F. Folsom, recently.Abel D.ivis, G.

Dycsville, Ohio.

will,
having declined said trust.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested bv causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

I want to tell
you how very much tleased
with your

we are

IjlMllA

When Baby was sfek. we gave her Castoria.
the country shall make of itself one vast When she was a
Child, she cried for Castoria,
hank, with branch establishment in every When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
j
post office. Such banks, could they be | When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
established, would be practically like our

means

!c

my

the money markefs
therefore, essential

in

c

shall go out of the banking business.
In
almost the next breath they demand that

Pittsfield

Heart disease,^

SWAN t SIBLEY CO,
.JOBBERS

OF

CRAIN,
FEED.
SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
lni|>or|<
Dealers in

tineM

fin-

of

i's

quality

I'-nlt.
"I

Anthracite and
Blacksmith
WORDFRS FROM?TI Y FILLED.

33,33,37 I’rnnt St., lie!fast. Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

I f

G. T. READ,
MACHINIST,
...WIKI.

(!IVK

SI-I.<

I A I.

ATTKNTIO.V TO...

FIDELITY AND CASUALTY CO.
of New

York,

N. Y.

Bolt aid Plot Ttoalii.

Incorporated and Commenced Business in 1870.
Geo. F.

Seward, Pres.

Kobt. J.

Hildas, Secy.

Capital paid up in cash..$250/ (Ml
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Real estate owned, unincumbered. $554,034
Stocks and bonds owned, market value 1,393,251
Cash in t rincipal office and in bank...
70,093

00

_DK.VI.KK

IN_

73
10
10
2,055 10
307.318 05
13,132 80

Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection,
All other assets.
..

%
Jf

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of
the company at their actual value.. .$2,341 085 72
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
i Agent for Waldo County for an
! Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims
409,547 50
automatic burglar alarm
Amount required to safely re-insure all
1,342,029 07
and wants a few working
| outstanding risks.
All other demands, viz: commissions,
etc.
19,913 83
I
|

...

agents.£ jT“

liabilities, except capital stock

Total
and

net

surp’us

1.772,0‘JO 46
250/mh 00
318,995 26

..

Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus beyond capital.

GEO. T. HEAD,

Aggregate amount of liabilities, in.$2,311,085 72
c.tiding net surplus

46 MAItf STREET

BELFAST.

....

JAHES PAT l EE, Agent, Belfast.

Quincy

Mutual Fire Insurance

QUINCY,

OF

318

Conip’y

MASS.

Incorporated and Commenced Business in
Cn

as.

A.

ix.r>l

Howland, Pres. William H. Fay, See.

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Real estate owned by company, unincumbered....... $17/0' 00
Loans on bondand mortgage (first liens
01,300 on
Stocks ami bonds owned, market value, 355 497 00
Loans secured by collaterals. 121,800 00
Cash in office and in bank.
38,118 20
Interest due and accrued, and rents_
7,756 53
Premiums in due course of collection...
12,881 17

Aggregate of all the admitted
the company

at

assets

their actual value

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1895.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims....
Amount required to safely re-insure all

IN GOLD, STEEL and
RUBBER FRAHES,

ADAPTED TO A LI. AUKS.

SS-Superior

$(>14,352 90

I am closing out my large stock of optical
goods at HALF- PPICF;. Now is your opportunity to have your eyes fitted for a lit

tie money.

4,543 43

outstanding risks.'.. 255,485 94
demands, viz: commissions,

fixe corn

All other
3w8

amount

of

PILES!

liabilities.$264,129 37

PILES!

mxes

SKI-LINO AT OKKA'I HAUOAINS.

4,100 00

etc

Total

Colored Classes, it-

TO PlIOTEET AM, STKKNOTM EN WEAK LY l-.S,

of

—

Spaetaelfij and Eys Olasso

C?. HEKVEY,
Phoenix Row.
Belfast, Fell. 20, 181)0.—3w8

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays t he itching at once, act
as a poultice, gives instant relief
Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, ,§1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’Ct CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
1 4C,

TO
shall be

TAX

PAYERS!

my office in Memorial building Saturdays from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 i*. m.,
until January 1, 1X96.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two percenton their taxes must
pay by January 1 1X96.
H. F. MASON. Collector.
Belfast, Sept,. 1, 1896.—29tf

I

at

Searsp rt

R. Palmer of Hartford, Coun., spenf*

W.

Sunday

in town.

pairs_B. A. Gowen is building a large
lot of grocery wagons and Bangor punts and
has a car load of road wagons and covered
carriages coming the first of March. He al-

Reading at the Congregational parsonage
this, Thursday, evening.
W, E. Grinnell arrived by boat Wednesw ith some liue team horses.

day

so

Mrs. O. C. Young and daughter arrived
borne frt m Honolulu last week.

Sell. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closson, is
loaded with hay for Boston.

Capt. Andrew L. Carver will take command of ship El Capitan now at New York.
The recent storm demoralized our mails
blit w e escaped without serious damage to
property.

Capt. C. F. Carver and wife of Camden,
Me., have been visiting his daughter Mrs.
Sawyer.

C. O.

«

D. Colcord and Mrs. Paine
.stoim-stay < d here and did not reach

ii lu

ina

iLts

Annual

until \\

ednesday.

meeting

town

the Kith inst.,
the town reports

is postponed until
account of failure

Monday,

on

to

printed.

get

H. "Warren will give an oyster stew to
the members ol Sears Lodge Friday evening,
and degree work will be conferred.

Henry Whitcomb, Peter Ward, F. A.
Wentworth and >'. Parse have employment
on the new vessel building at Belfast.

evening-H.
town last

d

good

is

anticipated.
Capt. B. E. Colcord and family left for
New York by steamer Monday to join Capt.
f ole-ord’s ship, Ceuteiiuial, loading for San
as a

time

A singular phenomenon was ohterved
here Saturday about 1 o’clock p. m. The
tide fell 2 leet in 15 minutes. Was this noticed elsewhere V
What do our scientific

|

say of it?

On account of the storm last Sunday, contribution will be taken at. the Congregational church, with communion service, in the
afternoon at 3.30.
At the Harbor church
communion at the afternoon service.

By

I

The annua! supper, entertainment and
sale of the M. E. society of this v illage came
off Tuesday evening, Feb. 25th, with great
success.
The crow d w as immense, over one
hundred and twenty-five coming from Belfast- The tables were gorgeous, the viunds
Kuo edibles luscious, and no one need go
away hungry. The entertainment, arranged by Mrs. May Myers and Miss Lillian
Jgumiells. surpassed all former efforts of
these skillful artists. The opening Solo was
a child song,touchingly rendered by Miss
Ethel Suvary, daughter of Fred Savary of
Belfast. The second piece, which might aptly be cal led “'J lie. boy with brains,” was
finely rendered by Miss Minnie Kelbert.
Misses Nancy and .Maud Nicliois ol Bucksport sang “Go pretty rose” and were heartily encored. Miss Je nnie Curtis sang “Litan encore.

NOIM JI

"i ia

-ehools

this Week.

llioUgla

lit

liKJIS.

toWl.l

Will

close

si oi

alter was u town last
Mrs. Marion Mathews.

week,

.J. W. Smart has a sheep vvliieh dropped a
lamb 11.t first oi Fehiuary, wliidi weighed
12 pounds.
ami Mis. B.
were in Town last
Mrs. M. E. Brown.
Mr.

S. Small of Swauv ilie
week, guests ot Mr. and

A. N. Nickerson has returned from the
Kennebec river, where lie lias been employed by the Knickerbocker Ice Co.

About fifty
Year bali

lught and
all.

couples attended the Leap
at the Grange hall last Thursday
a most enjoyable time was had by-

Mi Ei.sha Parsons of Swanville is a very
smart man for one of bis age.
He is past SO
years old, and one day recently while in the
employ of F. H. Cleaves* of this town lie
chopped and piled up one cord of hard wood.
CO UN T Y

CO It It KSPOND E N C E.

Belmont. Miss Abbie Morril! was in
Morrill last week visiting friends_One of

enjoyable
many years
was given at Mystic Grange Hall last Friday evening by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hatch
the

most

times

for

and a number of others of Morrill.
It consisted of a reunion, ending with a picnic supper and an old folk’s dance in which many
elderly ladies and gentlemen renewed their
age and tripped the light fantastic toe till
the “we sma’ hours.” We hope they will
all come again-Don’t forget the sociable
at M\stic Grange Hall, Tuesday eveuing,
March 10th, under the management of the
North Belmont Cemetery Association_
Mr. C. P. Morrill & Son have sold, their
bay
m»re Topsy to Capt. l\. H. Coombs.

L. A. S. at [Mrs. Mar
garet Greeley’s was largely attended. One
pleasant feature of the evening was whistling solos by Miss Lizzie Whitcomb of Searsport. As we listened to the flute-like notes
Swaxville.

The

of “Listen to the Mocking Bird” as they
rippled forth v\ e could hardly realize that
they did not issue from the throat of the

feathered

in

pects

songster himself-Miss Hattie

May Nickerson, who has been visiting in
Bueksport, is at home again_Albert T.
Mudgett has completed the Commercial
Coi rse at Bangor ai d is at home for a short

vacation.. .Cleveland Hartshorn and Josiah
Nickerson are quite sick at the present writ-

ing-There

was a

social

hop

at

Cumming-

ham’s hall last Friday night.... Miss Lizzie
Whitcomb of Searsport is the guest of Miss
Lyda Nickerson.
Wintkiipokt. Garfield Lodge, l. O. O. F.,
conferred the .'M degree in Odd Fellowship
on d candidates Monday evening, Feb. 24th.
Dist. Deptuty Samuel Adams was present.
Representatives from Monroe, Fort Knox,
Hermon and other lodges were there. A nice
supper was served and a very pleasant time
reported... .The Masonic hall Wednesday is
reported to have been a very line one. Good
supper and good music, and everything
pleasant.... Mrs. C. M. Chase is visiting
relatives in Monroe-Mrs. Frank Hardy
lias returned from a visit to her parents in
Monroe.... Misses Catherine Simouton and
Mida Atwood are at home from the E. M.
C. Seminary for the vacation_Miss Bertha
Weed, whose serious illness was reported last week, passed away Sunday morning.
....Mrs. Jule, who has been taking care of
Mrs. E. P. Curtis, was called to Orland Saturday, and Mrs. Curtis’ sister-in-law, Mrs.
Deane of Hampden, is with her for the present.
.German measles are very prevalent.
Among the late victims are Mrs. C. C.
Moody, Mrs. C. R. Lougee, H. F. Lougee
and Lizzie Grant-Mrs. Walter Haley is

to

preach

the

coming

Prospect Village.

year.

Mr. and

Mrs. M. H.

born of Frankfort and Mrs. Horace Emerof Wiuterport joined us at supper and a
jolly good time was enjoyed by all. The
next meetiug will be with Mr. and Mrs. Orrin B. Gray, March 12th-Mrs. Belle Erskine and Mrs. L. Hopkins of Frankfort were
the guests of Mrs. Lizzie Libby Feb. 26th.
....Mr. Charles Robinson of Searsport is
pressing hay for Chas. H. Littlefield. He
will press for any one now for the next two
months. He has a good crew and does good
son

iug cough continues to find new victims_
Miss Oct-avia Harrimau, who has been here
several weeks, leaves soon for Providence,
R. I., where she wili be employed as private
uurse-James Stowers, who has been attending school in Hampden, is here for a
vacation-The sociable last Thursday
evening at Mr. E. G. Clifford’s was well attended. Over sixty were present. Hulled
corn and milk, cakes, pies and coffee were
served.

work-Miss

Five valuable horses have
Prospect.
died in tins place within one year. Levi
Clark lost two, Geo. Harding one, E. Clark
one and Me.vin Clark one.
All have bought
again but Mel, and lie has the fever bad and

North Troy. Misses Maud Monroe and
Angie Garcelon are at home from M. C. 1_
Judge R. W. Rogers and wife of Belfast

|

visited

in

town

recently.Mrs.

Lizzie

Whittaker has gone to Hartland... .Quite an
of pulp wood was hauled to Unity
Station last week from this town....Mr.
Lincoln Merrick of Hartland was in town
last week, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Whittaker.... W. W. Ogier, Presiding Elder,

William Overlook and sou Sumner of Stockton springs were in this vicinity last week.
....Mrs. Eastman Clark is no better_
Henry Collier of Frankfort is at Everett
Littlefield’s for the present.... Mrs. Linda
Littlefield has fully recovered from her recent illness-C. II. Gross, who was blown
up by powder some time ago, is able to go
out and does lots of work in the house. His
wife is still confined to her bed_Daniel
Donever and Manson D. George joined the
I. O. O. F. last week at Searsport,
Sears
Lodge is prospering finely-Geo. C. Ward
and family are in this part of the town, the
guests of Mrs. Sarah S. Clark... .Two young
men of this town deserve a word of
praise—
Liunie and Clifton Sprague. Their ages are
14 and 17 years and they have an invalid
father; also five in number in their family.
These two boys for the past year have worked night and day and have built a nice
house, all finished on the outside and paint,
ed. They have moved in and are finishing
the inside as fast as possible, besides getting

a

paratory for town meeting-The last meeting of the \V. C. T. U. was held at the home
of Mrs. Abbie Newell, Feb. 25th.
The next
meeting w ill he with Mrs. Rewbertie Whitney March 10th-Mr. Reuben Rhoades,
and Mrs. Josie Jackson of Albion were married Sunday, Feb. 23d, at the home of the
bridegroom, Rev. Tobias Lord of Burnham
officiating. A large circle of friends extend
congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Rhoades.
Troy. Miss Alma Heath, who has been
invalid for a long time, has, it is said, received $500 from the property of a deceased
brother-David L. Smith, an old resident
of the town, fell and fractured his hip last
week. Dr. Dodge was called to attend him.
Owing to his advanced age it is doubtful if
he recovers-B. F. Harding has begun the
spring term of school at East Troy_Benniah Harding has returned from a visiting
tour in Pittsfield, Detroit, Etna and Dixmont-Mrs. M. C. Parsons has been confined to the house with a severe cold for two
weeks-Mr. Charles H. Forbes of Brooks
w as in tow’ii last Friday-Mrs. Levi Harding, who has been in a hospital in New York
for treatment of cancer, is expected home
this w’eek. The treatment lias been very
successful-Mrs. Benjamin Cook and Mrs.
Edgar Harding of Unity were the guests of
an

about 15 cords of wood at their door.
there are two smarter boys anywhere
would like to hear from them.

Nortliport
Capt.

we

News.

Mendell is getting lumber on the
readiness to build his new stable
as soon as tne weather permits.
It will he
30x40 feet. Mr. M. has long felt the need of
a larger and more
commodious building
than his old one, and we are glad that he

gratify

his

desire.

to

a

very

respectable

amount.

Probably

Mr. Mark Mendell felt as well pleased as
any one, as he had the pleasure of carrying
vacation.
home a lovely cake tipping the beam at
Appleton.
One of the best entertain- 8 3-4
pouuds. He was fortunate enough to
ments ever given in this place came off Tuesj give it the exact weight.
day evening, Feb. 25th, in Riverside Hall.
The masque ball given in aid of the Good
It, was
the Black
a min-

j

given b>

strel company in
ladies took part.

Beauties,

which fifteen of
The hall

was

;

Templars society Tuesday evening,Feb.25th,
was well attended, although the
maskers
packed full | were not so numerous as on a former occaour

young

J

and the towns of Union, Hope, Searsmont i
sion.
Still they made a very respectable apand Warren were represented. The songs,
pearance and afforded the spectators conchoruses, dancing and instrumental parts siderable amusement in
guessing who they
were all finely rendered, and encores were
Mr. Mudgett of Belfast furnished
were.
frequently given. A leap year dance and the music, and
everybody knows he is sec!
supper followed, and a large number enjoy- ond to none in that line.
During the rest
ed this portion of the entertainment.
A I
between dances ice cream and cake were
handsome sum was realized, which will be !
served. All in all it was a very pleasant
used for repairs on the F. B. church_Will !
time and all seemed to enjoy the evening
Harwood, a former resident of Appleton,
very much, and the society was happy in the
has secured a fine situation with the Oak |
fact that a little more surplus had been addManufacturing Co. in New York. He rep- ed to their funds obtained for the
putting
resents the company in Philadelphia....
on the finishing touches to the hall they
John and U. S. Gushee have been confined 1
built last summer.
to house with the measles.
Mrs. William
The variety wedding given by Mr. and
•
Walker and Mrs. Geo. Wentworth have
Mrs. J. J. Shaw at Temple Heights last Fribeen seriously ill, hut are now convalescent,
j day evening was well attended. About fifty
-A few specimens of the pine grosbeak
improving very slowly-Charles Haley is
of their friends met to congratulate them
have
been
seen
here.
These
birds
are
not
able to he out again... .Mrs. H. F. Rowe,
on the 20th anniversary of their marriage
who has been quite ill, is out again_Miss often seen in Maine. They are natives of
and brought with them substantial tokens of
Bertha Jepson has just closed a very sucthe northern regions-Harry Buchanan of
cessful term of school at Oak Point_Roy
their friendship in various kinds of glass,
Fernald is at the Bangor Hospital having Camden has been spending a few days with
tin and wooden ware that were graciously
his hand treated —Miss Ada Dyer has clos- Charles Newbert. These young men are far
received by the host and hostess. Everyed a very pleasant and profitable year with
mous hunters and have captured quite a
the school in Dist. No. 12-Quarterly meet- number of foxes this winter ...Dr. M. L.
body present seemed to feel well pleased by
ing services will he held at the Methodist Palmer and wife of Waldoboro were guests the generous reception accorded them by
church next Sunday by Rev. H. W. Norton. Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Gushee....
The quarterly conference will be at the ves- Leon Peabody is attending the Commercial Mr. and Mrs. Shaw and daughter. There
The large
was plenty cf amusement for all.
try Friday evening.
College in Rockland.
..

|

j

”°‘rsf®,U

TONICS

*

GREAT
_

NERVE
Bl'lLBKR

James K. Boknett,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.

Dr. Swan’s Nerve
and Blood Tonic.
Swa^T Nerve L

fi'd0“di.Tt0hneiCbea;,spr“ng

BpON
EVERY medicine in the market.
11 Proved so in m>' case.
Nfi’RVE'
NKRVK x can
heartily recomjpj mend it to all who are
run down in health and
THE need a tonic.”

CAMERON
Bar Harbor. Me.

A.

BODY

Scates rtedical Co.,

ings we have had for some time. Everything was quiet, harmony prevailed, and
business was dispatched with alacrity. At
its close everybody seemed satisfied with

our

CREATES
"K4ITH
AND RE-

SPLENDID LINE

STftRI?a
“TURKS

THE

of HIGH
tor the

ENEReIES

Westbrook,

fie.

D El, FA

ST.

ARRIVED.

Feb. 26.

Sell. Maria

Webster, Turner, Mt. De-

sert.

Feb. 28. Schs. Emma S. Briggs, Osborn, Boston ; James Holmes, Ryan, do
Feb. 29
Soli. Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Boston;
Pearl, Webster, Treniont.
March 2. Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.

SPRING OF ’96.

|

Belfast

Price

corrected weekly

next to that

BECAUSE

AMERICAN PORTS.

IT IS
We have them in all

|

Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 25. Sld, sch. Viola RepCummings, Boston.
Fernandina, Feb. 25. Ar, sch. Senator Sullivan,
Crockett, New York; 28, ar, sch. Edward H.
Blake, Smith, Providence.

Even after Doctors and other

N kw Sharon, Dec. 5,1HH5.
I
Gents: I have had stomach I
trouble. Have used your Sarsa
parilla and Nerve Tonic ai.fi it
has hel; ed me. 1 believe it to be !
a good blood Tonic.
Simon G k e k n ea f,
Deputy Sberiir,
Franklin County, Maine.

Dalton’s

Eamily

Pills have no

equal IN THE WORLD.
do not
isn’t

They

gripe. Strong statement,
it?

A

free

sample

will

Staples* Cottrell,
OUR

SPRING STYLES HEAN
OT BRIGHT, Nl
CLEAN,
ERESH, STM I

GOOD NEWS FOR WOMEN
A

Discovery

STOCK

Cannot Be Esti.
mated in Dollars and Cents.

12 Main Street, Belfast

Hats & Caps

1
■

SPRING STYLES,

Stiff Hats,
Soft Hats,

Caps.

WILCOX STIFF HA
j

Sold ONLY by

|

by any Hat on the market for style
Look then
beauty and durability.
over.

_

»,

Danger.

:: *:
market.

That alum in food is unwholesome is a fact as
well established as that arsenic is a poison.
Eminent scientists, by experiments upon both
human beings and animals, have demonstrated it.

Physicians everywhere aver it. Health Boards
and legislatures have passed laws restraining the
as pure cream of tartar
for sale in almost every
grocery.

Avoid every new baking powder until you
have had it analyzed and proved it free from
alum. Baking powders sold, either wholesale or retail, at a lower price than the Royal,
are almost invariably made from alum, and
should be avoided under all circumstances.

Powder.

monia,
cream

use

of the Royal Baking

only free

from alum and

but its combination of

of

tartar and

chemically

bi-carbonate of soda is

am-

pure
act-

ually an anti-dyspeptic, promoting digestion and
adding to the wholesomeness of the food.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO., 106 WALL ST., NEW-YORK.

......

left.
..

Quick

or

you lose it.

AT..

P. Palmer,

Dwight

LOCKES

Masonic Temple. Belfast, Me

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

E

AND NOV EL IN

0

Hold & Silver Belts.
THE

LATEST

and FELTS

RAGE OE

AT

PARIS AND NEW YORK.
THE ONLY STYLE OE BELT TO

sale of alum powders, and making the use of alum
in food a misdemeanor. Nevertheless alum bak-

ing powders represented

exeelh't

Bargain

a.um

baking

is not

59c. Underwear

_

**

myself,

ONLY A FEY PIECES oF THAT

ex-

danger now
menacing the public
in the numer_£?_

**

It is not

THA T IS WHAT M
VVE HAVE 1 HI M

GOODS.
WANT.

►V;

Which

of the grave

May Defy

Safety

tor an

Medicines have failed.

Current.
Price Paid Producer

There should be the fullest

lies in the

looking

are

CURES

Address dr. BANDGN, 826 Broadway, New
York City. ESTABLISHED 30
YEARS.

powders

:

a:

^EXTRA FINE HAT°j

IT

j

pa rd,

are

F you

j

Y ork.

the

styles

colors.

GO a 75 Hay, |> ton, 0 00m. 12 00 j
4m ."> Hides, p lb,
3m4 ;
1 85^/2 no Lamb, p It,,
5m 7
30m45
medium, 1 00,.«1 75 Lamb Skins,
4 m 5
yel’w eyes 1 40 m1 5o Mutton, p lb,
Butter, p lb,
10«2oOats, p bu, 32 lb, 3()m32
25</30 ;
Heef, p ib,
5^0.7 Potatoes.
4 1 -2«5
50a55 Round Hog,
Harley, p bu,
10a 2 Straw, p ton, 5 on a G no \
Cheese, p ft,
11 a 13 Turkey, p ib.
1 4 a 1 u,
Chicken, p lb,
/
r'yCalf Skins,
50 a 1 00 Tallow,
2 a 4
To women who are not well, and tired of the
Gm7
14,m1c> Veal, p lb,
Duck, p Ib,
14 Wool, unwashed, 14m 15
Unless. nauseating taking of drugs. Dr. SanEggs, p doz,
8u Id Wood, hard, 3 50a5 00
Fowl, p hi,
son of New York wishes to announce that he
Geese, p ib,
14,0.10 Wood, soft, 3 00,0.3 50
baa just issued a neat illustrated littie book
Retail Price.
Retail Mari' t.
Pool 00 fully explaining how they can treat and cure
Beef,corned, p lb, 7.«8 Lime, p bbl,
IS oat Meal, p lb, 3 l-2«4 themselves at home by electricity.
Butter, salt, p box,
The treat4 5 Onions, p lt>,
2 1-2 «3
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 45 Oil,kerosene,gal, 13m 15 ment is so c >mruon-sense that it does not. adCorn Meal, p bu.
45 Pollock, p lb,
4«4 1-2 mit of failure. aud every womau
suffering fe7oH
Cheese, p ft,
14-glfi Pork, p ft,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20 Plaster, p bbl,
1 20 male vveakness. rheumatism, lumbago, kid<»3
ney or stomach complaints, etc., does herself
Codfish, dry, p It)
0^x0 Rye Meal, p ft,
90 a05
Cranberries, p «{t, 8(a. 10 Shorts, p cwt,
5 a(5 an injustice by not investigating it. The book
('lover Seed, p ft, 1 3 m 14 Migar, p ft,
40 holds out no false inducements, but
Flour, p bbl, 3 7B&47& Salt, T. I.. p bu.
gives
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85(a3 00 Sweet Potatoes, 4«4 1-2 scores of
plain references in every State who
Lard p ft,
2l-2o.3
8^11 Wheat Meal,
have been cured after all other treatments
failed. It is free by mail, upon application.

Whittier. Portland.

T\

our

Rea ns,! pea,

Baltimore, Feb. 27. Cld, bark Fred P. Litchfield, New York.
Portland, Feb. 24. Ar, sch. George Gurney,
Carr, Boston via. Haggert’s Cove, to load for New

_

a man q.
his skin, h

MONARCH SHIRTS

Apples, p bu,
dried, p lb.

York, Feb. 25. Cld, sch. Florence Leland,
Spofford, Jacksonville; sld, bark Henry Norwell,
Charleston, S. C.; 26, ar, ship Shenandoah,
Murphy, San Francisco; cld, sch. James A. Garfield, Wood, Orange Bluffs, Texas; 28, ar, bark
Adam W. Spies, Field, Hong Kong; cld, ship
Great Admiral, Rowell, Melbourne; sell. Gen.
Adelbert Ames, Small, Fernandina.
Boston, Feb. 25. Ar, sch. Minnetta, Crockett,
Winterport; 26, ar,schs. Fannie *& Edith, Marcellus, Hattie Page and Miantonomah. Belfast; Jennie F. Willey, Rockport for Port-au-Prince, leaking; 27, ar, sch. Mary farrow, Morrissey, Winterport; cld, sch. Nahum Chapin, Arey, Norfolk; 28,
ar, schs. Daylight, Baltimore; Helen, Batehelder,
New York; sld, sch. Hattie Page. Belfast.
Philadelphia, Feb. 28. Ar, schs. Linali C. Kaminski, Ray, Brunswick, Ga.; Sarah E. Palmer,

jT §1posure

as

POR SALE-HP ALL DEALERS.

for the journal.

Produce Market.

New

T

tits

as

*AILED.

Feb. 27. Sell. Jordan L. Mott, Speed, Rockland.
March 2. Sch. Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland.

"^L

GOObS

GRADE

well
NOTHING

Bl'NKEU. In West CJouldsboro, Feb. 17, Seth,
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Hunker, aged
G months and 4 days.
Conley. In Isle an Haul, Feb. 15, Mrs. Helen
Conley, aged G8 years, 3 months and 13 days.
( OLLAMORE.
In Vinalhaven, Feb. 22, Mrs. Jane
Collamore, aged 90 years.
Hatch. In Deer Isle, Feb. 15, Frederick Hatch,
aged 38 ye;, rs.
Kaler. In Warren. Feb. 21. Mary E., wife of
Gardner Kaler, aged 47 years and 2 months.
Sanford
In Montville, Feb. 20, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sanford, aged 9 months.
Scott.
In Deer Die, Feb. 23, Celia Scott, aged
G years.
Smith.
In Searsyu rt, Feb. 28, Mrs. Caroline
Smith, aged GG years and 9 months.
Wentworth'. In North Appleton, Feb. in, Warren 1*. Went worth, a native of Hope, aged 7<'years,
2 months and 28 days.

MKAS.

ut

use,

bigger out of the store
they do in, come and see

----

DIED.

weut home contented in
mind and body to await the coming of another year. The school committee met Monday afternoon and re-elected Mr. F. A.
Dickey as supervisor of schools.

l’OK'i

their worth in

prove it.

their work and

SHIP

bargains that

want

you
IF
prove
that look
ti an

ACTS

North Haven.
Tracy-Robinson. In Green’s Landing, Deer
Isle, Feb. 13, Charles B. Tracy and Nina E. Robinson, both of Deer Isle.

_

The church supper and sociable given by
the ladies of the Baptist society Wednesday
evening, Feb. 26th, was very successful. A
large company was present, the articles for
sale went off rapidly, and the solid, substantial spread provided was well patronized,
thereby swelling the receipts of the evening

children in the hospital for
treatment. Her little son, five years old,
has a spinal trouble, and a little girl has a
trouble with her knee. It is sincerely hoped
that they may meet with entire recovery, as
it is very sad to think of them as life-long
cripples-Lena Ferguson is home from
Farmington Normal School for the spring
two of her

„„„

j

in

can now

For
Sensible People
Who Aim to
Save Money.

W 8

—

first of

Mr. Mark-

ground

merits of Dr. Swan’s
BEST Nerve and Blood Tonic.
I was completely run
QP
down and tired out.
Now. after taking
ALL
your medicine, I feel
BLOOD like a new man. I have
so wel1
for

1

Chapman

of sch. Kitty Lawry
the week for Rockland,
where he will load with lime for Portland,
bringing back nails and finishing lumber to
Glover & Co. at Rockland.
left the

Mrs. Inez M. Harding recently_Mrs.
Caroline 1’iper has been spending a few
(lays in West Troy with Mrs. Abner Green.
-Mrs. Ada Rand lias gone to Lewiston to

place

W.

If

A Few Facts

cash the check.

It gives me great
pleasure to testify to the

..

buy another suon... .Mr. and Mrs. Studley of Searsport were in town last week....

meeting at Union church, Feb. 23rd..
Eva Garcelon, who has been on the
sick list for some time, is again able to he
out.. .The selectmen have been
busy the
past w'eek settling up the town affairs, preheld

If it don't cure you,

of the weather it was well attended. At 10
Spoken. Fel>. 24, forty-five miles N. E. of Hatbark Willard Mudgett, Colcord, from Monteo’clock the meeting was called to order by , teras,
video for Boston.
the clerk, who announced that it was neces- j
Pori land, Feb. 26. In the United States Court
to day before Judge Webb, was heard the $3,000
sarv to choose a moderator before the busij libel brought by the owners of the schooner Julia
of Tremont, Me., against the tow boat
ness of the
meeting could proceed. Mr. J. It. ! S. Bailey
Eaton of Sullivan Falls. The libel claims
Then fol- | Philips on account of the carelessness
Hurd was chosen moderator.
of the tow
damages
lowed the election of the following officers boat. Case still on trial.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 27. The rates on carryfor the ensuing year: Towu Clerk, F. A. ing coal in the coastwise trade are now so low
that
owners claim that sailing vessels can barely
Rhoades; Treasurer, F. A. Dickey; Select- i ship their
and quite a number of big schoonpay
way,
men, Oscar Hill, R. A. Packard and F. I.
ers have tied up.
Sch. Laura Anderson, a fourwith a carrying capacity of 1,600 tons of
Dickey. The two former gentlemen were inaster
coal, has tied up at Providence and will wait for
re-elected, while Mr. F. I. Dickey is a new a rise In rates before starting out again. Sch.
W. Lawrence, now at Providence, split her
member, Mr. P. G. Hurd having declined to Sarah
fore and mainsails and a jib in a squall which ocMr. J. W, curred during the voyage!
serve any longer on the board.
Disasters &o. Sch. Jennie F. Willey of ThomKnight, tax collector. Mr. J. R. Hurd and aston
Cape. Bulger, from Rockport, Me., for
Mr. Bartlett Wadlin were elected to fill the
Port-au-Prince, with a cargo f ice, put into Boston, Feb. 26. leaky. She will he docked and have
expired terms of two of the school committee, her
butts and garboard calked...The ship J. B.
of whom one declined to serve again and the Walker of Bath, Me., which has been ashore on
other had moved away. Capt. A. F. El well Liberty Island, New York, since Feb. 6, was hauled oil', Friday, by two tugs and anchored in deep
was elected
water.
She will he taken to Eric Basin and drytruant officer, and also sexdocked
Sell. Carrie A. Iiucknam. Stubbs, from
ton, so that he will have his hands full, Fernaudina, Fla., for
Point-a-Pitre, with a cargo
carrying the small boys into one place, of pitch pine (before reported), experienced a
and carrying others into another place. hurricane Fob. 6, during which the vessel lost
spanker; water became salted and unfit for use;
Voted to raise $2,100 to defray town charges portion of deckload was jettisoned. M Tracy,
1 he mate, had his leg broken. This,
together with
and to pay town debt; also $1,500 to be ex- the
vessel being disabled, compelled the master
pended on highways, and $000 for schools. to put into Bermuda for medical aid and repairs;
vessel was towed into
$450 were voted to rebuild the school house effected. The mate isport 15th; repairs are being
progressing favorably, but
in the Grant district; $100 were voted for
another mate will be procured and the vessel will
Sch. Sarah W.
the Methodist Campground and $20 for the resume her voyage in a few days
Lawrence, at Providence, Fell. 27, from Norfolk,
Spiritualists Campground, to be expended was struck by a squall on the passage and lost jib,
and split foresail and mainsail.
on their streets, besides some other small
sums of minor importance.
It was voted to
BOKN.
suspend the school in the Priest district.
The report of the chairman of the selectmen
Akey. In Rockport, Feb. 23, to Captain and
was read and accepted.
It showed the of- Mrs. David Arey, a daughter.
Anderson. In BrooKlin, Feb. 15, to Mr. and
:
ficers had faithfully performed their duties,
Mrs. Peter A. Anderson, a son— Leroy Alexander.
and notwithstanding the dullness of the
Black. In Brooksville, Jan. 21, to Air. and Mrs.
Elmer O. Black, a son—Owen.
times they had been able to lessen the debt J
Bowden. In Penobscot, Feb. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
of the town about $000.
The treasurer’s re- William W. Bowden, a son.
Bray. In Deer Isle, Feb. 23, to Mr and Mrs.
port was a model document. Its clearness and j Warren Bray, a daughter.
Conant.
In Rockland, Feb. 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
brevity showed that the affairs of that office
I. Merrill Conant, a daughter.
were in safe hands and carefully looked afHolland. In Isle au Haut, Feb. 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. H. Holland, a son.
ter. The report of the Supervisor of Schools
Russell. In Vinalliaven, Feb. 22, to Mr. and
was an admirable one, aud we doubt if a
Mrs. Edward Russell, a daughter.
Soule. In Searsmont, Feb 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
more able or practical paper has ever been
Edwin Soule, twin daughters—Ida Belle and Etta
presented to the people than that pre- May.
sented last Monday for the consideration
of the voters.
It
unmistakably showed
MARRIED.
that not only great pains had
been bestowed upon
but
that
brains
had
it,
Grindle-Harriman. In North Penobscot, Feb.
figured conspicuously in its composition. 19. Reuben E Grindle of Penobscot and Mary L
Harriman of Orland.
The people at once realized its superiority,
Moody-Moody. In Searsmont, Feb. 25, Frank
aud that they had a supervisor who is alive C. Moody and Miss Edna E. Moody, both of Appleton.
to the duties of his office and fully comRhoades-Jackson. In Troy Fell. 23. by Rev.
Lord of Burnham, Reuben Rhoades of
petent by experience aud ability to make Tobias
Troy and Mrs. Josie Jackson of Albion.
the schools of this town a power for good.
Thayer-V\ hitmore. In North Haven, Feb. 19,
Altogether it wras one of the best town meet- Elisha E. Thayer and Josie B. Whitmore, both of

will

amount

Miss

Mrs. I.iie. 1

the gin

t

SKAHSloKT

was

Mary Mudgett is failing very
fast-Clifton Harriman, a little 3-year-old
boy, cut the ends off of three of the fingers
Lirerty. Mrs. L. C. Morse, Ralph and on his
right hand last week.
Vergie are at home from Pittsfield, on acProspect Ferry.
Capt. Fred Pray of
count of the diphtheria breaking out in that
Somes’ Sound visited E. R. Batclielder and
place-Mrs. Jane Gilman and son Roscoe
Capt. W. D. Harriman last Thursday and
from Newport are visiting in town_The
Annie Deveraux has been
lectures under the auspices of the W. C. T. Friday-Mrs.
confined to her bed with a bad cold, but at
U- are proving very successful, The speakthis writing is somewhat better_Miss
er last week was Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
Susie Harding is visiting friends in BucksVice President at large of the National W.
port-Mrs. Wliitehouse, who has been
T.
and
CMaine’s State President. Mrs.
U-,
at Capt. A, S. Wilson’s the past
stopping
Stevens is an able and fluent speaker, and
month, has returned to her home in Bucksher lecture was listened to by a large, atport-Ephraim K. Smart of Kingsley,
tentive and appreciative audience. Palms
Kansas, and Mr. and Mrs. William D. Smart
and potted plants adorned the pulpit, and a
of Searsport, visited Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
beautiful W. C. T. U. banner belonging to
and Miss Hannah Heagan last
the local union was conspicuous. The fol- Heagan
Thursday and Friday-Mr. Robert Paul of
lowing morning at the vestry a very helpful
Allston, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
and suggestive talk was given to the ladies
Luke last week... The clam stew sociable
line
of
the
work
taken
the
W.
along
up by
C. T. U. The next lecture will be by Prof. held at the sehoolliouse last Thursday night
was enjoyed
About fifty were
by all.
Stetson, State Superintendent of Schools,
present.
Thursday evening.

this paper is issued we shall
be in c< mruunn ation with the outside world
by the long distance telephone. The first
message sent over the wire by the long distance telephone was the locals for The
Journal.
the time

tle Alabama Coon,” and came out again on
Miss Millie Colcord sang “Good
By e, Sweet Day to a delighted ami appreciative audience
Albert Kane followed in
a character song, “When Bridget goes out
on a mash,” and gracefully responded to a
hearty encore. The climax of the evening
was "lhe sunflower chorus,” which to he
appreciated must be heard. There were
several artists behind the. curtain during
tir.s
picee, who
personated suntiovvers
through rents m the oMivas. with Master
1-icU Park as an md de.af man, ami Miss
bull, e W InTtum us a p am garden woman
in Iron
Tbs app.use w is deafening.
Miss
c- i.i
Hal Mis. May
liaimali
My-us presided ii t .e piam* Tie- receipts oi' the evening VV H >1: 0 [<> H i-.

Bangor

land is with relatives here for a visitMany bad colds are reported. The wdioop-

F raucisco.

men

1. Stevens of

week.

Haley visited Mr. and Mrs. John Averill in
Frankfort one day last week-The S. B. I.
Mrs
Frank
in
BucksI
daughter,
Grindle,
to the number of 54, met with Mr.
Society,
port last w'eek-Mrs. Waldo Richards, and
Mrs. W. S. Killman Feb. 27th. Mr. and
who has been in Searsport several weeks,
Mrs. Noah Twist, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Sanhas returned home_Walter Leach of Or-

lhe M. E. sociable will meet Thursday
evening, March 5th, with Mrs. E H. Durgin.
luvitt

visited at Nathaniel Hall’s last week-J.
E. Hall is disabled by a badly sprained
wrist-Mrs. C. M. Plummer had an attack
of tonsilitis last week, but is improving at
present-Elias Hall is in Lowell, Mass.,
visiting his children-Rev. S. H. Burton
moved last week to Razorville, where he ex-

Mr.
Austin
Sandypoint.
French of
French Bros. & Co., Boston, is here for a
few days-Mrs. Zenas Grant visited her

Cap. I). S. Loot.el!, Jr., and wife arrived
Hamburg ias week, made a short
l.eie ai»u returned to Boston Monday.

fiem
visit

ait

|

at home

tained last week by Mrs. D. Mudgett of Albion-The entertainment given by the Y.
P. S. C. E. was a success both socially and financially-The singing school taught by
Samuel Rollins of Unity closed last Friday

A

A 11

carriages.

continuing
Sunday....
Halldale. Owing to the heavy ram Rev.
suffering from inflammation of the eyelids.
Mrs. Hatch is improving in health, but T. R. Pentecost did not preach at the Vose
rather slowly_J. M. Larrabee has got school house last Sunday, and Rev. J. Washmost of the machinery in place in his new burn failed to get from here to Morrill to
meet his appointment-The Ladies’ Circle
saw-mill and wrill soon be ready to begin
met March 3d with Mrs. Chesley Ingraham.
sawing lumber.
_J. W. Plummer came home from Lynn,
Freedom.
I lie Ladies Circle meets with
last week to spend a short time with
Mass.,
Mrs. Abbie Lamson, Thursday afternoon,
his parents-A. T. Clifford of Wiuthrop
March 5th... .The Woman’s Club wras enter-

Joseph Nichols left Monday by steamer to
go as second tftieer in ship Centennial at
New York.

tl

hand

..

in the stream

were

gobd line of second

Newport News, Feb. 26. Sid, sch. Gov. Ames,
Providence.
Punta Gorda, Feb. 26. Sid, sch. Olive Pecker,
Torrey, New Orleans.
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 26. Ar, sch. Norombega, Amsbury, New York.

basement kitchen afforded a splendid place
dance in, and both old and young entered
into the rapid
changes of the quadrille with
a zest that was
truly delightful under the
to

FOREIGN PORTS.
inspiring music furnished by Messrs. Heal,
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 19.
In port, ship Cora,
Kelley and Pitcher. A generous supply of
Fairbairn, for Channel; F^eb. 20, ar, bark Evie
that is so prevalent here-D. A, Nye has apples, cake and confectionary refreshed the Reed, New York.
Bahia, Feb. 23. Ar, bark Doris, Thompson,
been visiting his son, Frank Nye, in Bangor. guests in the spare moments and a general
Baltimore.
filled up the
Rosario, Jan. 12. In port, bark Thomas A. GodUnity. There were no services here Sun- interchange of good feelings
dard for Boston.
the company
day on account of the severe storm-It is evening. About midnight
Havana, Feb. 20. Sid, sch. Talofa, Fletcher,
took their departure, happy in the reflection Port
the
Tampa.
among
sickly
here,
especially
quite
Yokohama, Feb. 2. In port, ships Win. H.
that a very pieasant evening had been enbabies_Mrs. Geo. Whitten is slowly reMacy, Amsbury, for Hiogo and New York (to sail
end of February).
covering_The County Grange will meet joyed.
Hiogo, Feb. 28. Sid, ship State of Maine, New
Our annual town meeting occurred Mon- York.
here March 25_Nellie York is quite sick.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
_L. W. Foss is in town canvassing- day, March 2d. Considering the inclemency |

Trafton Hatch and Orris Vick-!
from school at Kent’s Hill.
ery
.The town election last Monday was a
very quiet affair. The old board of officers
was re-elected without opposition, save the
school committee_George Hatch of Portland, was in town on a visit to relatives
Mrs. Almira Conner is confined to the house
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 22d and 23d.
Jackson. The spring session of the F. W. with rheumatism-The Old Folk’s Ball
B. Quarterly meeting will be held at the will take place Thursday, March5th, at Odd
Fellows hall. Music by Prof. Whitten of
village, beginning Friday, March Gth, and
over
Amos Hatch is Belfast. All are invited.

Christian Endeavor consecration meeting
Sunday evening instead of last Sunday.

En

a

are

Hopkins Friday

Mrs.

has

Morrill.

Missionary reading with Mrs.
afternoon at 2 o’clock.

Woman’s

Monroe. A. H. Mayo has been suffering
with arvery severe cold and is unable to attend to the store_E. H. Neally is suffering from an attack of neuralgia. Joseph
Palmer is still sick. Mrs. Daniel Mansur is
afflicted with the bad cold and lung trouble

Thorndike. L. P. Monroe shipped 1,000
pairs of grapples to Boston via. Belfast,
Thursday night. He will make 1,000 or more

Locals.

FOUND 0?<LY AT

H. J.

Sickle ami Moonlight tobacco

BE

WORN THIS SEASON.

j

Good Molasses

|

18 lbs Granulated Sugar
We are

Read’s and

AUCTION

We will sell a lot of 30 Canada horse
House Stable. Belfast, on

FRIDAY, MARCH

at

Bradley’s

PHOSPHATE,
Can

supply you with

30I

CORN,
MEAL,

Phenix

SHORTS and
1

3,

At 10 o’clock a. m. If bad storm on that day, sale
will be held Saturday, March 14
These horses are from 5 to 8 years old, 1,000 t«i
1,500 pounds, all young, sound horses, fresh from
the farms they were raised on; tit for any kind ofr
business, in matched pairs, single workers and1
drivers. Here is a chance to get a horse at yourr
own price.as they are going to be sold to the high
est bidder without regard to cost or value Severali
nice mares in the lot. Horses will arrive Tuesday,
March 10, and may be seen and trial given and1
purchased at private sale any time before auction
ty*Every horse warranted as represented.
2wl0

for

....also....

Building,

CANADA'HORSES

$1.(1'

WOOD and C0A1

( /’. O. Square.)

30

25c It
25c ga<

Headquarters

LOCKE’S,

Belfast National Bank

COST.

PARKER & BURROWS.

OATS.

■■

We will
or
/

buy first quality Y.

Pea

Heatis

in

trade

E.
or

cash.
Call and sec us

John M.
Stockton

Ames Co.,
Springs.

